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NEWS OF THE WEEK.
M atti K".
Captain Anson Butof Koekland's most prominent
•ns and a
retired shipmaster, died
MHh. having been ill for sometime
the
He was
prevailing disease.
eight v-two years of age. The childwho survive him are Mayor K. A. ButAlbert W., and Bard us K. Butler.
A. F. Crockett. Mrs. H. Augusta
•>mer and Mrs.
Ahhic M. Burpee.
Maine be Company's building at
ihbay Harbor burned to the ground
10th.
The lire is supposed to have
incendiary. The buildi.ngs were valttk s".71M) and wa re
partially insured_
»
New York. New London A Norwich
<
msportalion 'oinpany lias been formed
i ’• *rt la in i with ;i capital stock of ssiMbit is believed by some that it i< a
.<
i;
tic part of the New York and
Fngland to secure a New Yorkterminfor that road..1. Mini, a promicitizen of dockland, died .Ian. 21st.
! 71'.
He was president of the North
••nal dank, vice president of the ( obla
'11c comjiany. trustee of the dockland
ugs Ids? k. was formerly a member of
• drain-lies of the
city government and
connect.-d with many public ent.crpris1 lc !ca\ cs a wife, two sons and daugliTd< '■••ns arc associaied with him
usiiicss .\ tire at Bangor Thttrsncrniim totally destroyed Morse A
salt and box mill with contents. The
i> supposed to
lie incendiary.
The
i“'"s is unknown fit this time, but
i" said
to
be small insurance.
Mcliiia die Smith, widow of the late
•:•_:< smith ot dockland, died Thnrsda\
'"at1 eelebialed hei
huinlrcdl.ii
•ling.
August and was the «ddcst
day
son it: 17 •cklaini.Klisha C.
Mallet!
d 11 h. wlo built the dig Scwall ships,
i last Ti: it st lay night, aged 7<k
He
re« ognized as the ablest master lmildM.iim and had turned off nearly one
die* ships. He had begun the biggest
iu the world at the time ot his death.
H.eiieial Hyde, of the Bath Iron
ks. is in Washington at Set -ret ary Tra
suggestion to consult about hurrying
work on the gunboats and Ammon
< tenoral Hyde
says the work is pn>\: n i.
one

"ssing as rapidly as possible.\
fly attended mooting was hold in
igton recently in the interest of a eon>ed milk taetory. the rompany that
lust established one at Newport talk'd starting aiiother at
Bridgton. toem-

from 170 to 270 hands. 'Flic milk of 1174
is guaranteed by citizens of
Bridgton
neighboring tow ns. It is believed the
Another meeting will
uy is assured.
acid Feb. l:Uh.< )ut of the 7.702,passengers carried on steam railroads
Maine in 1801 only one was killed and
> live injured: and out of 7.1 d),:i78 pas■•-icrs carried on electric and other street
loads only one passenger is reported
injured.Hon. Nathaniel Wilson died
week at his home in Orono. aged 8:5,
uilluenza.
Id
was
admitted to the
iincbee county bar in 18:) I.
He repreed Oroim in the Legislature for sever
ssious.TheCorham state Normal
>ol graduated Friday evening d! young
:i
’'I the class ot
i»2.
Kssays were
t by Clara F. Harriman.
Berlin Falls.
H.: Mabel L. Waite. Faimoiuh: Mar
Mt
Bride, Westbrook: Mice ,J. (’offin.
port : Mary !L Wood. Fast port and
\
bicker. Watertown.
Diplomas
conferred by state .superintendent
.\n A ugust.it despiiteh of the 2<>th
Flic Androscoggin special constable
-lion will he fought out at the next
ling ot the executive council and a
A long
> squabble is a lit iei pitted.
it is in from Waldo
county askingfor
'•

ppointnieiit of ;i special constable to
ice the liquor law.
'Fhe Turner parcase
has been postponed.Frank
nan ol Bangor, was instantly killed
by
•

\

train between Keswick and
Hie Hibson, N. 15.. branch
Me Canadian Bacitie
'Fuesday morning,
supposed that Mr. (.ilman was stand'll the plat form and was taken
suddenly
md fell while the train was in motion.
uig
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W 111>i*kisi \ <>s. Secretary
urn* gave a dinner Jan. gOtli in honor of
"blent and Mrs. Harrison.
Among
:>
present were Vice President and
Morton. Secretary and Mrs. Elkins,
eta ry Tracy, Senator and Mrs.
Frye,
'dec and Mrs. (iray, Justice Blatchford
and
Mrs.
Representative
Lodge...Mr.
•''•■Is has written a letter
resigning the
of
committee
the
on inter•'innanship
'*
and foreign commerce. He is willing,
"avs. to serve in the ranks, but desires
<diairmanship.Senator (lorman of
“yland lias been re-elected.The Benhas passed the Hill for a §100,(XX) pubhuilding at Dover N. II.Mr. Springfree wool bill was introduced in the
•se Jan. 20th.Senator Hoar has in'duce<i a Hill calculated to give a death
’" to the
sweating system.The treasdepartment has issued a circular to
h*d States shipping commissioners
king to tlie strict enforcement of the
against the employment of alien of‘">'s on tlie vessels of the United States.
Mr.
Bland introduced a silver bill
’"Usday which provides that any holder
Hold or silver bullion to the value of
*’ oi
more of standard fineness shall be
!,led to have the same struck into any
■

\

>

j11 \<.to,\

authorized standard coins of the United
States free of charge at the mints where
the owner may deposit the bullion, and
receive therefor coin notes
equal in
amount to the coinage value of the bullion
deposited.In the House Thursday,
Mr. Hutchins, of Mississippi, from the
committee on rules, reported the new code
of rules, and they were ordered printed in
the Record.
lie stated that the code was
substantially that which governed the 50th
There were three or four
Congress.

Chili Must Apologize.
DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS MILL RE SEVERED AT ONCE UNLESS MATTA’S INSULT
PRESIDENT
1NG NOTE IS WITHDRAWN.

Harrison’s message to congress.

tack upon the uniform of the U. !S. navy,
having its origin and motive in a feeling
of hostility to this government, and not in
any act of the sailors or of any of them.
A FLAGRANT FAILURE.

2.
That the public
authorities of
The Chilian correspondence, including
failed in their duty
the offensive note to Chilian Ministers Valparaiso flagrantly
to protect our men, and that some of the
abroad, Mas sent to Congress Tuesday. In
and of the Chilian soldiers and sailthe accompanying message President Har- police
ors were themselves guilty of unprovoked
rison declares that be will terminate diassaults
our sailors before and after
plomatic relations at once unless Matta’s arrest. upon
He (the President) thinks the prechanges.Senator (hillinger Thursday offensive note, which directly charges the ponderance of the evidence and the inlierPresident of the United States with unintroduced a bill asking an appropriation
ent probabilities lead to the conclusion
of *000.000 t<» be expended under the di- truthfulness and insincerity,is withdrawn.
that Riggin was killed by the police or
rection of the Secretary oi the Navy in the The message says:
soldiers.
“In my annual message, delivered to
construction of a wooden dry dock at the
fl.
That he (the President) is therenavy yard at Kitten. Me.The Senate ! congress at the beginning of the present fore
compelled to bring the case back to
lias continued the following nominations | session, aft er a brief statement of the facts
the position taken by this government in
then in the possession of this government
of postmasters in Maine: Joseph Dunnell.
the note of Mr. Wharton of Oct. 2:» last,
at Cumberland Mills: Forrest Goodwin, at
touching the assault in the streets of Val- and to ask for a suitable
apology and for
skowhegan: and K. C. Gray, at Madison. paraiso, Chili, upon the sailors of the U.
some adequate reparation for the injury
S. ship Baltimore, on tin* evening of the
.Si nator Stanford lias introduced a bill
done to t his government.
providin'.; that the government shall loan <Hh of October last, 1 said: ‘This governMATT.VS
Nsr LTl NO NOTE.
ment is now awaiting the result of an ins](m.000.000 to land owners at ‘1 per cent.
•■In the same note the attention of the
interest_ "m iaviary of Mate Blaine lias vestigation which lias been conducted l>y
It is j Chilian governmaut was called to the ofinstructed Mini.-ter Lincoln to confer with the criminal court at Valparaiso.
the Fnglish government on the question reported unoflicially that 111*■ investigation ^ fensive character of a note addressed by
is about completed. and i! is expected Malta, its minister of foreign affairs, to
of an iiit» riiational conference on the silthat the result M ill soon he eommnnieated Mr. Monti, its minister at this capital, on
ver question.Three more monitors, the
This despatch was not offiMontauk. Valiant and Jason are almost to this government, together with some the 13th nil.
v.tdy for service.Flu* report that Kgan adequate and satisfactory response to the cially communicated to this government,
had been recalled from Chile is pro- note by which the attention of Chili was but Mr. Monti was directed to translate it
called to this incident.
If these just ex- and give it to Hie press of this country. It
nounced unfounded.Justice Joseph 1*.
Bradley, of the United States Supreme pectations should he disappointed, or fur- seemed to me bat it could not pass without official notice.
ther needless delay intervene. I will by a
In March. 1S70, he
It was not only undipCourt, died Jan. 2<».
was appointed to the supreme bench by
special message bring this matter again to lomatic, hut grossly insulting to our naof
such
val
officers
and
was
the
attention
for
action
to
tin*
executive departlie
born in Berne,
President (4rant.
congress
ment, as it directly imputed jmtruth and
Albany county. New York, on March 14, as may he necessary.
“A brief restatement of the internationis]:’,.
In 1844 he married the daughter of
insincerity to the reports of tl e naval ofGeorge llornblower, of Now Jersey. He al questions involved and of the reasons ficers and to the official communications
made by the executive department to conThe why the responses of the Chilian governlcaacs two sons and two daughters.
it was simple ment, are unsatisfactory is all that I deem gress.
funeral took place Suiidav.
and plain
according to Ins expressed necessary.
err off iski.atioxs.
The President praises Minister Egan,
wishes..... The proposition of the Demo‘*11 will be observed that 1 have notified
crats in Congress to remove the duty on
saying, “He has, I think, on the whole, the Chilian government that unless tliis
lumber has stirred up great opposition on borne himself, in very trying circumnote is at onee withdrawn and an apology
discretion
and
the part of lumbermen.The Senate stances, with dignity,
as public as the offence made
1 will tercommittee on privileges and elections Sat- courage, and has conducted the correminate diplomatic relations.
The request
(
the
with
fairof
and
laggett-Dubois spondence
ability, courtesy
urday disposed
for the recall of Mr. Egan, upon the
It is worth while also at the begincontested election ease by deciding to re- ness.
that lie was not persona grata,
The ning to say that the right of Mr. Egan to ground
port in favor of seating Dubois.
was unaccompanied
by any suggestion
committee also decided that the creden- give shelter in the legation to certain adthat could properly be used in support of
tials of Senator Chilton, of Texas, was herents of the Balmaceda government
and
1
infer
that
the
it,
request is based
correct.The coinage of the new design ! who applied to him for asylum lias not
official acts of Mr. Egan
which
half dollars has been suspended indefi- been denied by the Chilian authorities, upon
have received the approval of this governnitely. as the Treasury now has a supply nor has any demand been made for the ment. But, however
that may he. I could
of half dollars on hand sufficient to sup- surrender of these refugees.”
The Presinot consent to consider such a question
ply the demand.Captain Randall of dent also maintains that Mr. Egan was until it had first been settled whether
our
New London has offered his schooner, the right in contending that “a safe conduct
correspondence with Chili could be conMary Adelaide Randall, to the govern- to neutral territory was a necessary and ducted
a
basis
of
mutual
ui*ou
respect.
ment for coal transport in ease of war
acknowledged incident of the asylum.' He In
submitting these papers to Congress
with Chili.The treasury department then complains of “the disrespect manifor that grave and patriotic consideration
has decided to omit the so-called select fested* toward this government by the
which the
involved demand. 1
('iydesdale stud hook from the recognized close and offensive police surveillance of desire to sayquestions
that 1 am of the
that
register of breed animals entitled to free the legation premises, which was main- the demands made of Chili opinion
by this govtained during the most of the period of
under
the
tariff
the
Senact.In
entry
ernment should be adhered to and enthe sta\ of the refuges therein.'
and
ate Monda\ Mr. Hale introduced a Rill for
forced.
adds: “This breach of the right of a mintin* further extension of the naval estabWK MI ST !’l»OTK< I* AI.I. Ol it
I’KOIM.K.
ister to freedom from police espionage
lishment of the Lnited States. The hill auand restraint seems to have been so fla*lf the dignity as well as the prestige
thorizes the President to have constructed
by contract three battle ships of T.uOO to grant that the Argentine minister, who and influence of the Cnited States are not
was dean of the diplomatic corps, having
to be wholly sacrificed, we must protect
10.000 tons displacement, 2 armored coast
observed it. felt called upon to protest those who. in foreign ports, display the
defence vessels, five gunboats of sOO to
against it to the Chilian minister of for- flag or wear the colors of this government
1200 tons displacement, and eight first
class torpedo louts.Negotiations for eign affairs.”
against insult, brutality and death, inflicted in resentment of the acts of their
an ext radilion tiv Oy between this country
THE ATTACK IRON THE SAILORS Ol
THE
and Prance arc in progress, also commer1J A J.TIMOR E.
government, and not for any fault of their
It has been my desire in every way
own.
cial negotiations.Pnglish criticism of
l»u
tilt* most serums incident.disclosto cultivate intimate and friendly relathe President's message, while not in the
ed
by the correspondence is that of tions with the
least hitter, is mostly adverse.Tin*
governments of this hemisthe attack upon the sailors of the Baltignnho;11 Yorktown, with the Chilian ref- more in tin1 streets of Valparaiso on the phere. We do not covet their territory.
We
desire
their
peace and prosperity. We
ugee.-. has arrived at Callao. Peru.
IStli of October last.
In my annual meslook for no advantage in our relations
sage. speaking upon the information then wit li
In r.Kii
them,
The storm at Hong Kong in
except the increased ex'So far as I
my possession. 1 said:
of
commeice
"ii the night "f December:! was the most
upon a basis of
have yet been able to learn, no explana- changes
mutual benefit. We regret every civil con(lestruetive one experienced in years.
Jt tion of this
work has been suggestbloody
test that disturbs their peace and parais believed that :'.'X) vessels, ineluding a
ed. than that it had its origin in hostility
< hinese junk with a large nmnher of
peo- to these men as sailors of the United lyzes their development, and are always
ple. and tin- Norwegian bark Aaron. foun- States, wearing the uniform* of their gov- ready to give our good office* for the restoration .a pea.ee.
dered or were driven ash<*re and wrecked.
11 no
'..ovvever. be
ernment. and not in any individual act or
understood that this government, while
...The I'nited Slates government is supersonal
animosity."
the
utmost
forbearance toexercising
ing General V 1‘. Hanks f*>r >4.(MX) alley
’\\ e have now received from t he ( hilian
wards weaker powers, will extend its
eil to have heen embezzled by "lie of his
government an abstract of the conclusions
and
sulMirdinai.es while (.eneral Hanks was of the
adequate protection to its citifiscal-general upon the testimony strong
to its officers, and to its humblest
I'nited States marshal.The Woman's taken
the judge of crimes in an inves- zens.
by
suffrage convention elected Mrs. Eliza- tigation. which was made to extend over sailor, when made the victims of wantonness and cruelty,
beth (a«ly Stanton. President.Mrs.
in resentment, not of
nearly three months. 1 very much regret their
Sarah E. Howe, of the Woman's Bank to be
personal misconduct but of the ofto say that this report
compelled
ficial acts of their government.
n ot o i e t \
died dan. 20th at her home. 72.:’, does not
enable me to modify the* concluI’remont street. Boston, of
paralysis. sion announced in my annual message. I
Will TAUTV AM) vW’AliKliV.
aged (>.">.“Col.** Pickett Nelson, said to am still of the opinion that our soldiers
"I poii information received that Fat rick
have been the tallest man on earth, died were
assaulted, beaten, stabbed and killed Shields, an Irishman and probably a Britat Baltimore, dan. 20.
He was S feet
not for anything they or any of them had
ish subject, but at the time a fireman of
inches tall.Billy Madden through bis
done, hut for what the government of the the American steamer Keweenaw in the
backer has challenged Sullivan for a tight
United States had done or was charged harbor of Valparaiso for repairs, had been
to a finish for •Slo.(XX) a side and t he chamwith having done, by its civil officers and subjected to personal injuries in that
city,
pionship of tin* world.Bulgaria has naval commanders. If that be the true largely by the
1 directed the atapologized for the expulsion of M. Chad- aspect of the ease, the injury was to the torney-general police.
to cause the evidence of
bourne. the French newspaper correspongovernment of the United States, not to the officers and crew of that vessel to be
dent, and France lias accepted the apol- these
poor sailors who were assaulted in a taken upon its arrival in San Francisco;
ogy.\ report was started in I)es Moines. manner so brutal and so
and that testimony is also herewith transcowardly."
Iowa. Thursday that Mr. Blaine was dead
The President here reviews at length mitted.
The brutality and even savagery
and dags were put at half mast.The
the premeditated attack of the Chilians of the treatment of these poor men by the
Keeley Institute at North Conway will be upon the sailors of the Baltimore, and Chilian police would be incredible ii' the
opened Feb. 1. with Win. K. Gould, of concludes:
evidence of Shields was not supported by
Portland, general manager. Quarters have
“The communications of the Chilian other direct testimony and by the disbeen fitted up in an elegant manner for
government, in relation to this cruel and tressing condition of the man himself
the accommodation of patients.Steam- disastrous
attack upon our men, as will when he was finally able to reach his veser Egyptian Monarch, at London,
reports appear from the correspondence, have not sel. The
captain of the vessel says: ‘He
sighting a hurtling vessel at sea. apparent- in any degree taken the form of a
manly came back a wreck, black from his neck
ly American and oil laden. Two men and
satisfactory expression of regret, to his hips from beating, weak and stupid
were seen to fall from the bowsprit.
The much less of
apology. The event was of and is still in a paralyzed condition, and
sea was so high that, although a boat was
so serious a character that, if the
injuries has never been able to do duty sim ."
lowered from the steamer, no trace of the
suffered by our men had been
‘‘A claim for reparation has been made
the
crew of the burning vessel could be found.
result of an accident in a Chilian port, the in behalf of this man. for while he was
..Senator Quay lias obtained another
incident was grave enough to have called
not a citizen of the Fnited States, the
\erdict against a Pittsburg paper.\n
for some public expression of sympathy doctrine long held bv us. as expressed in
illicit distillery lias been discovered in
and regret from the local authorities.
It the consular regulations, is: ‘The princiNatick. Mass.
The output is estimated is
not enough to say that the affair was
ples which are maintained by this gov:it several bands per week, which has
lamentable, for humanity would require ernment in regard to the protection as
been going to the barrooms in Natick and
that expression, even if the heating and distinguished from the relief of seamen
surrounding towns. a> well as in Boston.
of our men had been justifiable.
are well settled.
It
It is held that the cir_Sir George Baden Powell. British com- killing
is not enough to say that the incident is cumstance that the vessel is American is
missioner in the Behring Sea matter, arwith
the
statement
that
evidence
that
the
seamen on
board are
rived in New York Sunday.
Ib* will go regretted, coupled
the affair was not of an unusual characsuch, and in every regularly documented
to Canada and thence to Washington.
ter in ports where foreign sailors are acmerchant vessel the crew will find their
customed to meet.
It is not for a generprotection in the flag that covers them."
Ti i:k Topics.
C. II. Nelson of Waterous and
sincere government to seek for i
“I have as yet received no reply to our
ville is authority foi the statement that words of small or
equivo al meaning in J note of the 21st inst., but in my opinion. I
Brown A ( o.. of Grand Bapids. Michigan,
which to convey t<> a friendly power an ought not to delay
longer to bring these
will control the stallion Nelson, next seaapology lor an offence so atrocious as matters to the attention of Congress for
son. and that he will be driven by George
this.
action
such
Its may be deemed appropriStair, who gave the pacer
Direct" his
Tin* course of .Mr. Webster in the ease ate."’
record of 2.00.
This arrangement will of tin* assault of a mob in New
1»i;.\.ia.mix JIaijuison.
Orleans,
(signed)
give the Maine horse a chance to come upon the Spanish Consulates in 1 So 1. is
Executive Mansion, Jan. 2o, 1SP2.
once more t o the front.
Nelson still owns cited in contrast with the action of the
Till-: rouwKsiMiN ih:\( i;.
him... At an enthusiastic meeting of horse- ( hilian authorities.
men at Portland Iasi week, the Maine Mile
The Chilian corrdspondence, which acnil-: DKf.AV WAS ISA I > K.NOl Ml.
Track Association was formed.
It was
companies the President's message, is
decided, with the approbation of (
II.
‘‘In our note of Oct. 2:1 last, which ap- nearly Pi newspaper columns in length.
Nelson and others, to locate the track at
It is pretty thoroughly condensed in the
pears in the correspondence, after receivScarboro* crossing.L. M. Staples esq.
ing the report of the board of officers ap- message itself. Dec. 1:1 was broached one
of Washington, has two valuable colts, one
pointed by ( apt. Schley to investigate the of the gravest issues in the case, which is
and two years old.
One was sired by affair, the Chilian
still open in the shape of the Matta note
government was advis2.22.
and
the
other by ed of the
to Chilian ministers abroad.
Watchmaker,
Mr. Egan
aspect which it then assumed
Their
is
2.27.
dam
a
KenSpeedaway,
and called upon for any facts in its pos- says in his telegram that this was sent to
tucky marc, with a record of 2.:J0. Mr. session that might tend to modify the un- the Chilian minister at Washington with
S. has refused fancy prices for them.
favorable impressions which our report the sanction of the president, was read in
A match race—best:! in .*>. half mile heats had created. It is
the senate and published in all the Chilian
very clear from the cor-has been arranged between George II.
respondence that before the receipt of this papers. Its text is as follows:
Palmer of East Dover and bis horse Quiver note the examination was
THE OFFENSIVE MATTA NOTE.
regarded by the
against Henry Spaulding's pacer, for a police authorities as practically closed. It
read the portion of the report
Having
of
It
is
#100.
understood that the was, however,
purse
reopened and protracted of the secretary of the navy and of the
race will take place on the ice at Dover
through a period of nearly three months. message of the President of the United
about February (ith...The American Horse We
might justly have complained of this
I think proper to inform you that
Breeder, Boston, says: “There are few- unreasonable delay, but in view of the fact States,
the statements on which both report and
better judges of horse stock than the vet- that the
government of Chili was still pro- message are based are erroneous or deeran A. G. Hunt, the youngest man of his
visional, and with a disposition to be for- liberately incorrect. With respect to the
Mr. Hunt
years in the horse business.
bearing, and hopeful of a friendly termin- persons to whom an asylum has been
lias lately bought a fast trotting Von
ation, I have awaited tire report which has granted, they have never been threatened
Moltke mare from F. I. Gibbs of Bangor, but
recently been made. On the 21st in- with cruel treatment, nor has it been
Me.”
stant 1 caused to be communicated to the
sought to remove them from the legation,
government of Chili by the American min- nor has their surrender been asked for.
The Orthography.
ister at Santiago the conclusions of this
With respect to the seamen of the Balafter a full consideration of timore, there
“How's Chili spelled?” asked Smith. “I see government
is, moreover, no exactness
all the evidence and of every suggestion nor
That some pedantic people try
sincerity in what is said at WashingTo make it C-h-i-l-e
affecting this matter, and to these conclu- ton. The occurrence took place in a bad
sions 1 adhere.
And others C-h-i-l-i.”
They were stated as fol- neighborhood of the city, the maintop of
lows :—
Then answered Jones with twinkling eyes,
Valparaiso, and among people who are
1.
That
the
assault is not relieved of not models of discretion and
“I am not certain, but I guess
temperance.
the
which
the
information
If Chili don't apologize,
aspect
When the police and other forces interearly
of the event gave to it, viz: That of an at- fered and calmed the
'Twill be D-i-n-n-i-s.”
Jtumult, there were

wholly

—

18B2.

NUMBER

several hundred people there, and
Obituary.
it was 10 squares or more from the place
S.
where it had begun.
Harry
Luce, of the firm of Miller &
Mr. Egan sent, on the 20th of October, ; Luce, Quincy, one of the largest granite
a note that was aggressive in purpose and
manufacturing concerns in Massachusetts,
virulent in language, as is seen by the was found dead in his
room at 3
o’clock
and
the
note
written
in
on
the
copy
reply
Wednesday morning, Jan. 20th. Mr. Luce
27th.
On the 18th the preliminary examina- was in good health and retired the night betion had already been commenced: it has fore at a late hour. Just before 3 a. m. his
been delayed, owing to the non-appear- mother heard groans and went to his room
ance of the officers of the Baltimore and
door and called, hut received no answer.
owing to undue pretensions and refusals The door was broken in and Luce was found
of Mr. Egan himself. No provocation has
lying dead in bed. Mr. Luce will he pleasever been accepted or initiated
by this deremembered in Belfast, where two
partment. its attitude, while it has ever antly
been one of firmness and prudence, lias years ago he was in partnership with Mr.
never been one of
aggressiveness, nor will W. (). SSargent in the granite business, and
ii ever be one of humiliation, whatever resided at Crosby Inn. He was a genial
may be or lias been said at Washington by gentit man, a good singer,ami was a number
j
those who are interested in justifying ol the
Beilast 1 arlor Musical »Soeiety
Mr. I
their conduct or who are blinded by erLuce was born at Cape Kli/abeth in thi>
roneous views.
Mr. Tracy and Mr. Ilanison have been Malt bis father being a native of Ib.ekpori.
led into error in respect to our people and He was 3<S years old a widower, with two
government: the instructions (recommendyoung sons, and resided with his parents mi
ing) impartiality and friendship have not Miller street, Quim-y. He w;
\ery \\ed
been complied witli, neither now nor beknown through*.ut the country by m*mb. is j
fore.
The statement that the North
American seamen were attacked in various localities at the same time is dt liberLorenzo it. 1*'< gg died .m Saturday <-i conal ely incorrect.
As the preliminary examination is not sumption, aged abort
Mr. Fogg
years.
yet concluded, it is not yet known who was born in Brooks.
About tw »■ nt,\-li\ <•
how
and
many the guilty parties are. Yon
years ago lie mine to Belfast from Lowed
no doubt have the note ol Nov.
1>, written and lias since resided here.
Formally years
in reply to Minister Egan.
That and all
he kept a lruit and confectioners store, but
other notes will be published here.
You
will publish a translation of them in the retired a few years ago oil account of failing
I ’lilted States.
Deny in the meantime health. He manufactured a cough remedy
everything that does not agree with these that had more than a local sale. Mr. Fogg's
statements, being assured of their exact- wife died a short time ago. Jle leases no
ness as we are of the
right, the dignity, children, but has one brother here and one
and the final success of Chili, notwithin Methuen, Mass.
Mr. Fogg was an excelstanding the intrigues which proceed from
lent citizen and will be much missed.
so low (a
source) and the threats which
come from so high (a
source).
Miss Jane Atkinson, who died at Montnow THE MESSAGE WAS EEC El V El).
of i»."> years, svas
In the House Speaker Crisp presided ville, Jan. 20th, at the age
the oldest woman in that toss n. She was an
The
were
with
Monday.
galleries
packed
spectators. The President's message was aunt of O. CL White, Belfast.
received and read.
The reading of the
message occupied almost an hour and
David D. Wardsvell, the well-known
when it was concluded there was a generand ship carpenter, died at
draughtsman
al round of applause, more warm among
Kockland Jan. 2lst aged07 years. Deceased
the republicans, but in w hich many demwent to Kockland eight years ago from Stockocrats earnestly joined.
On motion of
ton, w here he had been employed in the faBlount of (Georgia, the message and accompanying documents w ere ordered to be mous Hichborn yard. His death svas caused
printed and referred to the committee on by typhoid-pneumonia, with svhich disease
foreign affairs.
his widow is now dangerously ill.
He left,
A number of senators were asked Monseven children, five of whom svere hy his
day afternoon to give their views on the first svife.
They are as follows: Frank
President's message.
Nearly all the senators interviewed,
regardless of politics, John, Arthur and George Wardwell, Delia,
agreed that the message was an able docu- wife of A. W. Benner, Lizzie M., wife o! F
ment.
Senator Frye, a member of the B. Ingraham, and Kdna ami Hattie. Wardcommittee on foreign relations to which svell. Mr.
Wardwell was a member of Aurothe message was referred, thought the
ra Lodge of Masons, and leaves a great mans
message admirable in every respect, that
friends to mourn their loss.
it was clear, unmistakable in utterances,

already

j

j

patriotic, exceedingly effective, pointed,
and it

certain to meet with the approval of the American people.

Mr. John M. Pease, ol' Burnham, who died
Jan. 18th, was horn in the town of Hope,
Me., in 1800, and was 01 years old last November. He was the son of James Pease,

was

( II I El

WANTS

MOKE

TIME.

Washington, .Jan. 2.").- Minister Egan

cables that President Montt is absent at
the Baths and the ministei of foreign affairs asks a delay ot one or two days.
Sec
retary Blaine consents.
run.i

s

who moved to

axswki:.

so

\\ AsuiNiiTON, Jan. 20.
This government to-day received a long message from
Minister Egan ronvcying an offer on the
part of the Chilian government for the
settlement of all the existing difficulties
with the I'nited Stales.
This despateh conlirms the statements
made in the Associated Press despateh
from Santiago last evening, which was in
effect that Chili agreed to withdraw the
offensive note sent hy Senor Matta. to
withdraw its request for the recall of
Minister Egan, and to submit t he Baltimore
allair to the arbitration of some neutral
nation or decision of the I'nited States
supreme court.
There is reason to believe that the
Chilian government not only otters to
withdraw the offensive note, hut offers to
apologize for it.
it also agrees t»> tin* position taken by
the I'nited States in regard to the right of
asylum and safe conduct of the refugees.
Mr. Egan's despateh was submitted to
the Cabinet at the meeting to-day.
The
entire question was discussed.
It is understood that a difference of
opinion was developed as to the propriety
of accepting the offer without modification as far as it related to the submission
of the question of Chili's liability for the
attack on the Baltimore's sailors to the
arbitration of neutral nations or to the
Supreme Court.
Without.reaching a decision the meeting
Points.

At

a

meeting

was

days. May

4

to

Louisiana

de-

clared in terms against the great lottery.
.Quarters have been secured at Minneapolis, during the National Republican
convention for the Maine delegation and
j
alternates, whoever they may lie, and the
member of the national committee from
Maine, Mr. Haynes, at the West Hotel. If
any citizens intend to attend the convention. and desire rooms secure. 1 for them,
they should communicate, on or before
March 1st, with ,1. 11. Manley, chairman
of the Republican State Committee, upon
this subject.The New York Assembly
has passed the enumeration bill.
This
paves the way for a gerrymander which
Democrats propose.“The latest racket
of the third-party prohibitionists,” says
the Bridgeton News, “is the attempt
to secure pledges to vote the
third-party
ticket on condition that pledges from one
million voters be secured.
Maine’s quota
is about 10,078, and up to date pledges
from 270 voters had been secured.
No
wonder Bro. Cushing commences liiscampaign early in the year. He has undertaken a good deal of a task, as he may discover later in the season.
And then, you
know, under the new voting dispensation
it is a crime to tell your neighbor how
you propose to vote!".At a convention of Republicans of the third Congressional district in Ohio, Thursday, Presi
dent Harrison was enthusiastically endorsed for renomination.The Democratic
national committee selected Chicago as
the convention city on the second ballot.
The
convention will
meet June 21.
.The breach between the Crisp and
Mills wings of the Democratic party is
widening at Washington.

now

living.

Wetherbe

before

the
bis

to

bis

with

to

tin- Christian

the last.

The

alk about up to about
death. He was oiteii

illage,
daughter,
a

him

home at bis sou Andistance of two miles
Mrs.

Bassler,

who

to
at

tinthe*

last. The funeral
Mount sc-hoolhouse

ficiating.
(’apt. David <;.
prominent

Amesof

Stockton, one of our
respected citizens, died
•Ian. 20th of heart, failure, aged (id years, 11
mos., and 12 days.
('apt. Ames had been in
pool health for some time*, lint, until within
a few hours of his death was not
thought to
he in any immediate danger, (’apt. Ames
was tin- son of Joseph Ames, by his second
w ife. Elizabeth
Kingsbury.of Frankfort, and
was the oldest of eight children, three of
whom survive him- Mrs. H. J. Boody, Chas.
Ames, Bangor, and .John Ames, one of the
must

merchants of

Stockton.

lie also leaves

was 14, whe n his paStoc kton, the n a part of
Prospect. At the age of la, lie began to follow tin* sea, and at 21 was master of the
schooner Paulina. He continued going to
s years, and
sea for
during that time had

removed to

command of siiips Bawrenee Brown. Valley
Forge*. Marcia C. Day and Gardiner Colby.
July 22, 1K4!», he married Margaret Berry, of

Prospect,

two

H. Converse, the author, died a year
ago, and another son, William, we

believe is living in Oregon. When a young
man he was in the employ of the firm of
Marshall iN Swan, Belfast.

Marriage

of

Miss

Herriman.

Klla

marriage of Miss Klla llerriim-n, only
daughter nf Captain F. D. Herriman, Pembroke House. St. ( at liariiu-’s-road. J'lootle,
with A lon/.o I >. Mel v'in. I >. V. S.. of Chieagi>,
\
S. A., was solemnized yesterday at Kmniamnl
Church, Iioot'.e. Tin- obitanting
clergyman was the Key. Thomas Dunlap,
Tin*

and there

was

large and fashionable

very

a

congregation. Tin* church had
fully decorated with palm and
(lowers, and evergreens, by

been beautiother trees,

\oting lady
friends of tin* bride.
The organ was presided over h\ Mr. Albert K. Workman, wlio
|»hived tin* bridal march Wagner, aim M< ndelssohu's ••Wedding Mas
1
tintwo hymns. *<> iove divitn .onl g
.ten" and
How web dine was tin rail."
Tla
brnle,
who was gi\en a\\ a\ b\ hei I,it la r. w a-- attired in pure w hite benzalim-. wit h I'eatln-t
trimming and full ('"art Irani. S.n- carried
I the
a shower bompn-t of lilies
alle;. tingift of the bridegroom. The bridoinaids,
si\ in number.- viz.,the M^se* K. Wi liams,
M'Nieol. Ada Jarvis, (i. Wiiliams. Josh*
Fowler, and Carvie Taylor- wore ]»earlgra,v
costumes, with yokes of pure wl
Velvet
trimmed with silver lur. and gra\ lelt hats
trimmed with white vehet. They also wore
muffs to mateh, upon whielt were bum-l.es ot
lilies of the valley. Tin- bridegroom s gift
to
tln-m were gold bangles. Tin bridegroom's best man was Mr. J. F Itydei. D.
V. S., of Brooklyn, F. S. A. Tln-re wee a
huge number of beautiful and cosily presents.
The wedding break fast was partaken of at
tin- house of the bride's fatln-r. and there
was a large
number of guests present, including Mr. James Smith, .1. P.. and Mrs.
Smith, of Bootle: Mr. Tims. Sherman. ( Hired States Consul, and Mrs. Sherman
Mr.
and Mrs. Harold King, Liverpool. Mrs S.
Fowler, Liverpool : Mr. and Sits Thomas
Webster, Booth*: Captain Charles Herriman
and Master AY. Herriman, Livei p.„,| Mr. and
Mrs. \Y. Marie, Liverpool: Mr. atm Mrs. t;.
A. Harrington, Liverpool; Mr. and MuHardy Harris, 'footle: J. I’. Herriman and
H. 1L Herriman, brothers of tin- bride. iAi-.—
Mr. J. Smith proposed tin* health H the
bride, and stated that telegrams bad been
reeeixed from Aim-in a ami oile r p-e** of
the world from friends "flVring tlc-ir congratulations. All eotim-i fed w ith F.inmauttel Cluirelt would long remember tin bride
for tin- excellent work she did there in connection with the schools, and lie w si a d her
every happiness and health.—Tin- healths
of the nridegroom, the bridesmaids, and tin*
host and In stess were drunk, the last named
toast being responded t
with much feeling
b\ Captain Herriman.- The lu-ide and bridetheir
hom ynmon in
groom then left to spend
London. The bride's travelling dress was
of green and brow n tweed, brow n and green
hat, and long black coat, trimmed with, as
traehan.
[Liverpool. Kngland. Daily I’osr
.Jan. ti.
»

Notes.

Newspaper

Tin* < '.mgr.-gat i'Uialist. alv> av

liainlsi.nn

recently juu n (l n w dr.--.
ability the Congregational.st is sm'im
no religious vveeklv in tin
eouutry. and
<

paper,

hi
to

if,

imteli of interest and \aiue
general reader.

to

the

haily Advertiser. >:m
price to Sli.no per -ar. 1
larg.-lv in eireiilation throughout N
land.
Improvements have al-o b.
v
in all its departments, and in itarv.tinan.ini. ■-hipping and mars

tie

ve-

contains

The Host mi

<

anted

il net ion ill

it is

1 uents
■

tioiialism.
flu-

onger t han

st

indepeiideio

lean and

b\

matt' rs

commercial
in

liy

Mr.

by Mr V
daily feai arcs.

made
iderd. j.-i
h

n

.1

in

Mr. i I

\

t. m

t

m

Its
i.u-

apj

Hr<

am

H. Sanborn

i,

i..•

ai

Hunker, oi i,.- Kenmb*
| >, »•.,
last week's issue eomj'lete.;

lien

says that

tm

fifth year of his paper, and intimates that
has not received the Jtenioerufii siippo'i
which

s

-eu-u

neuspapii.

C. Kls-ui

fast Table"
wort hv

ir«

and conihines tiie he-i

family and

dram.it ie eritn is
eal

h.■ t.

ever

free

Kng-

\\

it
11

is entitled.
Hr says further:
tile future of this pa pel
then- vv.il
he a change.
Il henmerats do not care t.
support a tmmoeratie newspaper in this s.
tioii "1 the Slate \v«* shall not m< nk»
\v th
poiili.s With the poor house staring us
till- fare We d<> il"! propose
earrv along a
large list of subscribers who do not pav m.r
waste our sweetness in a
pdit'al desert
where our labor goes without reward, and
aggressive work invites censure and d.-s.-rt ion.
As

it

to

writer in the Hepuhlican .b.ernal of

A

Helfast,

among tin papers In read while a
youth in the town of Maeliias. enumerates
the Skovv began Clarion, and states t|,at it ilio longer published
In this lie is ,,rre« t m
a
eertain sense and ineorn t
n
anothe
sense. The Skovv began Clarion went
through
the process of a change of nam< i" Ib
pul.liean Clarion, and in the
year 1-Sos. igan;
from
Moses
publishers
Littlefield
hanged
to Smith A Kmery, and at that time
\peri'•need a change of name to Somers, f
Heponer. by which name n
has lieeii known f,>r
liearlv a quarter of a eeutur.v.
Somerset.

Reporter.

a

and lived there until he-

|

Frank
or

and

half-brother, Florian Ames, master of a
steamer in Georgia, and a half-sister. Mrs.
Amanda Costigan, of Hampden, children of
his father by a third wife, Dorothy B. Be rry.
( apt. Ames w as born in North
Searspon.
rents

Esq., of this city. She will he pleasantly remembered by many of our older residents
having visited here in years past. One son,

w

from Ids
v

iii

Jan. 20th, Bev. Win. Brown, of Clinton, of-

continue

world.The

visit

tinued

and .“>.

people of the civilized
Pepublican convention in

to

the faith

able

services were held

at Des Moines Jan. 20.
In his inaugural
address, he arraigned the prohibitory laws
of the state as having failed of their pur-

best

father of

seemed to be very dear to linn and from
whom lie received many dainties and comforts.
His daughter, Mrs. Pickard, also sacrificed her own time and money to attend oil
her aged parent for sev eral years and con-

of

pose. being disregarded by entire communities, otherwise law abiding, and making
crimes of acts regarded as innocent hy the

are

follows:

as

believer

kept

w as

walking

drew's
to

sincere

and

month

a

seen

The committee
expect to make a strong tight this year.
.Cov. Boies of Iowa was inaugurated
two

was a

deceased

voted to hold the

Bangor,

whom

the

of

religion

other political parties of Maine get ready
for work the Prohibition party will he fulIt

are

was

Buxton; Andrew Pease, ol Burnham: Bovina Swea t land, of Boekland : Mi l*
chant Pease, ol Kimshorough, Wash. : Mercy
1> Pickard, of Burnham : Bichmoml Pease,
of Arizona; Amanda B. Bassler, ol Burnham: Klmina Morgan, of Be. wist on- Aurelia
N. Gould, of Bevviston. He leaves
grandchildren and 21 great grandchildren. II.
was converted and baptised under the
Baptist persuasion but never joined any c liureli,
but

the widow of .Judge Converse, of Newcastle,
and a sister of the late William 11. Conner,

State from Martha’s Vine-

all of

names

Pease,

the executive committee of the Prohibi-

ly organized.

children,

nine

tion party of Maine, held in Portland Jan.
20. it was reported that hy the time the

state convention at

his

The deceased

years.

Their

adjourned.

Political

t

yard, Mass., and was one of nine brothers
and sisters, only one of whom survives him
Abigail Spear, of Warren, Me., aged about,

4.

Nashville. N. IB. who now survives him. Three children were horn to
them. Ealand, William and Charles.
Kaland,
the oldest, died of consumption in
Hampden.
at

Sept. 84, aged 82 yrs.. at which time his fawas making his last
voyage to the Pai lie, aec e n.panied by Alls. Aim s.
William
is first officer of ship Gen. Fairc
hild, and
ther

Charles is first officer of S. S. Searle on Puget Sound, and was brought before the public notice lately by bis heroic action in savi ng the. lives of two sailors, nearly
losing his
own life in
the performance of the brave

At

of

Association, Mi

I f era Id, gav.
"The

meeting

recent

a

'I'rade

an

Modern

the

H-

Paper

Mon

Haskell, of the
interest ing ai Id less nt it led
K. If.

Newspaper

Made"

A moug other
first daily printed luto

t

and

How

hi tigs lie said

it

is

The

apers an hour. Now
great paper has loiimi it possible to supply
.■>00,000 copies or more when a dav of great
demand conn s. The ordinary dailv contains
a

enough matter to till
pages,

tin-

Sunday

hook ..I 400

LJmo

a

an

octavo

of mm) pages.

Again, in lsio, there were seven persons on
the Herald editorial force, which included
reporters- to-day there are over loo. with
salaries ranging from > 1 a week to
spj,(MH> a
Mr. Haskell closed with a review ot
.'ear.
a
newspaper man’s work. A newspaper
must lie like the Hible— that contains
the
records of crimes
Ul

tin-

|><-I>]>l<'.

as

Ami

well

as

as

it is

he better deeds
said an li.ua si

man is t.ln- lmldi-st work ..1
(;,>d,
ni‘wspai'i‘1- is liit- n(ibli*st wink

Maine’s

Grand

Army

s,,;,n

h.mrst

man.

Encampment.

The twenty-fifth annual
encampment of
the Department
of^Mitine, G. A. K.. will
rouvem1 at. Aiilmrn Feh.
4 and eoiitinue
HHi. .), closing with a
camp fin in the eveiideed.
,n£ a* Auburn Hall, Commander-in-chief
dohn
Palmer
has accepted an invitation and
Early iu ’85, Capt. Ames retired from the wi
1 he present
during the encampment..
sea and in May '111 entered the
grocery busi- Col. Isaac Dyer, of
will unness.
Ill losing Capt. Ames, a kind and lov- doubtedly be selected Skowhegan,
for Department Comthere
no
mander,
father
and
husband
has
been
to
being
him up
ing
opposition
lost, a good to the
present time. He has been seriously
neighbor, anti a man of sterling integrity ill for several
weeks past. Assistant Adjuand upright habits, who will la;
greatly tant General E. 0. Milliken will probably
missed by a large circle of friends. His receive a re-election, he having made a very
efficient officer.
widow and children have the
sympathy of .A1!® report of Assistant Adjutant Genera!
the community.
will show a
membership of about
in the
department, with llif. posts, four
Capt. Ames was buried from his late resi- P71X1
new nncs
been
having
instituted during the
dence on Main Street, Sunday, with full
year. This is regarded as nearly the maximasonic honors. Ife was a mason for 38 mum membership whirl] will ever l.e
reached.
years, having joined Marriner s Lodge, No.
The “Kpidemic”
88, of Searsport in 1854.

inlFort Payne.

Mrs. Converse, whose death at Philadelphia Jan. 22nd is elsewhere recorded, was

The plot, thickens
Many are the victims
of the fearful
epidemic. The last is Fred B.
Doe, and it s a girl. Everyone beware, danger everywhere. [Fort Payne, Ala., Journal.
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Characters

Quaint

the

Trotting Stock in Liberty.

Past.

THE TRANSIENT TRAVELLERS ENTERTAINEARLY
DAYS.
SINGERS AND
ED
IN
TELLERS.

S|OR\

Prospect correspondent writes:

Our

On

that is being raised in its vicinity. The track
has given a new impetus to the breeding industry, and the fact that such horses as
Silver Spray, Messenger Wilkes, Dictate r
Chief, Wilkesmont, Action, Brilliant and
other noted horses have been patronized by
the breeders, shows that the demand is for
the very best blood obtainable. There are a
number of breeders in Liberty who, on a
small scale are collecting stables of fine
blooded animals. We will mention a few
with their stock commencing with

day. when not a team or a
person walking passed in the road by our
place. 1 got to thinking about old times
when there were so many boys in this
district, and what the boys used to talk
recent

a

stormy

the new laws came into
For years there was an Indian called .Inc Socahesum who used to call at
before

about
force.

for

lathers

my

all

Mopped

meals

night.

sometimes

and

hoys thought that'

We

Indian talk was very funny and we never
About that
miss* ! many words he said.
other very strange man came
time

MR.

year old

clothing, and

a

was

not

sure

to

dress

well when she could do better.

\cry

other

Collie Champion,
Squire.
20881) (K. 1oTOT.) Whelped August ‘.it.!, 1HS.*».
Dam.
Color: walnut sable, witli full white collar.
Sire,
Champion Furry.
Champion (Ti'aisi.kmadxk.
(K.

aracter

ci

was

Frenchman getting

a

(

and clothing to bring his wife from
Frame
There w ere often callers to stop

j

all

:

ni: ht, ami

of them

j

quite
entertaining, especially it they could sing
;
toll stories.

or

songs

stories

some

were

times and

by

told

they

were

Some terrible

ghost

these travellers in old

were

k.

1 <Mi*.U

r.

s.

n.

(K. 107:*(».)
of the greatest sires living. His prog- !

.)

Champion of England, and is. without doubt, one
en> include Mam*\ Trefoil, Pendigo. The Young Squire. Metehley Squire. Metehley Scot.
Well* sbourne Hero. Rosiyn Regent. Rosiyn F.urry, Rosiyn Primrose, ami many others.,
He has defeated such noted champions as the great Metehley Wonder and Christopher,
lie has been shown three times in America, winning 1st Chicago, 18!*); 1st Toronto, 18*10,:
and 1st New York, 1801.

n j*
An-

mom

The

Scotch

(A.

sumptuously.
large bundle of

very

M.

HATCH.

mare

Lady Morrill

is

one

of

j

very welcome guests.

Squire** is a clear, sable and white m
and, as can be seen in his picture,
lie is a decidedly handsome dog.
It
To tjik Eihtois of the Joi hnal:
Champion “Koslyn Wilkes” (A. K. C.
S. 1>. 20883) was born Jan. 18th, 1880. and
was with pleasure that we read the article oil “Some Well Kept Dogs.” publish- was bred by Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan, the
Kennels,
Hill, Piula., Pa.
\
January 14tli, 1802.

Skminoi.k

color,

Ciiestni't

He is
ed in your paper of Dee. 17, 1801, our millionaire banker of New York.
owner of the a dog of great merit, and undoubtedly the
the
being
present
proprietor
farm at Northport, Me., formerly owned best Aiinrlcan-hved collie living to-day.

the
and

stylish animals in Waldo county :
perfect roadster cannot be found. She
is by Jack Morrill by Young Winthrop Morrill, son of Winthrop Morrill, dam I tolly Yarden by Bay Morgan, an imported English
thoroughbred. Lady Morrill has produced
two foals by Action.
She has never been
trained, but lias been driven quarters to road
cart by her owner, a one armed soldier, in 42
seconds. With proper handling this mare
could trot close to 2210. Rose Morrill, another
marc by Jack Morrill, dam by the Martin
Horse grandson of French Tiger, is a large,
powerful animal and is with foal by Duster
I >., soil of Young Mr('lellan by (b-i
McClellan. 2.2b. Mellie Wilkes, a coming three year
old tilly, lias been the pride of the stable.
She is by Action, son of the great sire Onward, dam Lady Morrill as above. Such a
union of Wilkes, Morgan and thoroughbred
blood ought to produce speed. The sixth
time she was hitched to a road cart she stepped a quarter in 57 seconds. She is with foal
by the royally bred stallion Silver Spray,
most

belaud, and she fared

from

E.

Mr. Hatch, with his son Lieut. E. E. Hatch,
has several horses worthy of notice. The six

along, that used to get down and kiss the
ground in the road when he saw anybody,
lie travelled through here a number of
years and every one got used to hint, even j
the children.
Very often an Irish woman
with hei child came along, she was getting money to bring her husband over
She often carried

Carl

Since the completion, live years ago, of the
excellent half mile track by the West Waldo
Agricultural Association, there has been a
great improvement in the quality of the sto< k

was

and who

times the entire canine race.
Thousands of dollars la,” and has never been defeated except
Then we have “Rosfoot have about ' have often been given for the best speci- by our own dogs.
disappeared, in olden times, even you mi' mens. Fifty years ago, before the time lyn Conway” (A. K. <'. S. B. 20882) bred
women travelled alone alonji the
bay and of dug shows, 82.*> was a big price for the in England by Messis. J. and W. Charles.
river for
a
number best
animal that could he had. He is a grandson of Champion Metehley
.since railroads and steamboat

travellers

transient

on

employment.

|

Quite

.line

»

working

from the Kennehee found hus-

Dli ere vas some teeference bed ween a
vorkin’ politicians und a vorkin’ man.

Senator Beck's death resulted from
work.

over-

Slitocks und bonds may flickturate, but
brains vas always keep der one hundred
notch ahead.

Henry Ward Beecher succumbed to

over-

work.

If you vant to been a gieat succeed und
enclmy it dot’s besser you liafe had a
couple times failure.
Dots besser you follow goot atwice.
It
liefer (looks you a roat into sliuckfull mit
pricklevs heat.
Ofer marriages vas made in lieafen it
ctident dot some vimmens liafe pooty
goot friends dliere.
vas

Zach Chandler died of
overwork.

j

Family troubles
Horace Greeley.

j

Secretary Folger

and
fell

apoplexy
overwork

a

due to
killed

victim to the

demon of overwork.

Plumb,

Senator
■

strength,

though

a

died from overwork.

Family troubles and overwork killed
Senator Pendleton of Ohio.
Worry and
Charles Sumner,

“Vick's Foral fluide” is

sure

of

ception. especially when dressed
as
on

this year.
the

Webster.

a warm reas

disappointment
Henry Clay and

The “Nellie Lewis” Carnation
cover, and “Brilliant Pop-

perior colt in breeding, and she is moreover a
handsome, rangy, good-gait-ed tilly, perfect in
We are informed that she
every particular.
can be purchased by any one desiring so
promising a mit. The weanling tilly Tiara

..

The

i be young folks growing up now don't
seem to have so
many interesting stories
to entertain them as did some of the old
settlers. Very much more reading matter
h

found

Maine's cattle kino says of it.
Hon.
1.
C.
Libby, Maine’s “cattle
king," in an interview on the Maine quara 'tine, says:
“The cattle commissioners
called on me and asked me what i thought
of the shipments of Massachusetts cattle
into Maine.
“I told them that while I did not eonsider the State in much danger from
disease on account of these shipments,
the advantages of such cattle being shipped into Maine were slight, as the cows
in Massachusetts are somewhat worn out
and overfed when sold, and never regain
their full usefulness.
“I made no objection, nor did I encouri did suggest that it would be
age it.
well to go slow in the matter of interfering with the regular channels of trade in
live stock.
“The result of the quarantine on
Brighton market Isas lowered the price of
cows offered for sale from $5
to $10 a!
head.
there
was
a
business
in!
“Formerly
big
the shipment of dry or milked-out cows j
from Massachusetts into the State of Xew
j
Hampshire, where they were held and
fed until they became new milch or recu-

every house now, but the
But
memory cannot contain the whole.
still the young folks are way ahead.
Another

thrilling ghost story

teller

was

Some of his other stories

exciting and wonderful, if true. At
time he spent a summer away up
one
above the Aroostook, and the wild geese
were very plenty there and very tame, so
much so that lie killed a great many with
were

sticks for their feathers.

I11 the fall lie

brought down to Bangor a ton of feathers
his hack, they were so very light, and
might have brought more, but he made a
His
very good summer’s work at that.

on

associates wherever he

was

were

almost

always

colonels, majors, judges, generals,
captains, elders and governors, and tl e
best there
a

good

citizen and
He lived in

ings.

all,

After

were.

Mr. Green

was

honest in his <h al-

was

Prospect

a

perated.

“1 ins could he done

number of

Very nine 11 has been said about
years.
him that is probably untrue.
not.her eccentric character

A

by the

name

of Seavey.

was a man

He did not like

tin* State of Maine, but the State of New
York

was

his favorite State.

He married

young woman in Frankfort and started
with all his household goods and young

a

wife

t

went to

travel to New York State.
He
the south side of Mt. Waldo and

settled down there, and

always gone by

the district has

the name of New York in

the town of Prospect.
The greatest event when L
was

going

schooner

was a boy
shipped cook of the
Mary Ann, ('apt. Perkins, mas-

to

sea.

I

ter. in the spring of the great freshet in
Bangor, when part of Bangor bridge was
ashore at Fort Point and whole houses
down river.
The next year after
the freshet two, and I don't know but]
more, barrels of pork were washed up on I

came

the shore in

good.
were

Prospect,

and the

pork

The distance is 25 miles.
no

steamers

then.

The

was

There

packet

Dis-

patch

went up and sailed almost all day
in the current within a few lengths of her

wharf with all sail set.
of

things

seen

from the story.

then,

I remember lots

but I have drifted
f. p.

\

j

up there at muclij
less cost than in Massachusetts, but the
action of the cattle commissioners of New
Hampshire in following the example of
those in Maine lias checked the cow trade
in Brighton market.
“If Massach usetts milkmen cannot send \
away tlieir present stock they cannot buy.
“Personally, 1 have been shipping all
the way from 2000 to 3000 cows annually.
This number 1 believe to be about onehalf the entire shipment from the State.
The average price I paid for cows was
about $40 each.
Maine has sold about $250,000 worth of
I have ordered all
such cattle each year.
my buyers to cease purchasing milch cows. J
I had hoped to purchase from $80,000 to 1
$100,000 worth this year.”
j
“What do you think the final result of
the several New England States quarantining Massachusetts cattle will be 2” was
asked.
••1 think Massachusetts will undertake
retaliation through the enactment of law
or laws tending to shut out Maine cattle.
“And what would be the result of this 2”
“Such law or laws, in mv opinion, would
be unconstitutional, and would be so declared by the courts, and 1 do not consider
that now,at a time when no highly contagious disease prevails among cattle, the cattle commissioners .of any State can quarantine healthy cattle. That would interfere
with the interstate commerce law and
block the channels of trade.”
“What do you suggest, or what would
you suggest if asked to do so?”
“I think it would be more feasible to
institute an inspection, if necessary, to

shut out supposed or known sick cattle,
of w hich 1 do not think t he Eastern country contains as many as represented."
“How many cattle did you handle in
the year 181)1?"
“About 5000 head.”
I)i<l you notice
many tubercular
beasts?”
“In my State of Maine shipments I had
but one diseased animal in that year.
I
feel sure I can tell a tubercular animal
when I see one.”
Mr. Libby says that while the milkmen
:>f Essex, Suffolk and other eastern Massachusetts counties might feel obliged to
bold to their stock for a while, they must
soon seek new goods.
His idea seemed to be there w as danger
>f the trade floating towards New York
State, where very many cows are raised.
••

How to Darn Things.
Girls in the Chicago schools will learn
liow to sew.
Such is the decision of the School Hoard,
uid it marks another step in the steady
progress of the manual training idea.
Next will come cookery and housework.
It is the intention to show the young
girls how to fasten on buttons so securely
that the wind will not blow them off; also
how to lay on a patch that will not look
The plan of inlike a troubled blister.
struction is as follows:
1. Plain running stitch.
2.
Folding of hems, turning the cor-

j

-AND--

Goods,

Fancy

killed
Daniel

0 wightp Palmer;

Bell has sent the human voice !
a distance of two miles by means
of a ray of light reflected from the sun by
means of a little mirror.
No way has yet
If y>u icant a II.\T hey a ,,f Palmer.
been discovered for turning the discovery ^
to praetial use.
l)o you vuint
l XDER WE A It

Belfast,

T'mp'e.

Masonic

unusually attractive, J
and the numerous colored plates of tiowers
and vegetables are certainly works of art
and merit. The first twenty-four pages,)
*
any yyadi
buy it o' Palmer.
printed in violet ink. describe Novelties and
The tallast trees in the world are the i
Specialties. Send ten cents to .lames Vick's : gum trees of Victoria, Australia. In some
Sons. Rochester, N.Y., and procure a copy
Would you like WHITE S1II11TS, hr.
districts they average :>00 feet high.
The
of this attractive and useful catalogue.
It
dcred or uulannderr d, from ->0e. upn;ari
costs nothing, as the tell Cents rail he deductlongest prostrated one measured 470 feet
pies”

on

the back,

are

and si feet in

ed from the :irst order.

girth

near

the roots.

Palnu

Do you

YEAR.

64th

ran

has them.

r

for stylish XEl 1\ WEA R
found at Palmer's.

ray

be

If you leant

keep dry buy your EM-

to

HR ELLAS at Palmer's.
FA Xl Y HOODS and PH TERES,

With the issue of

hi

line at Palmer's.

January 7,1892.

Bey in and end tin X> w Year by makin
your purchases at Patna r's and you
say this has been the happiest year if

j

■

life.

The * Republican * Journal

D. P. PALMER.

Entered upon its 64th Year and Volume. The paper has been

ENLARGEDand IMPROVED,
IS PRINTED ON A NEW PRESS,

LOCKE’S

Ntw Jtwsiry Stars,
Natio al Bank

and cut,

pasted

and folded

DEXTER

by

JOB

FOLDER.

MR.

T.

I*.

my that

can

wants to hire

be

sit up

They say Tom

nights

with her

;

but while determined that she shall have
Che best of care, lie has also bought- a horse
pistol and placed it in full view in the stable
with notice that unless she goes along a
little when four years old the pistol will do
Its work.
Jast wait a little and you will hear from
mr Liberty trotters.
Horseman.
A

At

Belfast
the

Brooklyn,

Built

Bark

a

Bethel.

foot of Thirty-sixth street,
a dismantled barque is made

fast to the stringpiece by heavy chains.
Upon its main deck forward has been constructed

a

chapel,
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and within the six

ai. kin*!-
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in
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TUTTLE & SON.

Platform.

Pitoturaptas and Crayon Artists
Journal will be decidedly ami unswervingly Republican in its editorial column-; will
present a reliable and interesting weekly digest of intelligence; will make, as heretofore, the
of
Waldo County a specialty, and will ieud a helping baud to every worthy pursuit and
news
enterprise iu which Maine men may be engaged by sea or laud. In brief the endeavor will be
to present a paper the value of which shall be recognized by all readers.
Its stories, poetry and miscellany are carefully selected for home reading.
Lt records what is
being done at home and abroad in the cause of temperance, and gives reviews of new books and
other publications.
The

-S3.SOFOK

CAIJIMOT

SI/1 |

-sioFor

a

Large,

Life-Like

Crayoi

WITH ELEGANT FRAME.

NEWS OF

THE COUNTY.

lenylli PANELS, all sizes.

-Full
Also the New

HI) Jr “Colored Photograph-

OI K .MolTO IS AI.W

The Journal has LOCAL CORRESPONDENTS in each of the twenty-six towns in Waldo
County, ami in Knox, Hancock and Washington Counties, with occasional correspondence from
Maine men in all parts of the world. The endeavor iu the future, as in the past, will be to
make it a MAINE NEW SPARER, giving place to the writings of native authors and recording
the achievements of Maine men at home and abroad, and iu the various walks of life.

OUR

national reputation, will eoutiuue his contributions

and

Republican

:

LETTERS

Journal
BELFAST,

TO

Publishing Co.,
MAINE.

than

at air. *t-*re in

Wahl-

|

i
SATISFACTION

GUARANTEE!'

Belfast, Sept. 24, 1891.—tf9tf

estate on
Bridge street, In B<
as the W1 LEI A M * >. A EDEN pr

consisting of the. large two story house, u
and harn, with good orchard and garden
This property is well located and in good-'
tion for a hoarding house, and will he so
li desired, one-hal tl"
reasonable liguie

lor <5 Months ; 50 Cts. lor 25 3iouths.

ADDRESS

us

Spencer & Jones. |

real

01

Medicine]

Patent

A. A. HOWES & CO

known
THE

Year ;

MAP.

?

^

Not only is a State election to be held in 1892, but another Presidential battle will be fought
and in order to be well informed of the preparatory movements in the campaign, which will be
necessary to a full understanding of the issues and political situation after the nominations ar j
made, those who desire the Journal should subscribe for it without delay.
The importance of circulating good Republican papers at this time is conceded, and our party
friends aud all friends of the Journal are requested to aid in securing subscribers.

ti

PROtiKKSSIVK

Buy Youf
MEDICINES

^THE * COMING * ELECTIONS.-#

TERMS

>

You Can

GEORGE.

won a

\

Dee. 17, 1891 —flm51

Cheaper of
The popular Maine humorist, who has

V

BELFAST,

pil-

of sailors from tin* surroundwho three times a week assemble there in worship.
For twenty years the craft has been
used as a Bethel ship, with the Rev.
Timothy Lane as pastor, who has all these
years been saving up money t<> buy a plot
of land at the intersection of Thirty-sixth
ners properly.
street and Erie avenue, where he is to
3.
Cutting a true, even bias.
erect a stationary eoiticc for his congrega4.
Cutting a half bias.
tion.
When this is finished he proposes
The darning stitch.
5.
selling the present floating structure. Mr.
0.
Plain overhand sewing.
Lane describes the hull as stanch, cop7.
Hemming and running with colored
per bottomed and fastened, so it is not
thread to show the even stitches.
without the bounds of possibility that it
8.
Running and overcasting.
may be rigged and sail the seas again.
0.
Plain fells.
The barque has an exciting history.
10.
Gathering and sewing on bands.
She was built and commanded by (’apt.
11. Sewing on buttons and making butJohn Tam, who is well remembered by old
tonholes.
whalemen, who speak of him as one of
12.
Darning stockings.
the oldest and most successful of whalers.
13.
Putting in patches so as not to For years he commanded a 500-ton brig,
4
‘show. ’'
but she was sunk by a whale, and then he
14.
[Chicago had a
Sewing in flannels.
barq ic built of live oak and liackmeNews.
He and his crew
tsirk in Belfast, Me.
made fortunes in this vessel, and in 1805
In 1805 the barque, changed
Owen Meredith’s (Lord Lytton) coffin he retired.
into a propeller, made her appearance in
was borne to the grave without a blossom
these waters as an East India trader.
to decorate its pall, according to the di- Like most
whaling ships, her hull was
rection of Lady Lytton, who said that her saturated with whale oil, which is a great
husband had requested that not so much preservative of wood. She was purchased
“as the tiniest violet or the smallest rose- by a Norwegian benevolent society to be
bud” should be used about his bier. used as a bethel ship, and was made fast
in heaven’s name have poor to Pier 11, North River, where she lay
“What
flowers done to be condemned to serve for seventeen years as a floating church
such a horrid purpose as being consigned for Norwegian, Danish and Swedish sailI like a sad-looking ors.
to vaults and graves?
There she remained until 1886,
funeral,” w as a-frequent saying of the po- when she was towed to Brooklyn and
and
his
funeral
made
fast to the pier at the foot of Thirtyet;
ceremony was, indeed,
a gloomy one.
sixth street.
[New York Recorder.

prepared

:«m

Everything

this and other directions no pains or expense will be spared to produce the best results.

and

lars that support the roof bangs a large
bell which is used to call together the

congregation
ing shipping

and

Kotl:-

ovc-r

Store,

Olothing’

MATHEWS

found.

a man to

I.KA'KIi Till-: HOOMS

>laiu

-Oril-rg. ?>//

produced twt foals by Action: tin* elda coming three year old tilly, At tress,
gives very favorable indications of speed.

Flakey Wilkes 1 y Wilkes by Alcyone,
lam Salome, full sister to Black Amble 2.2b
1-4.
This weanling tilly is as Well bred as

.“»<>

FINE

est,

awns

PRINTING

I HA VI-

TVo.

I

Dickinson

Bmldirg,

I!K!.r \ST.

a

It has been given anew dress throughout, of the
latest style and most approved make, from the

lias

(Quarantine.

wiiat

in

William Green.

Cattle

j

HATS, CAPS,

through

<•

neigh-

Your

-OF-

**

bor.

by Buymg

Men’s Fine Furnishings-

Prof.

;

in the New Year

ex-

daintily

front of

Beg

in

giant

Dan Manning died from lack of exercise
and excessive brain labor.
Der lofer liefer labors under a rnislitook. j
lie nefer labors under anything dot vas j
Edwin II. Stanton's death was superinliafe any vork in it.
duced by overwork and worry.

You can mit easiness climb der hill of
life ub, but dond fergot it dot a niishtep
dook you to der bottom gwick.

Happy New Yeai.

dam Lady Thornton 2.2b 1-4 dam of Virginia
Evans 2.22. This makes Majone a very su-

Now iie will bring more than twenty times Wonder, and winner of first and sjirnal at
Cleveland and Cloversville, 1801.
bands here, and in old tin>«*s people put that amount for his good looks alone.
is claimed to be as well bred as any colt in
I
We also have “Kowdy” (A. K. C. S. B.
Maine. She is by Mr. Marshall's well known
No doubt some were j
There lias been so much already written
up many transients.
a son of
“Koslyn Conway.** and Wilkesniont 2.24 1-2, dam Silver (Iid by (ialenot of tlie best, hut it was the custom to about the collie that it would he as well to 22838)
winner of first at Kingston. Canada: first nn, second dam Flakey. dam of black Am>< casioti- ! leave the
iiise all travellers a welcome.
subject, and give a few details
at Rockford (defeating a famous English
bit- 2.2b 1-4 by Gen. Kno\, third dam by
oije
would
in
the
he
the
of
the
but
breed
connectbarn,
dogs
ally
stop
jj concerning
dog “Sir Walter Scott III..) and first at Whalebone. Finally tli. v have a very pretty
was considered one of the very lowest.
In ed with our kennels.
brown weanling tilly, The Actress, by Ac1801.
Champion “The Squire" (American Freeport.
my boyhood days only one that 1 recall
1 hen comes ••Sir kelpie
k. ('. S. tion. dam Lady M- mil,[making altogether a
(A.
Kennel
Club
Stud
Rook
Number
20881
stopped in the barn, and ;hat w as duly :’»d.
B. 14T-5 ), a collie of the old type: hut he collect mi of lior.setiesh that may produce a
< Mi the 4th he ifot a
u'ood breakfast and and English Kennel Club Stud Book
such a great worker—sheep driver, litt le pardon abb* pride.
Number 1.7707), was born August Dtli. being
went on.
<
MR. I
M«»K>K.
he is greatly sought after by those who
188:1.
He
was
bred
the
famous breedby
Mr. Morse lias a >;.\ year .d»l mare. AdeI*'»ys in those days never took to minisare desirous of breeding eollio fur work,
er Mr. W. R. Dockerell, of I.ondon, Engter" for
laide M., with a record <>f 2.41. made alter a
company, but they were frequent
lie is a riel:, golden sable handsome and
Cli. "The Squire" is champion of
few weeks of very ordinary handling. She
visitors, and some of the names are not land.
powerful looking dog. of a sweet, obeis by dark Morrill, and for the honor of her
Elders Sawyer, Emit. England, and is without doubt one of the
forgotten yet.
dient disposition.
sire she ought to he put ilito t he 2:.*>() list, as
Hard ini'. Marden. brown, Hodydon and greatest sires living since the time of his
Then come our females.
They include with proper handling there is little doubt
His'
Smith.
There was one curious old fellow sire. Champion "Charlemagne."
Champion ‘’Metchley Surprise” (A. K. C. but it eould be done. Adelaide has a w eaninclude
Trefoil"
we hoys called old Elder Tobacco
progeny
(for1
"Maney
Spitting
S. B. Subi) sister to Champion ••.Meteliley ling horse eoit by Messenger Wilkes and is
lie lived away off somewhere whom the Chestnut Hill Kennels gave
Osu'mmI
Wonder."
She is champion of England now with foal by Dictator Chief, bleu Seer
and was a ureat dreamer. He would jump 8:1,000). "Bendigo" (owned by Mr. J.
and America: then “('ora IE." ••Jakye by The Seer, 2.IP 1-4. dam by (Ilenarm,
of
New
"The
in
Morgan,
1
and
Pierpont
York).
the
stream
u]i
meeting
>invest
spit
2.2.1 1-2 is a coming two yeai old stalli«m that
Dean.
Boslvn Virginia,
Dot,
of black tobacco juice and tell of a wonYoung Squire,” "Metehley Squire" (own“Boslvn Mischief," “Boslvn Primrose." promises to do credit t<* bis riel: breeding,
derful dream that he had, hut his dreams ed by Mr. Franklin Dundore, of Philadellie won the yearling rat e at the fair at Li!
•Trusty," •Lady Trefoil" and Dolly."
in September.
Patti Ihdfe, by Mounalways hit so well they must have been phia). “Metehley Scot," "Wellcshourne
We have lots of puppies, but!: sexes, erty
Hero," "Roslyn Regent," "Roslyn Flur- and all
taineer, 2.2M 1 4 son of Y.ung Kolfe, dam by
very fresh.
ages.
Von Moltke. is a coming t' i«
The only person that has called for a ry." “Roslyn Primrose." and many othyear old tilly
Our kennels are built of stone.
The
He has defeated on the bench such
ownetl by Mr. Morse's st a Kaiph.
Lalph is
number of years came just about daylight ers.
interior consists of the office, where the
the accepted author.t\
f tin- set turn .*n all
noted champions as the great "Metehley
in the summer time several years ago.
records are kept: the corridor, at the end
H»* can give
disputed points d pcdigr.u
His tirst question was if 1 could jjive him Wonder” and "Christopher," for whom of which is a
large swimming ••tank," off-hand the < wat 1 | .--i give of an\ trotting
Mr. Mitchell Hariison paid SA.OUti).
ch.
information
how
to
build
a
any
where the dogs take their daily plunge. horse hack I< tin- h< :s. that Noah took
lap-streak "The
Squire" is by the great Champion
He had had a slight sunstroke
wherry.
()ft* from tiiis corridor are the dog’s stalls, inlo t i: e ar!;. W r s-n h talent available it
(K. K. < s. B. IOiHH). out
“Charlemagne"
<‘ii Mi. Waldo and wandered this
each of which is :i-’Lx 1 ‘> feet.
Each dog would sei 'n mine.' >>.,:>• to have a commitway in of
Champion “Flurry" (E. K. ( S. B. has his own bed or
the ii'ijn.
hunk, which is eigh- tee judging y; ling stot k at the W. st Waldo I
( h. "Charlemagne” w as the colj
1 (>7:l(»).
In the times past some
teen inches above the door.
For exercise fair set ••neof wie-m e.-uid give the 'or.tdvery enjoyable lie of the
and from lssO to 1884 inday.
s
a LI.
tioneer. or who
were*
ev■filings
tln-y have large yards, enclosed with light iug .-f (11 .•rge W.
sjtent with the old settlers.
clusive. during tlie great dog shows of
uid iss< rt positively that e.ther was not
A 111«*n u tin* best story tellers and
foot fences.
are fed every morning
They
singers England, he could he seen
holding court at
sired by a thoroughbred »-r by a jackass.
was .Joseph Stinson,
who used to sing
eight o'clock with mush and milk, and
and behaving himself well under the cir< Lot <;h
w
]>u.
.n
again at live o'clock with thick soup has a
Hampshire Light. A Bolling stone will cumstances. lie was a
dog of sweet disgood brood mure b\ < Ii«1«-•.n that !«;.s
which is made of fresh meat and vegeGather no Moss. The Belle of New Orprotlii.-ed Young Ilai-ohlsm- by 1 iar«>ldsoii,
position. with a docile, amiable exprestables and thickened with stale bread.
leans. and other patriotic songs.
Mr. sion, as
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bright and intellectual as nature
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Stinson went as substitute in the Arooswith foal, by Hjtrl'inger.
could produce on any dog.
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took war.
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lORTEU
1)R. E. A.
"Flurry" was the greatest female collie in our kennels about
and lii> stories of the war have been many ever bred in
eighty dogs, repre- has a young man* 1\ Young M. Cbdhtn
England. Champion "The
that, is a beautiful roadster and speedy. She
senting many thousands of dollars.
t Miles told here, .1- lie was a near
that
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a more
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pleased the boys. He used to visit by J. F. Smith.
He is winner of some twenty odd first
here, and has stopped nights at my fathThe collies—Champion “The Squire” prizes, among them first challenge class
er's.
He had partially lost his mind by and
Champion “Roslyn Wilkes”—belong New York last year, defeating his famous full brother to I’na Wilkes 2.19 1-4 and Hazel
religious excitement and would rattle off to us, and by the way, we send you a cut sire Champion “Seotilla,” who was never Wilkes 2.20. If she lias a colt that is all
more: talk than a half dozen sound people.
Ch. “Koslyn Wilkes” is
He is a defeated before.
of Champion “The Squire.”
right her owner won’t go around begging
Another was a clam peddler from Verona.
great dog, and no doubt the best speci- a beautiful golden sable and white, is a people to try it. Next comes a yearling tilly
He was a champion singer and has stop- men of his breed
dog of the highest quality, and ranks called Majone by Abbottonian, son of Mamliving to-day.
brino Dudly 2.19 '>-4, dam by Lochiel by GilThere is one thing sure, the collie is the next to Champion “The Squire.”
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that he used to sing was, “Way Down in most useful and most intelligent of all
Champion “Koslyn Dandy” (A. K. C. bretli Knox 2.2b 2-4, second dam Lady Gray,
Van Diemails Land.
He was a very wel- dogs, and he occupies the position of be- S. B. 17577) another of our dogs (collies) a mare that could trot in 2.10. Ahbottoiiian’s
dam is M use by Winthrop Morrill, second
come caller, and his horse was well fed.
ing one of the highest priced dogs of the is the image of his sire Champion “Scotil- I
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Maine building at the World's Cnlumbian Exposition at Chicago will 1.,- built entirely of Maine granite and timber. It is
estimated that it will cost $40,000.
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Tuesday evening was a great occasion for
Rebekah Lodge, < f Belfast. Visiting delegations from Rockland and Appleton lodges wefe present.
The bad travelling
and sickness kept liianv away'who other-

man

renewed

domestic inleli.-ity exists

Belfast, growing out of the* death of the
late- Alfred Walton. During the illness of
Mr. Walton he sent to California for his
brother Rufus, who came here and eared for

lieu of dower, and the remainder of
his property to his brother. Ir is alleged
that after the death of Mr. Walton Mrs. Wal
t"ii packed up the effects of the brother and
ordered him out of the house. Mr. Walton
ti. protect his rights,called a
policeman, who
has slept in the house ever since. In fai t,
one man :s there
during the day ami another
in the night.
Both have rights in the house,
and

in

as

matters

pleasant
w

as

now

It is

one.

stand the affair is not a
estimated that Mr. Wal-

worth from S.'i.nm to

been married

to

his

w

£ii,ff(J0.

He

had

ife less than two years.

Wedding Bells.
Dilwokth-BARISUI’H.
Wo ui•«■
informed
Cliarlos H. Dilworth, son of Mr. anil

rlmt

Mrs. Martin C.

Dilworth of Belfast, will he

married

at

to-,lay

walk. ( "lin., and will take his bride there

they

will reside.

rooker-Johnson.
pondent writes: We
t

ry happy
home in this

\

present. The following came from Rockland on the Boston boat:
Mrs. Clara Crockett, Noble Grand of Miriam
Lodge: Mrs. Hattie R. Brum hall, V.
Mrs.
Hattie Wentworth, Treas., Mrs. Rankin

*

u

ti

:

are

Searsmont corresglad to chronicle a

in the

bert.Crooker M. D. and Miss Nellie Viola
Johnson of Appleton. The Doctor has many
warm friends in this
vicinity, and on the
Kennebec, where he has practiced for twenty
years more or less.
Miss Johnson is the
daughter of Mr. Lincoln Johnson of Appleton, a most successful farmer and. a warm
hearted and benevolent philanthropist, lie

Conductor, and

Mr. Rankin. The follow
ing
from Golden Rod Lodge, of Appleton:
Mrs. A. R. Arnold, N. G.; Mrs. Hattie Simmons, V. G., Mrs. Caro Keating. I). I >. G. M :
John Gurney, V. <>. Kellar and wife, Willard Sherman and wife, Harrison (’. Rease
See., E. I>. Gusliee, Mrs. Mary Gusliee, Mrs.
Cora Ames, Warden: Horace Heal, Mrs. F.

Were

Hood’s

high up in Masonry and Odd Fellowship. ‘‘Long live the jolly old I)o, tor and
Ids happy young bride,” sav their mauv
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friends.
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The Kmery Family.
John
came

and Anthony Kmery. brothers, who

trom

BESTSPONGE

Romsey, Hampshire. England

1(W5, and settled in Newbury the same i
year, have many descendants in this ountrv,
making tlie important Eim-rv famiiv. Tlie
“(Genealogical Records of 1>C-. end'ants of
in

John

and Anthony Emery of Newhur\.i
Mass./' are complied by the Rev. Rufus
Emery in a volume of o\.-r bop pages
li is ;

said that records of many of the descendants I
of the two brothers are n.-t t<> he found in
the volume, because it has been
impossible
to obtain them or for other reasons
The
large number of those obtained show great,
industry on the part of the (Genealogical
Committee as well as the grow th of tin- family. One of the interesting f.-at iir.->
tinvolume is an Intioduetorv
Vu.
|,\ p,.v.
Samuel Hopkins Emery, .showing how tinfamily meetings of tin Emery- an ondin-ted.
The volume has an hi-bam-a. importance in its preservation of Aim-ri. an »'amil\
records, and is edited witli mu.-h .-are Em- ;
cry Cleaves, publisher, Salem. Mas-.

|

FRENCH

Tooth and Hair Brnsii*
Purest

Drugs.

Choice

Cigar

and to have their prese;
tilled, is at

POOR & SON
Hitjh Street, ftelf

i-l

A New Business for Belfa<
NDKliSHi N

KI

HAS fOMK

lo TOWN

ASH

Will.

KSOACK

IS

UPHOLSTERING

COVERINGS
MATTRESS WORK A SPECIALTY.

^Harness

Edwin P. Frost and
Evelyn A. Cottrell were married Wednesi E. Carkin, Frank R. Coiiant and
wife, David day morning at the home of the bride's
S. Hall and wife, F. <>. Keating ami Mrs. I
parA. Vaughn. Most of the
Appleton visitors 1 ents by ltev. Myra Kingsbury, and immevalue in a large sleigh drawn by four houses
diately took the train for a three weeks
and returned home at midnight in the heavv
bridal tour to Boston. New York and Washstorm then prevailing.
Odd Fellows Hall
was open all day, the
receiving committee ington. The wedding was a quiet one, only
visitors as they arrived.
members of the family being present. Mr.
At
1 welcoming the
Miss Frances Willard
Friday telegraphed six o’clock supper was served in the
to Secretary Blaine
Frost is a member of the c lothing establishasking in what respect hall. The most attractive featurebanquet
of the ment of E. P.
Frost & Co., and is one of Belprohibition was covered in the Brussels evening was the initiation
the degree fast s
Treaty regarding the prohibition of liquor staff, which on this occasion by
young and progressive business men.
for
appeared
ami of the slave trade in
The bride is a
daughter of Capt. and Mrs. C.
Africa, and which the first time in elaborate costumes. This Y.
Cottrell and a universal favorite. The
treaty was ratified by the Senate a couple of was followed
an installation, with a lunch
esteem in which she is held
days since. Secretary Blaine responded as at the close. by
by her many
The visitors were interesting
friends was manifested by the numerous usefollows: “Senate ratified Brussels general in their
remarks, and were profuse in praise ful and valuable
act without amendment,
The
presents received.
including prohibi- of the work and entertainment by Aurora
tion clauses.”
Journal extends congratulations to the
newly
Lodge.
married couple.
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Florence, Mass., to Miss
Emma Barbour of rliat plaee. Mr. Dilworth
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evr brought before the people.
Some n
friends say 'go away with
ur medic in
said the same once, but since my dau_:
has taken

ii;. in the

seiiden in instituting a m-w lodge at that
T>
ker sirs fr.-m his itn estigation ! is satplace this evening. The new body will be is; ei 1 fhar Mrs. 1 >i»•
k«-y gave her husband
The charter!
called Warren Lodge No. 1_’7
go ..1 care, that sin was affectionate towards
members number twenty-seven, and they
him. and that m- trouble existed. He orderare among the best citizens of the town. To- j
ed t he he illy blirieel.
tin? Grand officers will dedmorrow
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me.

bottle of Hood's Sarsaparilla
it made me real strong." Mattie A. <
South Chester Avenue, Providence, It. I,
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Troubles.

Belnenit, aged nearly

of
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death w a> a nan: ral .-ne. Ti.-ej-r-:- it i> in
Samlie Vdams of P.eifas*. Grand Marshal
the name ..f tin- wife
inl it wa> all. gee I that
of the (irand Lodge. 1. o. (j. F.. haves to]
j'ropern matters might have* h.-.-n an oi.-.-n-

hor*ler than here. Canada is
e\e.*!lenr field for finan.-ini re-
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jewel, as a token if appre< iatimi for his valuable services as chairman of the committee
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Island and Connectiert. The memb.-rshi;•
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annual

his
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by
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many diseases may

Pneumonia, Scarlet and Typhoid Fever;,
Mularia. etc., cannot lodge in the sysi.'u.

About

dan. Jl. but

ndoubtedly

prevented if the blood is kept pure an:
the general health-tone sustained
the use of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. Whet
this is done, the germs of
La Grippe, Diphtheria

tory of Music

! evening,

Mattie A. Cobb

Providence, R. I.

>[

■

Belfast, is on the ••Hill" for a few days. Mr.
Tuttle has had a branch studio at this place
for many years, and has well earned his excellent reputation as an artist.

no

healthy

a

account

on

Last

Stoekt-

mailed to heads of families. Mr. E. !
The officers of Golden-rod Lodge, Kebekah
1*. Hansen, who has so
successfully edited 1
Degree, I. O. O. F., of Appleton, were inthe papers for the Dana
Sarsaparilla Co., has stalled
Wednesday evening, Jan. 14, by D.
also edited both the American and
English
Caro Keating. The officers for the presEditions of “The Morning Light:” and the D.,
N. G., Addie Arent term are as follows:
general style of all these papers is eldedv
nold; V. G., Katie Simmons; See., H. C.
due to his originality. Mr. E. A..
Wilson, the
Pease: F. See., Martha
originator of Dana’s peculiar style of adv« r- Pease; Treas., Mary
Kellar: R. S. N. G., Julia M. Page: L. S. N.
tismg, with pictures accompanying testimoG., Lueena Hall: R. S V. G., Caro Keating:
nial ami sole manufacturer
during the first, L. 8. V.
G., Clara Mansfield ; Chaplain. Lytwo years of its history, and
whose
through
efforts the medicine was introduced to the dia Langhan ; Wanlen, Cora Ames; Con.,
Addie Carkin.
trade in Eastern Maine,
being one of the |
!>. E. Seymour, of Calais, Grand Master of
largest owners in the Canadian
will soon go to the Provinces to attend to
the tile brand Council of Maine (Masonry) will
manufactory and selling of the Skoda prep- | be in Belfast on Tuesday evening, Feb. pith,
of installing the officers of j
His experience in the
: arations.
druggist for tile purpose
business as well as his medical studies—lack
King Solomon Council No. 1. The entire!
hoard of Grand officers have been invited.
ing but one term of completing the coursewill well fit him to give insrrm tion to
Tile installation will be public to the mem- 1
the
English Co. in manufacturing and putting ber's families. A turkey supper will be sertin* 1‘emedies before the
ved early in the evening. It is intended to
public.
make this the Masonir event of tie* year.
Will Belfast's Branite be
Represented There will be a meeting of the Council next

|

at

Chilian trouble serves to bring it about,
tlie money spent in preparations for war
will have been well expended.

L. M

extenCompany
sively in provincial papers, using tin- same
Testimonials, with ruts, that are used here.
About 10b thousand copies-of file new illustrated Skoda paper—The
Morning Light—

I

had

in

convent!' n

grippe, but we bi-gin the new year with
Rev. Mr. Thayer, of Lewiston, a member
bright prospects for a successful and pros- of the Maine conferenee visiting commitWe have an efficient board of tee, was on the Hill last week
perous year.
attending to
j
officers, who no doubt will be faithful in the J his official duties. Mr. Thayer visited the
1
discharge of their duty, and will make the classes of even teacher, was much pleased
'Grange more interesting, pleasing and use- with the work, and pronounced the school
1
ful.
Our Grange is harmonious.
We are a
ii: excellent w< rking order.

(Iraml Lodge. Knights of Pythias of
Maine, lias presented Past (Irand Master
Martin L. Stevens, with a gold and silver

Ste\

at

contribute material
barbarians. The Americans were warned enterprising
as an advertisement. A 1
ready the Ued Beach
off by the Japanese, but Coni. Perry would
Granite Company ami the Addison Granite.
not go.
He obliged them to receive his
Company have furnished granite columns.
communication and had an interview with
Will the Oak Hill Granite
Company, of
the Imperial commission. He told them , lie I last, furnish a
specimen of its granite for
that tlie next year lie would again return for this building? It goes without
saving that
their answer. The next year Commander tbe Oak Hill granite is the best of its kind
in the State, and we should
to have
regret
Perry, with nine ships of war, re-visited the the building erected without a
specimen of
Empire and completed the treaty negotia- this material in its construction.
tions. Christianity, which was once driven
Tlie Land
out of the Empire, has
Question.
again got a foothold,
ml the country is on the highway to prosAnswer to land question as last stated
j
perity.
in Journal: Measure on X.
line, starting at
X. W. corner 24 rods, 3 feet, 7.N8 inches.
The Ravages of the drip.
This is the point of division: theme S.
paralTin* W aldoboro News gives as an
example lel with W. line, or at right angles with X.
ol the condition of sick people in that
sown,
the story of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin IIoak and line until you strike S. line. This is nearly
their son, who were all sick at the same time correct—the surface lost
by either party may
and unable to move out of doors.
In order be covered
by a postage stamp.
to get assistance the son raised a window
Daniel Gordon, Thorndike.
and tired a gun to attract the attention of
neighbors, who at once came to the rescue.
Liquor and the Brussels Act.
The family of Mr. James W.
of

ence.

hand to demand reparation or to avenge
indignity. So it should be, but lias
not been, with this country: ami if this

s

iicd in Pel fast

turns.

California, and contained

n tion which
bow weak, the
injures an
Englishman in person or property, even
though it be a savage tribe, tlie warships
or warriors of Great Britain are
promptly Northport,

in

are

not

are

seven new

pa>

on

Canadian Sk >da !

'•lisi.iered

murder

security would an Americitizen have in visiting for business or
pleasure any of the countries in Central

or

harbor

ries

t

mhi.ooo
government:”'
inhabitants.
The war ships caused great
men wearing the uniform of the
consternation all over the Empire.
They
United States Navy, without remonstrance
called them the big black tire ships of the

our

State to the

the

S

in

will be

course on

;ety.

Misses

report

degrees and partook of the usual social and
pleasant harvest feast. N"twithstandiiigthe
unequal amount of >i. kin-ss and hard going
we had
a
.goodly number in attendance.

The

(’.. Jail. 25, ispi\

1>.

Scotia, where the

cut a

Expedition

nr

is stocked for

iim-d

W. lb Marshall and B. ll.C uiant of Belfast

The

linanees

our

come.

work: have Sgoo in the treasury and judging by his letter <’onip. Johnson
[(diaries E.J is an expert lb e..rder."

ready

Olie-t

ith houses.

with Chili

row

(k Id.

weakened,
bills and

never

We

: no side issues to mar the even tenor of
the Grange. It is a pleasure to visit the
11 range, where we ran nn et sisters and brut liens with a pleasant greeting and cordial wel-

report, says of the
'King Solomon Council, at Belfast, reports an active and harmonious condition. having conferred the degree
on six
candidates, with several accepted

survey of the Ken-

and

Skoda Company

The

regiments.one of tin- after-dinner speakers
same company has hern in correspondence
graphic i! y described Gen. Pickett's famwith Messrs. Marshal: and Conant and will
ous charge
it
Gettysburg: --It was as take ice immediately if
they can forward it.
gallant a cliargi as ever took place.” the i
Application has been made to cut ice on tin;•
said.
"But these Southerners water works pond but the company has not
speak«
ure the same as we arc now- American
yet granted tin- privilege.
•citizens, and if

harbor,
Beach.

Washington.

dozens,
iv

a

Iraml Master of

Maine,

made fax orabh* to its im-

a

Liiieolnville

a

lvenm-b.-,-

*.■

our

<

Council in this

report
provement. but the estimated cost lias not
\et been received by
Congress. Then are
aNo propositions for the
improvement of

year like
that of lN,S'l-«!(! s pli dii ted h\ Ivelllleliee ire
N-w York operators am
men. when tin

ami

The

Fiver between Watervilb- and Au-

lichee

and si.do p.-i• <l;.\.
ary finds n<> ic e in

re-

unit

Past

Vote

Grange has

the

meetings

fit

Lodge passed a

in

grown stronger.

time of year

John Lodge, of Masons, at Nm-walk.
Conn., has been censured, ami the Grand
A
Master will administer a reprimand.
member of the lodge was in the poor house
and Old Well Lodge in South Norwalk Took
him out and provided for him.
St. John
Lodge refused to pav the bill, when the (irand

into

add that there has been

weatlic last week made some
activity along tin- Kennebec and preparaThe cold

••

mi'-

welcome by George PelldletoU:

the Literati S.»

a

Keibert and A*• rk and Mr.
Sweet, represented the school at tdie Y. Ik S.
The

j
The national reputation ot Kent's H:!i ’s
Smith: select reading. Alice .Jameson :j
evidenced in the fact that We have
topic. Road-building, F F. Light. O. Gard- again
two students her.- from M u tana wlm
u.jielier, I >. H. Mansfield. T. S. Bowden.
East especially t.» attend this seh<>..
Stockton Grange lias been fairly prosperHon. E. '1. Carlton, f Winthrop. .-.unty
ous the past year.
The average attendance

j hut

St.

entry
Congress, as tin* records will demonstrate. Ii may be proper to

thirteen inches

American patriotism.
Our for]diei"
tions a.-e being made t-» harvest
Fiom the
n
fit* zeiis as a rule are zealous' presell! outlook neari.x ‘J.iHMi.ono tons will hr
eignAmericans.
Minister Egan, who is spec- harvested. There is a demand for men and
ially eomniiiided h\ the 1‘resident for his horses, and tin operators are offering Si.‘Jo
I'T.-m

auspices

been good. Many interesting subjects
have been brought before the (irange for discussion that proved useful and entertaining.
Several members have been added. The in-

Plummer, Grand Patriarch of Portland: Get*.. F Kenworthy J.. Grand High
Priest, Portland, and !'. M. Parks, of Pittsfield. < I rand J nicer Warden.

sums

from the foundation of

ed

"f

•

j

has

Wm. F.

already appropriated and re»'i\ed by the counties Com],rising the third
district, are greater than all they had receiv-

vicinity.
Ourney's pond.
Tide, tin ice was only eight iiieln-s thickTin- pond made 1.\ the railroad til! near
Head ol

afternoon.

<

of

Oliver Otis, editor of tin- Rockland Opinion, was last week installed Chief Patriarch
of Rock land Encampment.
Tin- following
Grand Encampment officers were present:

*554.875
Of course it is impossible to star- beforehand how much of this sum the present
Congress will appropriate, but if the third
district is as fortunate in this as it has been
in the last four Congresses, it will get its full
share and much more.

Company. This is tin* smallest surplus carried over in twenty years.
On Saturday Capt. J. !I Perkins, our local ice man. made a tour of the ponds in this
On

Thayer,

advantage of leap year and entertained their
gentlemen friends in the parlors S;t.ir<! •

«•

K iiii kerboeker

j

■

W.

■■

mad dog. because Mr. Blaine is lirst. last
and all the time an American.
With tins
small class alliliate a few foreign-born

The following students represent Waldo ton same tow-n. William .1. Mathews, S>-.
t«. Kate L. Sherman, Belfast.
Kdwa
county this term: Miss Kelbert. Searsport. port,
K. Park. Searsport. to James
Peudletw
Miss Wescott. Knox; Mr. Clark, Unity
<A a Is., same tow n
Timothy Sullivan. S
Mr. Sleeper, of the law firm of H. JL Sleep< >
to Joseph A. Sullivan, Lewiston
port.
er & Son, Boston, gave the school a talk reS
Tin ker. Belfast, lo Juliett A. W ;
cently on civil and criminal law compared.
same town.
James H. Thurston, F:v.
The young ladies of Sampson Hail r-*• *k to Ileur\ i’
wit.
same

Oak grange. North Warren. The following,
Music; adprogram will lu* carried our:

up quarters second to none in tinGrand Master R. B. Capen of
Augusta is tin* architect.

in his last

'.1 li that grange, but with White

w

dress of

state.

En-

lie held

i\ m.
One
day, Feb. 17, beginning at
fare for round trip from all points on tin*

and

For the Kennebec Fix er .s: 105,000
For Belfast Harbor
42.000
For Bagaduee Fix er.
50,875
For Bar Harbor Breakwater. 150.000

com-

a*n

brigade commander of the Massachusetts Knights of Pythias, with his staff, ami
regimental officers of Maine, N*-w Hampshire
and Rhode Island, spent Jan. 20 in Chicago
in sight-seeing. The party was en route to
Kansas City, where arrangements for the annual encampment will he made.
The Odd Fellows of Fasti lie are talking
up a new hall. They have several places in
view ami will probably buy a block and tit
up a large ball. The Odd Fellows of Ellsworth will erect a block the coming season,

report l<> C..ngress is. 11 iiit t lie amount which can be profitably expended f*»r the ensuing fiscal year is
as follows:

1

in

coming encamp-

The

plete improvements already begun and partly done, the sum of 81.001,575. All of these
appropriations were started by myself, and
have been pushed forward by me, both those
where the work lias been completed and

gineer

them

son

^
liev. Mr Had lock, of Wat ervi 1 !e, deliver.,]
Grange will be held Friday. Feb. ]*_\
If stormy one week later.
Owing to sick-j a very -pleasing and profitable lecture dan.
ness in Wbitelield grunge the session will i 2<>th ou“Tln
Hawaiian Island'." aider

nual

will also be seen that there is recommended by the Chief Engineer of the Army,
and now pending before Congress, to com-

sake of war. 1ml American citizens idiim
lishman, who exercises the rights of Amei ibe protected and the dignity of the Nation
can citizenship with which he is invested
j maintained.
t" the injury of the eountr.v which gave'
lie would rather liave every
him birth.
The W inter Crop.

Susan Baker, same town. Betsey Bilhe!
Prospect, to A hi tie .1. Brown, same tovvi
George W. Choate, Montville, to AlheJ
here last week.
Choate, same town. Albert Choate, Mot
Prof. Caldwell is spending a few days at
ville, to Albert M. Plummer, same tow
his home in Oxford, on a visit to his father,
Mary K. 1 )ow, China, to Pembroke S. WortL
who is very sick.
ing. Charles O. Dickey, Northport, t F
Dr. Smith gave a talk to the Literati SoA. Dickey, same town. James Fuller,
ciety Friday evening. Subject, “The Silver | Scarce.iit, to (). B. Fuller, same towr'Question.”
Bcnj. A. Fogg. I'nitv, t«* Helen M. Pctei

The next session of Knox ami Lincoln Po-

The printed proceeding- o! the G7th anof
tin- Sovereign
communication
Grand Lodge I. O. O. F., held at St. Louis,
Mo., Sept. lSf*l have been rei ei\*t d from the

lo.ooo
2.000

It

apologize and make reparation, is probably correct. This will he accepted as
good news. No one wants war for the

the

,.

his

on

George Clark, of Unity, visited his

did not learn.

name we

The tifteenth annual session of the Grand
Lodge. Knights of Honor, of Maine, will he
held at Damon 11 al I, Rockland. on Wednes-

Maine

>15.000

Passed through both Houses of C<>ngress for Public Building at Bar
Harbor, but vetoed. 875,000

daily

at

The following are the transfers in real
tate in Waldo county, for the week endin
Jan. 20th: Fred Atwood, Winterport.

mona

not

81,001,575

Tuesday and Wednesday a>
of Chili is conflicting, the despatch given
elsewhere, indicating her readiness to

ahead. servants of the people! You
right, your work counts for peace,
ami tlie country is with you.
Tin Mugwump is simply a bastard Eng-

land should suffer in her trade and

recommended

pending to complete Belfast
harbor improvement.

entertain

to

manner

chusetts, whose

ment

WALDO COUNTY.

52t

Amount

Washington

elaborate

>27.ooo

It
the Herald says he is only shamming.
is evidently impossible for the llerald to
speak the truth concerning Mr. Blaine.

While the

«...

in

in

8004,000
By the above figures you will see that the
Another Maine orator made himself amount appropriated and received during
Senator Frye held the my term in
heard on Sunday.
Congress lias been 8520,000—for
close attention of a large audience in tin* Kennebec
county, 8555,000: for Hancock
interestCongregational Church with as
county, 8147,000, and for Waldo county, 827,ing and brilliant a temperance discourse 000. This does not include
any private apIt was full of
as was ever delivered.
one of 85,000, and anbright originality, convincing argument propriations except
other of 82,000.
All the others are public
and startling statistics.
appropriations.

are

man

O.ooo

...

Helen M. Smith says, in her Washingletter to the Bangor Daily News:

<*<!.

and

River

ton

If war is averted and the Government
of chili makes proper reparation for the
Valparaiso outrage, it will he for no other
reason than because we were ready.
It' war came, and in spite of the warning
events of the past three months this country were not prepared to the best of its
ability for the conflict, the men whom the
ii“!i-Americans are now criticising for doing their duty would deserve to be impeached. They would deserve to he bang

"lh<a

Bagadure

Extension of Belfast P. t). and Custom House.
Improvement of Belfast harbor.
Owners of brig Zeimpboii.

well the Boston

Blaine is

Mr.

of

|

pending

now

on

The business

another.

OUNTY.

Amount

only to glance over our columns to-day to
recognize the increased value of the Journal as an advertising medium.

the defence of the Adininisira- i

to

conies

once

patriotism

For

pre

for

will be found

<

si 47,()oo
recommended and
to complete
Bar Harbor Breakwater_ S700.000
Amount recommended ro complete improvement of Bagaduee River..
20,,S75

There will be

mw>

good

!'!:■• Deiuoeratsin Congress have been in
f ill s\ rnpatby and accord with the llepubli

Improvement

every page.
Tims each page will be sought, and tor
advertising purposes one page will be as

wlio wanted pca-c even at the
uationa* dishonor. The great mass

.-m*

osi

distribute the adver-

dump

tt»

HANCOCK

Harbor breakwater.>100.000
Lighthouse on Crabtree ledge. 2K,000

no pages into which
stale matter that ha> perhaps
gone the rounds of the press for years:
but fresh and original contributions or

tiser.

price

any

FOR

The members of Hannibal Hamlin Post
No.
(f.
V. It., of Bangor, have been informed that arrangements are being made

Bar

ing matter, and
tising to the best advantage of the adver-

The very few
were offset

expected.

win

derive

will be taken to main-

t<>

■

ght be

$355,000

recommended by the
Chief Engineer of the Army
ami now pending for completion of Kennebec River impr»>\ i-ments. $202,500

tain the amount and interest of the read-

Tin- general sentiment of the country
he < 1 ilian difib-idl \ has been just
m Pi
wh“ "..med

are

Congress:

Amount

present

under the

better returns
(

will

they

confident

are

we

before

pending

now

few

a

way to Florida.

Honesty Grange, No. 83, Morrill, elected
the following officers Wednesday evening
Jan. 20tli: Elisha Merriam, M.; F. A. Gray,
contains dozens of names.
O. ; Gracie Bowen, L.: J. K. Dickey S.; AlThe town of Exeter is talking of forming a
len Daggett, A. S.; Sarah Jackson, Chap.;
Post of the Grand Army of the Republic.
C. 1. Whitcomb, Treas.; Elimla Merriam,
They have thirty members that belong to
Sec’y.. Israel Woodbury, G. K.: Lou Brown,
and
Garland
other
in
places. P. :
posts
Corinna,
Alice Payson, F.; C. B. Merriam, C.; ZilJudge Reuel Robinson, of Camden, Grand pliia Dickey, L. A. S.
Warden of the Grand Lodge, I. O. O. F, has
A. L. Mudgett, of Seaside Grange,installed
gone to Boston, New York, Philadelphia and the officers of ltitchie
Grange last Saturday
Washington. He will return the first of
night. After installation a Harvest feast
February.
was spread, and if all work for the Grange
The officers of Palestine Commandery i with as much hive and devotion as
they
Knights Templar of Belfast will he installed exhibited toward tin* feast, Ritchie lias a
on Wednesday evening, Feb. d. Col. Fogler,
prosperous future assured to it. Visitors
of Rockland, Past Eminent Commander,will
were present from Silver Harvest and Honhe the installing officer.
esty Grange, and a gentleman from Massa-

Augusta Public Building and Furnishings.$225,000
Improvement of the Kennebec River 125,000
War Claim of Bangs and others.
5,000

have always bad good results from placing their announcements in tin* Journal,
much

and

Transfers in Real Estate.

Breezes.

gree

The prevailing illness, la grippe, has been
very severe on societies that pay a weekly
sick benefit. The sick list in our city lodges

FOR KENNEBEC COUNTY.

reading matter, that every advertisement
Our patrons
must be seen, and read.

and it that fails, to protect our seaboard
cities and their thousands of quiet homes
•against foes w ho have always show n themselves as merciless as Sioux or Apaches.
President Harrison lias seen the horrors
of war “U many a bloody Southern battleso lias Secretary
field.
I'racy. Neither
in need of any
of the**«- gentletnen stand
further enlightenment a< t«- the desirabilPoston Journal.
ity ; peace.

whai

Army,

the advertising is so distributed on seven
pages, in juxtaposition with entertaining

Hill

Woodman, ’92, has returned after
Dirigo Grange conferred the second deweek’s absence.
upon six members at their last meeting
Dr. Torsey has reached New York
and received two by demit.

at

fast :
Herewith is a list of appropriations made
for the Third Congressional district of Maine
during the eight years that T have had the
honor to represent it.
Also the amount
recommended by the Chief Engineer of the

umns on one page it must be admitted
that the individual advertiser was placed
at a disadvantage. With the present form

Difficulty.

Chilian

on

advertisements, but with nine long col-

DYKR.!.<*«M. lllUToK.

<i.

was

Kent’s

News of the Granges.

Canton Halifax, of Waterville, gave a fair
City Hall, at that place, beginning on
Tuesday and ending to-day.

response t<» numerous enquiries. ITon.
S. L. Milliken lias furnished the following
statement relative to what lias been done
and what has been recommended for the
Third Congressional district, including BelIn

he

matter

District

sional

Societies.

Secret

Appropriations for the Third Congres*

Advertisers.

to

our readers generally appreciate
larger type and new form of the .Journal. the change is no less beneficial to adIn the folio form the reading
vertisers.

Republican Journal Pub. Co.
CHAUU08 A. BILSBt BY

Benefit

While

l

28, 181*2.

mokmnt.

Tin usi*a\

i:\ imjv

ri Bi.ism.i-

A

Johnson’s

Block,

Bell

THE

OF

NEWS

The next meeting of \V. C. T. lT. will be
held with Mrs. Eli Cook, Charles St., Satur-

BELFAST.

James Pat-tee with two insurance adjustors. went to Liberty last week and adjusted
the losses by the recent fire. Everything has
been settled t<* the entire satisfaction of all.

day

Knowlton who carried the remains of the late A. K. P. Moore to Steuben
last week. was one day and a half in going
Funeral
down and reports hard traveling.
held and the body interred.

were

(1

is

ettinu

The concert in tin* North Club Course will
be given February Oth. The Iopas Quartette
of lloekland, with Mrs. Shaw of Boston, has
been engaged. The members »>f the quar-

book to refresh his memory. “1 am
growing old," he remarked as he replaced
note

continues to

afflicted with the grip, and if
unable to till the engagement others will be
substituted.

marketed most

Mr. H. L. WiH'ilccrk "(' this city had a
still-life painting accepted for the Boston Art
Club c hi bit i< *ii.
It is No. 5b in the catalogue. In view of llie faei that of twelve or
I'li.-.-n 11 u lid red paintings offered only about
three hundred arc accepted it is quite a dis-

hook

the note

in his

tette

pocket.

advance in price
and Tin- Lest quality is now worth SI2 per
ton in the Belfast market.
Large lots have
he.-u shipped from points along the lb hast
rad. ad. and ha\ is pretty well dearth up
Those who i.\c near P»elin that vicimt\.
Hay.

Hay

*;ist

lcr

ha\

b

more

i-

tie

-1

|/i>t

l'a.\

Mr.

Wadsv.

itli

On

Saturday

of

tile Rockland eioTllillg

Sou.

c

thority

>m-

]i:tnv, and -I 11. Sinioliton.ol liie sinii' place,
wave :n Belfast to attend a Sheriff's sale of
the goods, which were bid ii. hv Simonton

A

B.U.I..

in such connection.”

name

Escape.

Howard,

Monday evening

a

table in the house of
Bay View street. The

the
on

Our

ran over

the

Two rugs

room.

destroy-

were

ed in beating out the dames.
Burkett’s Bargains.

Mr. Geo.

W. Bur-

kett. the leading dry goods dealer of Belfast,
does things by half, whether it is of-

never

fering bargains to bis customers, or in the
He lias handed us a
use'll printer's ink.
six column announcement of his business,

the rule.

unable to publish this week,
but which will appear in our next issue.

which

The lecture Saturday evening at the Belfast Opera House on “The Heroes and Battletields of the Civil War'," by Mr. Thomas,
umb r the management, of the Sons ot \ eterwas profusely
,nis. was very interesting. and
illustrate.1 h\ the si- reoptieon. The andi-

we

arc

Look out for it.
An

wheel

emery

at

mill

the

of

H.

E.

side, hurst Monday, slightly inmen.
Percy C. Pierce had been

ast

Pierce,

juring two
using the wheel and had just stepped aside
when it burst.
A portion of the wheel
was not large, but the veterans present
applauded when some well known hatth struck Mr. Pierce on the hand making a
!.; w as shown or the familiar features of a
Another fragment struck
slight wound.
[
The pictures j the ceiling and fell on the head "f Herbert
Cnuieral exhibited.
rb,
f
! Bhe k hut did not seriously hurt him.
:Hi 1 h
tare not only took in the war period.

A

|
|

of Belfast

CHILI

-Has not been announced, but-

Mrs. Francis O. Greer has gone to Concord,
N. H.

E. P. FROST & CO.

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Cottrell arrived home
on

Saturday.

Miss

J. J. Laughton who proposes to establish
canning factory in Belfast, arrived here
Tuesday and returned to Bar Harbor Wednesday. He says he will soon come to Belfast with his family and enter upon his lmsness at D. W. Dyer’s
place.

Mary Howe, of Lincolnvillc, is

ing friends

visit-

in town.

Hon. S. L. Mil liken is expected
from Washington this evening.

THE PEOPLE’S

home

Miss Alice Edgcomb has gone to Castine,
where she is employed in the telegraph
office.

A. Maynard of Worcester,
open classes in dancing at Odd
Fellows hall. Children’s class from :2 until
4 p. m., and an advanced class for Masters
and Misses at 4 p. m. Mrs. Maynard will be
glad to meet all interested at the hall on
Saturday afternoon Jan. .‘10th at two o’clock.
Mrs. Florence

Miss ABBIE A.

Dyspepsia

Mr. ami Mrs. Walter S. Arey from Centre
Conway, X. H., will arrive here to-day for a
visit.

will

j

taken charge (if by an Odd
Fellow of that city who accompanied him
home.
was

1’.

DANA’S

lie
at

is

in

engaged

was

in

town

erecting

on

seven

Dark Harbor, Islesboro.

and Mrs. John A. Briggs, who were
married t Pittsfield last Thursday, arrived
at their home in Belfast the same evening.

Congressman Milliken was to address the
Blaine Republican Club of Augusta last
evening, at J/emorial Hall, on “The Tariff.”
James M. Mead, of Chicago, a student in
the Institute of Technology, of Boston, is in
Belfast, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. C.

The Board of Registration requests all new
in town qualified to vote and those
whose names have not been on the voting
lists to appear before the board next Tuesday afternoon between 2 and 4 o’clock. A
list of names is also published of whom information is wanted.

Sibley.

comers

Frank B. Mathews and W. K. Keene drove
Ellsworth Saturday. A case came before
the S. J. Court Monday where Mathews
Bros, had a lien claim.
to

William Avery, formerly of Belfast, was in
town on Tuesday visiting friends.
He is in
the produce trade in Michigan and came to
Boston mi business.

Judge (ieo. E. Johnson, D. I). (I. M., with
Ansel Wadsworth. Charles F. Swift, and
Charles T. Richards, started for Lineolnville

“A PENNY SAVED IS A PENNY EARNED,’’
W ill lind it to their advantage to examine our n’nods and learn
before buying anything in the line of

—

Mr.

A sweet singer lias entered the bonds of
matrimony, and the Miss Ella Herriman of
the past is now Mrs. Alonzo I). J/elvin. Best
wishes attend the Bootle nightingale.

And the Men and Women who believe tlmt

KING!

East Ya.ssal.boro, Me., Oct. l‘>, 1891.
Dana’s Sarsaparilla Co.:
l wish to testify to tin- value of your
SAllSAl’ ARILLA.
For
nearly
1J ET eight yeai>, I have been
T™
I 11 EL troubled with Dyspepsia
and C anker in the Ntomaeli. have
been a great sufferer, for months at
a time I
would he unable to do anywhen 1 took food
thing. and if | |k|
would IVIIlU almost
it
kill
I had got so bad that life was
me.
nothing to me. L had tried a number of
Physicians and lots of Patent Medicines
that were so highly recommended for
such trouble; it
|J AT would
only give relief I ilA^ I for a
short time. 1 had given up thinking I
would ever be any better when I read of
the wonderful cures of your SARSAPARILLA. I thought I would try one
bottle. I have taken seven bottles. Commenced taking it last March,
and now 1 am well ft| |npQ
anti strong.
My vUtf CO
weight when I commenced taking the
SARSAPARILLA was 120 pounds.
Now 1 weigh 150 pounds, and 1
cheerfully recommend DANA’S SARSAPARILLA to all afflicted as I have been.
Yours respectfullv,
ABBIE A.* BASSETT.
Witness. E. If. JAXKTXS, ,r. P.
s***—Ci., Belfast. Maine.

Friday,
cottages

Of a marriage in England, elsewhere reported, and in which many of our readers
will be interested, The. Bootle, Eng., Times
says, editorially:

is

Mattie Going, of Belfast, is spending
the winter with her uncle, Mr. William Going, at East I'nion.
Miss

DECLARED

WAR AGAINST HIGH PRICES.

SARSAPARILLA

The following from Miss Bassett
IS ONLY ONE OF THOl SANDS OF SUCH
CASES WHERE DANA'S HAS WON AFTER
ALL OTHERS FAILED.

Robert Davis, of Camden,

HAVE

CLOTHIERS,

couldn’t Cure!

Mrs. Lombard and Master Balph G. Lomhard returned Saturday evening from a visit

day

traveling was not improved. It is stiil better wheeling than sleighing in this vicinity.

”

Could and Did.

Charles O’Connell will g«> to Boston Monto buy new goods. He will move to his
new store Feburary 14th.

first real snowstorm of the winter began Tuesday morning, continuing all day
and well into the night. The snow was line
and not a great deal fell, and the prevailing
high wind carried it into drifts so that the
The

Cures

BASSETT.

BUT

j to Woburn, Mass.

j

“

DANA’S

Field and wife, of Boston, arrived here on Saturday to visit relatives and
friends.

George

Dk. Oordon at Home. I)r. Jason ( Jordon,
mentioned last week as ill in Boston, arrived home Monday evening,
lie started from
Boston Saturday, but left the train at Lynn,

|

WAR WITH

were a

at

Personal.

a

where lie

tried in the S. J. Court, at Ellsto which the J/athews Bros,

party. They had a lien on
Bar Harbor for material furnished and got a verdict for the amount in controversy, with interest.
cottage

a

Miss E. C. Frye and her sister Mrs. Benare both sick with the grip.
Miss Walton is in charge of Miss Frye’s school.

Mass.,

case was

worth, J/onday,

Some time since J. I). Tucker bought a
small house on Congress street, built by a
man named Feltman.
Mr. Tucker has moved the building to Cedar street near his own
residence and is fitting it up for a tenement
house.

exhibition.

lamp broke, the oil ignited, and for a few
The
moments there was a lively time.
table cloth caught tire and the burning oil

ivumved and dancing begin. Music by SauThe lireimm have always
ls ru's orchestra.
succeeded in making these annual levees a
greet success, and this will prove no exception to

my

from

fell

Sanford

FiKKMFN’s l.FVFK
people
should not forget the fifth annual levee and
t.al
Washington Hose Company, No. 1, at
the pe last Opera House on this (Thursday)
Supper will he served at»> o’clock.
mug.
After all have been served the tables will be
>

to use

Narrow

lamp

for >:>0:k
A N1

in the

Charles I’ Bean, of Boston, writes as
follows: ‘1 timl in vour paper an item on
I >r. Gordon in which I am quoted as saying
lie onM n<a iive one week.
1 never said it,
or thought it and did not know a telegram
was In be sent to Belfast.
No one had au-

h\ Wanaiuaker

owned

were

Philadelphia.

j

Ib'.

seized

of

picture

a

The Annual Fair of the Waldo & PenobAgricultural Society will take place in
Monroe on the Society’s grounds, September 27th, 28th and 29th.
scot

nett

are now

tinction to have

large a e.. ini in the
the county.

Slier!It

was

Brown,

X

a

d

their surplus

Marston's simp. The
\ 11 r« d Murray
in tawr "I

goods

1‘, he

yet
urns

»f

pants at

of

,x-ration
Hi

port

simniirv

pairs

]..i

is

re

mote

r<

sewing meeting.

a

Steamer Notes. The Penobscot has been
taken off the route between Boston and
Bucksport for repairs. Something is wrong
with her main shaft. The Katahdin is imw
on the route, arriving at Belfast Tuesday
morning from Boston. She will leave today
at the usual time on the return trip.

Auei>
The Journal man
had oeeasion last week to ask one of our citizens the middle name <*f his son.
“Oh,
dear, let me see." said the gentleman, putting his had to his head. "Is it possible I
have forgotten it." and he hauled out his
Hf.

It will be

m.

The Woman’s Alliance will meet to-day,
Thursday, at 2 p. m., with Mrs. David Alexander, Court street. A full attendance is
desired.

James W.

services

2 p.

at

|

j

CLOTHING,

HATS OR

our

prices

CAPS,

WE POSITIVELY CUARANTEE TO

-SAVES
^“Any goods bought

YOU

of

us can

MONEY.-

he returned and money refunded if

in every respect

just

represented.

as

E. P. FROST A CO.,

OF

they

are not

78 Main St.

CLOTHING.

-Bought

of Mark Andrews

by-

All the Local News.

H. ff. CLARK and JOHN ff. SLEEPER,

F. W. Chase, principal of tin* High School,
l*a<l for letter writers. A Belfast lady in
a letter to a friend in town,
Tuesday evening to make an official visit was taken ill last week with la
apologizes for
and
grippe
not having much news to write, by saying
to King David Lodge of Masons.
After Miss Charlotte T.
Sildey went into tin* school that the Belfast papers contain all the local I
reaching Saturday Cove, on account of the t" assist Miss Bobbins.
news, so there is nothing to write about. | Beffai Tuesday, .Jim. lx», at the Old Stand, 88 Main St
storm they gave up the trip and returned
The 1
Our Belfast contemporaries are ever on the I
l-i:* tlm causes that led up to the war.
Halibut have been scarce in our markets
F. W. Met iilvery, <>f New York, lias
Capt.
alert
and are enterprising. [Marinas Union. |
home.
The old prices are marked on ihe Tickets in plain, black
lecture deserved better patronage.
t u- winter, retailing as high as twenty-four
figures.
left the firm of Brown, McGilvrry N Co. and
The
commissioners
wentto
Northcounty
! gone into business as a sbipbroker at •”>»>
Halibut in early winter
cents p.-r pound.
Some of the new silver half dollars struck
MARRIED
out the desirable part of this stock at a bargain, we
Having
bought
to deduct
1
‘ii
on
the
it
mu
of
propose
a numher
port
Tuesday
pet
South street,
fp.ui tie mint simm January 1st. are in eir- coim-s mainh from the Western and Grand
(’apt. McGilvery was fornierfrom the former price «>f these l>o<mIs from
of people who ask for tin* discontinuance of i
In Belfast, dan. 27. 1 >\ llev. .Myra Kingsbury.
differ
is
so
of
materially
and
not
as
in
Belfast.
They
Banks,
those
niou
•,
good
caught
j iy Scarsport.
Edwin P. Frost ami Miss Evelyn A. Cottrell, both
a piece of road, leading from Tempi*
Heights I! Mrs. A.
-’lar. and an very hand- on Georges' or places nearer home. The
tb" id half
K. P Moore and family returned of Belfast.
l#"10 to 40 Per Cent.
In Boston, dan. in. ( apt. S. S. Ileagan. of Prosto
the
South
Shore
near
the
Jonathan
KlThe head resembles those oil the benrge<' fishery is about opening, in fact
.._
from Steuben, where they went to pect. Me ami Mis> Celia Kelley, of Clinton. Mass.
weil place.
It is claimed that an aitcral ;<>n I Thursday
In Mill Civek. I. T., Nov. I'd. by llev dolin Smith,
About the head are the words a few arrivals have already reported at
I>,l ,ud dollai
to
the margin represented on the goods, and mark the selling
Mr. Moore.
Mrs. Moore was thrown
according
in t'.i road makes the former piece “I no use. ! bury
prices on a ta<»
Charles II. Tisdale and Miss Addie M. Thomas,
This is a HEXl'INK MA1IK IMIWN SALE, and ne want
Trust." and across it
Liberty-" Gloucester, and soon halibut will be more
•In <; >d w
from her sleigh near Ellsworth and quite both of Mill « reek. Mrs. Tisdale is a daughter of with large, red figures.
The
Loan
and Building Asso
The
s.-cMrs.
E.
M.
Mr.
ami
1
and
Is
is
Thoma>.
of
Belfast.
to
have
faith
in
it.
the
shall
.'"11!m>»st
make
“1S‘J2’’
a
formerly
p'lentit'n
cheaper.
among
you
te ll <T ill's W IT h the figures
standing otl'er of the best suit of clothes
1
badly shaker, up.
In Searsnioiit. dan. 2d. b\ llev. M. F. Bridgham,
"lid annual) meeting of the stockholders of
we have in the store to the person who can
an
prove that we arc not doing as we repreOn th-- iv\. :•*<• ;
agle palatable of the suit water tishes.
..lie side
j lion. Wm. B. Swan and daughter were at i’hineas (iilber: « looker. M. I)., of Searsmont,and
sent
in
this
advertisement,
!
this
association
will be held at the AiderMiss Nellie Viola dohnsou. of Appleton.
.1 •iTerson F Wilson who recently returned
\Tended wings with a elust-r of thirwiC:
In South Thomaston, dan. 12. .lames 1*. Stamp,
Bessemer, Alabama, Jan. 2-’>d. He writes
men's rooms. Memorial building. <>n
In one "daw the
Wed-j that it is
from California says that Uev. S.
of llnrkluml. and Emma C. Anderson, of South
(iood;!vs ab.iiit his head.
i.
n
Look for the former price on the old ticket and the m irk down price in
very cold there and a lire in the Thomaston.
Feb.
at
7.MO
for
nesday
evening,
o'clock,
in
and
the
Murh. former’\ of Re i fast. is the greatest
eag'. holds a bunch of arrows
red on the tag.
room necessary,
lie has a nephew, W. H.
In South Thomaston.,Ian. P, Noah Carlette and
the
of
nine
directors.
purpose
electing
Every
Ada Maud Snowman, both of South Thomaston.
In a s.-ndl from the eagle's j hasth r h< nut on iiis travels. He runs two
other a tine
Swan, in the dry goods business at Bessemer.
In
dan.
Ellsworth,
b.
Id.
Franklin
and
is
stockholder
boring
entitled
to
one
vote and thirIMnri'ous Pii'ini.”
E
fruit oivhards in Santa
Clara valley and
be-ik is the motto.
Don't miss taking advantage of this sale, as it will save you many dollars, and whethMiss Ai nu nia Brown, both of Ellsworth.
l.evi (’lay, who has been superseded as
1
teen members constitute a quorum.
Those
In Northeast Harbor. Bee. 2, Samuel <). SmallA son
er you need, them at present or not. it will
and about the rim are the words “Faded preaches Sundays at Oakland.
pay you to buv at once.
lineman for the Western Union Telegraph idge and Miss Annie E. Bairon. both of Mount
who cannot attend should send a proxy.
T>ollar.
j
s
Half
is
on
each
of
of America.
the orchards, hut they have his
St v
l )esert.
lias been a resident of Beifast for
Company,
Patriotic.
At the last meeting of T. If.
The object of tins WHOLESALE ITT DOWN' in
personal supervision. The fruit from one of
prices is to ,■] ■-,• ,,ut all of the old
A !>•,<; C uastkmI’HV. A gewlemau ofthis
stock and make business lively in the dull season, so that next
Marshall Post (I. A. 1L, of Belfast, it was * eight years, and while here has been a faithMr. <i.'s farms last year sold for7,500.
Mr.
DIED.
spring we can show to
-f 'liiiiili .mini tls had
a
l*v, r
-\h,»
t
ful official, a courteous gentleman, and lias
with a Wilson says thaT Mr. (Joodenough is des- unanimously voted to tender to the Presi-

Discount,

e

:

|

■

rhi

1,..

.in

d

gj;

<

d>

very

would

g

relations

f!• i•-11 •«iy

‘’ilie

out.

He heard
house ; tined to become a wealthy man.
him preach one day at Oakland, and he gave
his la’1..
told a grand sermon. The many friends of Mr-

passed the

When he

dog.

wagging

iving some pats and being
was a **g.1 doggie" would return
that 1
;n a l’gnitied manm-r to Ins post of duty.
fter

an.I

O....dcmmgh ini'.Hast will learn with pleasure of his deserved sue.-ess.

e

i.orKKi) Out.
All a tv not aware of the
sidewalks this w inter hav< 1.. kept in
i toboggan slide., ami is tin*
-adit ion
cheapness <>i hardware. A man in this city
two years w it li a niish-mau in emstion was gingerlv des.a-nd- ; has !.. eii bothered h
g.-i
lit key t.. t!ie lock "l! the back .loot* of his
ii;g a -hppei v walk the otluw day Ids eanin**
house.
On.- night last w eek lie w as io.-ked
M,:ug from the other dire' t ion.
!'<
ml was
wi n
about to meet and exchange out and w as obliged to fore.- the door t<. gain
th.
i.i•,a’
mp’imonts the man found h..;h ! entrance to the li.-ns.-. Next day tin* lock
f.-.-t goiiij out from under him. and in differ- was removed from tin- door and taken to
Tim
1

■

effort to save himrlew wildly ah,.in. and The tertile

j

beads to 1;a

ad,
would

key

tin

"'

11.

1.

\

es.

sau

key. but my time
you
n.-W
nil twenty-rive or thirty cents,
rhi.-d •!< 'g. uttering a growl.half in terror]
ami you .an buy a new lock f<>r twenty
o.
111.
an ! h ■' t
sp",aiig sidewise a do/.
11•'w.
Tie- man linally re- cents." Such are the facts. A new lock,
.Mi feet on to th*
tw<> kc\s and screws enough for the
gained his footing, hut the dog had tied.. eaten.
lock were i>ought ail for twenty cents.
anine p.. ’• ngei comes to greet him but
T'm
Daniel Lam*, ol Belfast, is one of The vigsits .o'.-miilv on the hank above the sideTo the salutation of orous lderiy gentlemen of ..nr city.
It has
walk as lm passes.
-;iii«
doggie." he returns the faintest tremor been noticed that he is even smarter than
oj the tip of his Tail, hut his countenance, usual this winter, which may be caused by
look of distrust, and it will evident- his giving up tobacco after using the weed
xv, ars a
Mr. Lane says lie used
ly be some time before amicable relations for fifty-five years.
a great deal of the weed and always had the
are restored.
best. When he was agent of the Boston
At the meeting of the Maine
Chat.
His-j
torieal Society in Portland Thursday Hon. boats he was much annoyed by the deck
Joseph Williamson, of Belfast, read a paper hands of the steamers who begged his toentitled, “An account of the Historical bacco. He did not care to refuse so lie
Manuscripts of William D. Williamson.” bought what he called “sheep tick" tobacco,
....The city schools have entered upon a which is a very poor grade. When a deck
ten week’s term.. .The hay was skimmed hand asked for a chew Daniel drew out his
the steamer “sheep tick," which soon broke up the pracover Thursday morning, hut
Castine easily made her way through the tice.
ice. and there was soon clear water again,
j Murk About Coon Cats. Referring to a
.Jan. 22 d Mr. Frank Whitmore saw a live recent item in
tlit* Journal a Swanville corover
the
sidewalk
on
caterpillar crawling
respondent says: “We think about coon cats
Mr.
E.
L. Macomher is
Spring street...
just as we do about the training .-f children;
building a double-ender, or pea-pod, for it is as
they are brought-up. We have a coon
The sell, .fames O’DonaCharles Brier
cat that will eat a w arm, live mouse as vohue. which has wintered at this port in
raciously as it will a line cut of steak, and
Dyer's dock, is to undergo repairs and will ; ask no
quartering except w hat it can do with
be got ready for sea at an early day.
.Mr.
its little tine teeth.
As for the paper it is
Howard F. Mason, east side, does unite a
fed upon, we think pussy is altogether n.*nbusiness in supplying boat builders with
politieal, as it never questions in that direc.There are nine
cedar hoards for planking.
tion.
We think coon cats pay their way
row boats in frame at Holt's, seven of which
pretty w ell as we know of oiie that, besides
he will have for hire the coming season...
bein '- a good moiiser, has brought her misThe j...st office was crowded Saturday even'•
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tress

1J.00 for kittens
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male.

present went for the
been given away.
..Congressman Milliken has intro-,

din ed

a

ing.

Most

crease

of

of

hill

those

in the House

pension

granting

an

to Abbie A. Colson..

in-

The

Journal is

booming.The Sargent (
llranite Company has a track and ear lead- |
ing from the quarry at Mount Heagan to |
their whaif.
They ha\e excellent facilities
for business ...Dana's Sarsaparilla Company last week sold 111 gross of medicine,
new

l.V.»H4 bottles.

This is

increase

chusetts and

one

sold,

ami several h

u e

Two have gone to Massato

Newport,

li. 1.

As for

that rings tile bell, ours does on** better: it opens the door itself ami comes in."
the

one

Yac
is

hts and

now

Boats.

Mr.

planking the* sloop

E. L. Mammher
he is

building

for

W. B. Dec-row. She is 24 feet over all, 3
beam, and has four feet overhang aft.
She has a sharp bow, concave bottom, light
Mr.

feet

quarters and a pretty, fail shaped stern. It
was intended at first to have
only a cuddy
forward, but an eight, foot trunk will be put
oil.
She will have an iron keel, and with a
good sail spread must prove a fast one....
Mr. O. R. Webster thinks of building two
small sailboats, and may use the Sharpie
model-Mr. Frank Patterson is talking of
putting a folding centre-board on his sail
ern markets.
As there was no steamer to boat-The sloop Marjorie will
probably
Boston Monday, the fish brought by the have some light sails for use next summer in
Castine that day was shipped by express on cruises down the hay....Mr. Vogel, of Casthe afternoon train.\ new Hour has been tiue, has had three row boats built at Camlaid in Capt. F. E. BramhaH's lish market, den this winter and will have an eighteen
and t lie genial captain is again on deck. feet cat-boat built for next season's business.
R. T. Rankin was at Swan Lake last week The cat-boat is a favorite* sailing craft with
and reports the trout spawn at the hatchery Maine's summer visitors.... Mr. W. A. Kimin excellent condition. Already the trout ball says that next
spring he* will make some
i n embryo can he plainly seen... .The steamchanges in the F. C. B. The mast will be
er Castine on Monday brought here five tons
stepped farther forward and the c raft will
of smelts for shipment.
La grippe struck
the Journal office this week. Three of the he given a new and larger suit of sails_
compositors were down at one time-John Mr. Daniel Ladd, of North Islesboro, is buildDolloff, Belfast, a lineman in the employ of ing a yacht about 32 feet long, for use next
the Western Union telegraph office, arrived season.
Report says she will be a clipper,
home on Monday. He has been assigned to and from
present indications there will be
the Belfast division in the place of Levi Claylively time* in the bay the coming summer.
or

an

over

preceding week. The pay roll of the crew
employed in the factory is $500 per week.
No small feature of the Dana Sarsaparilla
business is its sale of pills. On Monday or-1
deis were received for thirty gross, which
represents an income of $540.. Large quaillilies of lish continue to come across the hay
in the steamers, which are shipped to westthe

made many

dent of the ('nited States the services of the
Post for coast defenses, in tht event of war
with Chili. The quarte rmaste r has fowarded

the

many

vote.
of the

Notwithstanding the
veterans

there is yet

age
a

F. L. Join

good

best wishes of all

s,

returned

to

his home

Monday.

Captain Farwell was the commander of the
old steamer Daniel Webster, when she first
ran onthe Penobscot river between Bangor
and Portland, having for bis lirst officer the
present genial commander of the steamer
Penobscot, Capt. Ot.s Ingraham. [Bangor
Daily News.

The Waldo County Fish Protection Association held its annual meeting Tuesday evning in the office of R. F. Dunn-n.

The

Hon. Joseph Far well of Unity, who has
been in the city fora few days, tin* guest of

of

deal of ginger in hoys of HI.

<

friends.

go with him.

The fol-

lowing dilVi tors Wel-e elected : C. B. jla/elTine, .Joseph A. Clement, E. w. (ion hi, H. p.
Thompson. R. T. Rankin, P». Jf. Conant and

Rev. Frank S. Forbes, the author »>f the
Utah letter published in the Journal of last
week, is a smi of Alnion S. Forbes, of

W. W. Merrill.
F. H. Francis was elected i
Frank is about twenty-five years
secretary and Jos. A. Clement treasurer. [Brooks.
of age. and a graduate of Bates College,
The finances of the association are in good
Lewiston. He Is a minister of the Congrecondition.
j gationai dciioniinat n. and has been West
There is To he an administrator's sale * *
nhulit h >l" y< ;;rs.
id
a !:■ "la \\ o| M-'Scs
the paintings of the late F. E. Wright at : W. ILeh, oi Belfast. Mr. Forbes is a foivi«

Chase’s Gallery,? Jlamilton Flare, Boston. !: ble
speaker and commands a high, salary,
at 2 p. m., on Saturday next.
Among the
Mrs. Rulx-rt White, .if Farmington, made
j
subjects arc two ol' Waterfall at Belfast, two I the Journal office a
pleasant, call last week.
j
of Autumn at Belfast, one of
Shipyard, and J Mrs. White is the widow of one of tile found"lie of Old Mill at Belfast,
The titles of severs of the Republican Journal, and v eil reeral other pictures are simply given as “At
members when the lirst number of the paper
Belfast.’
The old mill is probably what is
was printed, as it made quite a sensation.
commonly called the wool-factory, of which Mrs. White has been a reader ami admirer of
Mr. \\ right made an excellent
durpicture
the Journal from the first, and the paper has
ing one of his summer visits here.
no warmer friend. Her son, Mr. H. P.
White,
E. P. Frost X' Co., dealers in clothing, Belwas engaged in journalism for some years, at
fast, announce that they have declared war lirst on a
daily paper in Michigan, and later
in [trices, ami are offering great
bargains.... in Farmington, Me. After the great fire in
F. A. Bobbins, Belfast, upholsterer and deal- that town he went into
mercantile business,
er in harnesses, &c., has a new stock and
and has met with good success.
one of the best stores in town.
The upholThe Social Season.
stering branch is new. Give him a call.
Poor & Son, Belfast, give a pointer on patent
medicines, fancy goods &«•.. that people will
do well to heed-B. F. Wells, Belfast, has a
new stock of table
linen,&c... .Hervey, Bellast, has an excellent stock of jewelry and
some unique patterns of souvenir
spoons.

Six pieces of Sanborn’s orchestra has been
engaged to play at a masquerade hall to he
given by the firemen at Bueksport Feb.fi.

dancing school taught by Prof. Haley,
Waterville, opened, last Thursday evening
in the Crosby Inn dining room. The company was not large, but all enjoyed it. It
The

of

Thk Churches.
“Young People’s Day”
Sun.lay Jan. 81. At the Cniversalhas not been decided whether the future
ist church, the topic in the morning will he
dances will he given at the Inn or in some
“The work of the young people.” At 0 P. *
small hall in the city.
M. t lie \
P. C. C. will devote an hour in the
j
vestry to the consideration of the subject |
The first annual concert and hall by the j
“Preparation for Life.” Texts Prow VIII, Bijou Club at the Belfast Opera House oil
;;2, -Hi, IX. 11 and in the auditorium at 7 o'clock Tuesday evening was a very pleasant affair,
a lecture will be
given on “Deformities of although not largely attended. The great
Social Life,” Prow X 1 V. :d... A convention
attraction was the Fadette Ladies’Orchestra i
of the young people of the Free
Baptist so- of Boston, consisting of eight pieces. The
cieties ot Maine was held in Lewiston Thursmusic was well received.
day and the following officers were elected:
The ladies having in charge the manageFrank W. Hovev, president-: Dr. Taylor, ment of the
Leap Year party announce that

‘»»*curs

secretary.
Shipping Items. Sch Penobscot. Capt.
Carter, arrived Saturday from Philadelphia,
with coal for the Maine Central railroad
company. The coal will go into the shells
here and if there should be more than the
sheds will hold the remainder will be ship[ied to Waterville. The schooner will probably go into winter quarters here_Sell
Mary Farrow from Winterport for Boston,
came in
here last week, having torn her
mainsail badly.
.Sell Catawamteak, with a

it will take place on Friday evening, Feb.
at the Belfast Opera House.
Music by
Sanborn’s orchestra. No pains or expense
will he spared to make it the event of the
season.
Spectators tickets will he on sale
Monday at the drug store of Kilgore & Wil-

5th,

Iii Belfast, .lau. 22. Sarah Spear, aged G3 years
and •’> months.
In Belfast, .Ian. 23. Lorenzo I>. Fogg,aged about
03 years.
In Belmont, .Tan 19. John Dickey,aged 79 years
and 7 months.
In Sargentville. Jan. 21. Maria Gower Sargent,
aged Gf> years and 8 months.
In Mont\ ille. Jan. 20, Miss Jane Atkinson, aged
93 years.
in Monroe. Jan. 22. Zimri Piper, formerly of
Ilam)M!en. aged 77 years and d months.
In I'niry. Jam 24.’ Lewis Balm-hard, aged 9
rs.
In Hope. Jan. 2d. Dorothy, wife of the late
Lemuel Wentworth, aged 92 years.
in Hope. Jan. 2d. Leslie \\ en;worth.
In Philadelphia. Jan. 22. Man A., widow of
John H. Converse, of NYweastle. Me., aged 7'.'
years.
In Cam len, Jan. 19. Mrs. Marika A. Ogier,aged
Gd
ea rs. r. immi hs a no Id da\ s.
In Koekland, Jai.. 21. Yooiiiram Judson Bird,
aged 09 years. 1 months and days.
Hi Koekiami. Jan. 21. D:i\id 1». Wardwed. aged
07 years.
In Koekland. Jan. 2'». K'»<ine> P. Fullerton. aged
dd years, 11 months a.id 1 day.
in Koekland. dan. 2<'. Martha A., wife of Lata'.ette Kiehards. a_ed d7 years, lo mouths. Id days.
In Koekland. Jan. 2o. < a pi. Anson Butler, aged
82 years, 9 months and 2 'lays.
In Koekland, Jan. 2t>, Henry J. Gross, a native
of < M iami, aged 94 years, d months and 4 days.
in Koekland. Jan. 19. Fiauk C..son of Nathaniel
and Cordelia A. Ward, aged 4 months.
In Koekland, dan. 19, Willard, son of William
A. and Ktta Gra>. agi-d 1 1 months.
In Koekland. .ian. 19, W alter Philhriek.a native
of Hope.ageeSdyears.il months.
In Koekland, Jam 18. Altai F.. wife of Freeman
W. Smith, aged dl years. 4 months and 28 days.
In Koekland. Jan. 18, Emma G., willow of William IK Morse, aged 77 years.
In Koekland. Jan. is. Ann, widow of Nathaniel
Meservey, aged »3 yeats.
In Koekland, Jan. 17, Ellen, widow of ('apt.
James Mooney, aged Go years.
In Vinalhaven, Jan. 1G, Nellie, wife of Frank If.
Webster, aged 28 years.
In Green’s Landing, Deer Isle, Jan. 1G, Charlotte, widow of Paul J. Thurlow, aged about 70
years.
In Waldoboro, Jan. 1G, ( apt. Joseph W. Simmons, aged 7d years, 2 months and 3 days.
In Vinalhaven, Jan. Id. Mareuel Mossinan, aged
59 years.
In Rockland, Jan. Id, ('apt..lames Mooney,agep
GO years.
In Koekland, Jan. Id, Mary, widow of Ira Brewster, aged 84 years, lo months and 23 days.
In Waldoboro, Jan. 14. Mary A., widow of William Turner, aged 7d years and d months.
In Koekland. Jan. 14, Lucy, wife of William
Thompson, aged 82 years and 9 months.
In Waldoboro, Jan. 11, Margaret Kaler, aged 97
years and 7 months.
In Vinalhaven, Jan. 10, the wife of Frank
Dushane.
In Green’s Landing, Deer Is'.e, Jan. 9, George
W. Clark, aged 78 years.
In Deer Isle, Jan! 8, Emma Dow, aged 18 years.
In Waldoboro. Jan. 2. Mrs. Mary ('. Kaler, aged
98 years and 2 months.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 18. Julia 3., wife of Mathew
II. Woodward, aged 8n years, 11 months, 18 days.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 18, Mrs. Kate L.Turner, aged
82 years.
In Bueksport, Jan. 11, Mrs. Eunice Hill, aged 80
years.
In BIueliilL Jan. 14, Israel Stover, aged 73 vrs.
—
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EVER SHOWY IY HELP \ST.

In Addition in tlie Rnady Mads & M's Miking,
-WE SHALL COYIH'I T A-

CUSTOM

TAILORING

DEPT. UPSTAIRS,

-IY (II \ RGE OF

H. W.

Clark,

the Merchant
at 111

■-WE SHALL C'OYTINTK T<

Most Stylish and Fine
Of the

1

-WE SHALL MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

^Cleaning, Pressing
and would
of our
custom of the store.

and

especially

goods

Repairing

solicit your

will he sold at

of Old

patronage in

strictly

one

Clothing,-^

this line.

price,

as

lias formerly been tlie
■>

CLARK & SLEEPER
Clothiers, Tailors

and Men’s

38 MAIN STREET,

Outfitters,
BELFAST, MAINE.

Just Received
a lakhk stock

Table Linen
i

<

v

Napkins and Crashes

va.r«l, at wholesale or retail
’< HEAT, at
B. F. WELL!**’.
lielfast, Jan. 28, 18H2. -.*iin4
bv the

piece

or

who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have anv
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
:?t4
1AMA A. HATCH.

sons

Belfast

Price Current.

<’<>RRE<'TEI> WEEKLY

l-'OR TI1E .IOI KNAL.

Produce Market.

Price Paid Prod//<•< rs.
30//C.o Haw p t<m, S DO,, loon
Apples, p
4**
Hides”. I * lh. 3 1-2,/r. 1-2
lined, p lt>,
2 oo // 2 25 Land), p lh.
lleans, \ >ea,
S„ln
do,, 1 oo
nieiliuin, 1 75//2 no l.amh Skins,
on 7
yellow eyesl 75*/2 OO Mutton, p lh.
Butter, p lb,
20**231 Oats, i1 hu, 32 lh. 4-0,, 42
Beef, p lb.
5**7 1-2 Potatoes.
3f>„4o
Bariev, p bush,
70//75 Pound Hog, p Iti.i'i o 1 -2
10**12 Straw, p ton, *‘> oo,, 7 oo
Cheese, p Ih,
( hicken. p lb.
In** 12 Turkew p lh.
H»„ IS
Calf Skins.
5n*> 70 Veal, p lh.
7os
12**14 Wool, washed.
Puck, vl lt>,
31 „32
24 Wool, unwashed, 23 24
Ejrps, p doz.,
s** In Wood. hard.
Fowl, p It),
4 oo,,<> on
14** 10 \N ood, soft,
3 0O„ 3 7>0
(ieese, p lb.
Pc tad Price.
Pdnil Market.
l>11,

for L.

Garments

Fitting

order of workmanship such as lias heretofore been the work of
Mr. Clark, and by which he has made his sun-ess what it is.

HATCH, late of lielfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by t^ivin^ bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all
per-

The .Somerset Be porter says: It is reported that the district committee of the
Third Congressional district will meet at

ul VE Yiif THE

t

highest

GEO. T. READ,

WM. H.

I

Tailor, formerly

High Street.

I

j

District Politics.

cargo of phosphate from Weymouth, Mass., Augusta the 27th inst., when the date of
the convention for electing delegates to
A. Knowlton arrived here last week. I
the National Uepuljlican convention will
.The schooner liadiuut of Camden which
be decided upon, and probably the date
was libelled last week and a
keeper placed of the convention for the nomination of a
on board by Dept. C. S. Marshal Smith of
Congressional candidate. The convention
Portland was promptly released on payment for electing delegates must be held 30
of damages claimed by the owners of the days before the date of the National confishing schooner which was run down by the vention, which is June 5th. We have understood these conventions for electing
Radiant-Capt. Kncelaml, of sch. John C.
Smith, writes from Vera Cruz, Mexico, un- delegates will be held the last week in Apder date ol Jan. 18th. He says he was taken ril, for the several Congressional districts
ill with la grippe shortly after
leaving Sa- and for t lie State. Whet her the conventions
bine Pass.
A norther was encountered on for nominating governor and
Congressmen
tile passage which nearly drove the vessel will be held at the same dates as those for
ashore. Capt. Kneelaiid is not in love with
electing delegates, will probably be dethe Mexican coast-Sch. Anna Pendleton,
termined by the respective committees beof Isleshoro,| Pensacola for Boston, was at
fore many weeks.
The district commitVineyard Haven Jan. 20, leaking. She will
probably tow to her destination_Barque tee lor this district are: Nathaniel MeaH. A. Litchfield, 028 tons, built at Rockland der, Waterville; F. W. iiovey, Pittsfield;
in 1807, has been sold at New York for local J. W. Black, Searsport; John I).
Ilopkins,
account, about #2,000.
Ellsworth.
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Sewing Machine Findings, Mill Supplies, Belling, Fading, Etc.
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POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

A
est
S.

rroam

of all in

of

tartar

baking powder. High-

leavening strength.—Latest U.
Report.

Government Food

Wiitduw M
!
ALL

PicliriGlass,

SIZES.

BY

Howes cfc

Oo.

7 ** 5
Beef, corned, p It.,
Butter salt, p box,
is
20
Corn, p busli,
Cracked corn p bu,
20
Corn Meal, p bu,
20.
13**15
Cheese, {It.,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 4n
Codfish, dry, p lb, 7 */ 0
Cranberries, pot, Soin
Clover Seed, p tt>, In** is
Flour, p bbl, 4 50*/ 7 25
H.d.Seed, bu, 1 75** 1 SO
Card, p tb,
10,0,12 1-2

Lime, p hhl. 1 oo,, 1 0."
4„7>
Meal, p lh,
< inioiis,
2 1 2 •, 3
p t>hl.
Oat

>il,kerosene, p gal,S„oo
4 I-2,,:.
Polloek. p lh
lo
Pork, p |l»,
Plaster,p hhl,! oo,/. 1 Of>
4
Pye Meal, p lh,
Shorts p cut,,
1.20
4 1-21, 7.
Sugar, p lh.
40
Salt.T.L, p hu,
Sweet Potatoes, 3 1-2,/.4
Wheat Meal,
3 1 -2 a 4
<

AGENT

FOR

Coinbla & Hartford Cycles.
-ALSO

.V

YOUNT FOR-

K It >1 O rX" OKS,

fur pumping and power purposes,
adapted for all li^lit work requiring from two to
horse power; also for water supply for residences, farms and villages, ( all and see testia'

arranged

monials anil <;et estimates.
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Register of Deep Water Vessels.

Notes.

“The Stone Woman of Eastern Point,”
is the title of a poem by Elizabeth Stuart
Phelps in the February number of Har-

PROBATE NOTICES.

BELFAST DIRECTORY.
RAILROADS

SHIPS.

AND

X-'JTJOXA E.

STEAMBOATS.

Trains leave 7.20 a. in., and 12310 and 4.15
Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, arrived at
Vitality!
p. m. Arrive at 9.25, and 10.25 a. in., and
Liverpool Dec 2b from Philadelphia.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from 6.30 p. m.
per’s Magazine.
Boats
and
leave
for
Boston, Mondays
New York Nov l) for San Francisco.
The Ladies' Home Journal for February
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, at New York for Thursdays at about 1 p. in. For Bangor
and intermediate landings Wednesdays and
Laura
Francisco.
Mrs.
San
a
contains
by
very
pretty
poem
He loved her as a tar can love,
Alameda, Chapman, from Philadelphia for Saturdays at about 9.30 a. m.
T. Richards, of Gardiner, Me., also por- |
With all bis heart's devotion,
Steamer Castine leaves for Buck’s Harbor,
of Mrs. Richards, her sisters, Mrs. San Francisco, sailed from Delaware Breaktraits
And fondly promised he’d be true
Sedgwick, Brooklin, Oceanville and Green’s
water Jan b.
Ritchie and Mrs. Hall, and of her mother,
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, arrived at New Landing, making connections for Bar Harbor,
To her, while on the ocean.
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe.
every Wednesdays and Saturdays at 10 a. m.
work Jan 18 from Havre.
Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A new and only
The wedding day was fixed, and he
C C Chapman, arrived at New Y'ork Nov Returning will arrive Mondays and ThursGold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
The French Fashion Journals of A. Mcdays about 1340 p. m.
1(> from London.
Gave her a kiss so tender,
ERRORS of
PHYSICAL
DEBILITY,
Dowell & Co., New York, not only give ;
Steamer Electa leaves every week day
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PRECentennial, B F Colcord, arrived at Manila
Not thinking of the fickleness
the
I Nov 28 from Newcastle.
the styles one month earlier than
at 2 j). m. for Ryder’s Cove, Hewes Point,
MATURE DECLINE, and ail DISEASES
Peculiar to her gender.
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 300 pages, cloth,
Castine. Leaves Castine every week
American Fashion Journals ; but the va- I
Charger, D S Goodell, sailed from Taltal and at
Only fl.oo
7.45 a. m., for Islesboro and Belfast.
gilt; 126 invaluable prescriptions.
day
So Jack set sail with buoyant heart,
riety, originality, and practicability of Oct 19 lor Hampton Roads.
by mail, double sealed. Lescriptive ProspectDaniel Barnes, J S Stover, arrived at San
CHURCHES.
those styles lift them so far above all |
us with endorsements mm
erwn
And with a conscious pride
Nov 28 from New York.
I
of the Press and voluntary
others, that they are now recognized as Francisco
Baptist, High street, Rev. John F. Tilton,
He prayed the day was not far Of
testimonials of the cured. ■ ■ ■■»*■■ NUW,
Frank Pendleton, YV G Nichols, sailed from
servic e at 10.45 a. in., j
the Standards of Fashion for this country,
pastor.
Preaching
or
Consultation in person
by mail. Expert treatWhen he'd come near his bride.
New York Oct 21 for Calcutta.
Sunday. Sunday School at 12. Prayer meet: as they have long been in France.
ment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY and CURFrederick Billings, Sherman, sailed from
at 7.30 p. m.
TAIN CURE. Add’-ocq p*. \v, it. pflrker. or
ing
For days they sailed far up the Straits
for
Francisco.
27
San
York
Oct
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Builiucli fct.,
The February Babyland, with its bits of , New
Congregationalist, corner of Market and
With brisk and prosperous gale:
Boston, Mans.
Gov Robie, Amos Nichols, arrived at Hong High streets. Rev. R. T. Hack,
of song, and pretty stories, !
pastor.
scraps
poetry,
The Peabody Medical Institute Las many liniI
Oct 80 from New York ; in port Dec 8.
Till om bright morn, just after dawn
Preaching at 10.45. a. m. Sunday School at
lfera/d.
but no equal.
is as charming and dainty as the babies Kong
tetors,
Melbourne
Nov
at
Great Admiral, Rowell,
m ; prayer meeting or lectuie at 7..' 0 p. m.
12
Tin y sighted a strange sail.
The
Science of Life, or Self Preservation, is a
! for which it was made. “The Breakfast 80 for Boston.
t^asure more valuable than gold. Rend it now,
Miller stree t. Rev. <L B. ( had- J
Methodist,
Song,” to be sung and told to Baby, “The
Henry B Hyde, Pliineas Pendleton, sail- wick, pastor. Prayer meeting at 9. a. in.:;
Though Jack was brave, and never feared
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and learn to
be STRONG.— Medical lievic ir. (Copyrighted.)
Tiptoe Twins,” and the big kite, the ed from New York Jan 9 for San Francisco. preaching service' at 1030 a. m.: Sunday j
A st‘■ i*111 or tight at sea,
at
MelM.
arrived
A.
Ross,
and
“Sweetheart’s
Henrietta,
i “Baby's
School at 12 noon : young people's meeting at I
Story.’’
lyrot
lie had s' me slight objection to
bourne Oct 10 from New Whatcom; in port 0
j». in. and genera) prayer mee ting at 7 p. m. ;
j Bafh." will entertain and amuse the nur- Nov 80.
Tin- stranger on the let
i sen folks, and they will want to hear the
Church street, Rev. J. A. SavFnitarian,
(S A POSITIVE CUSE
Iceberg, F. YV. Treat, cleared from New
“For il I should get shot," tpioth Jack,
Preaching hour 10.45 a. in.;* i or all Hi one I'a infol Comj»l:t int * .t ml Vt’iSi:.*story of the “Baby-Tenders” and “Our York Sept 14 for Hong Kong; spoken Nov age-, pastor.
Sunday Sclie el 12 m.
nensen no common union;; ; he
And buried 'lieath the title,
Garb*" told many times.
Babyland is 14, lat b S, Ion 81 YV.
I'nivorsalist, c-orr.c-r c I Couit and Spring ;
The\ ',! s.i\ l was well bollosfrtl
Baby's own magazine. Price 50 cents a
Iroquois. E 1> P Nickels, sailed from Sail streets, Rev. Myra Kingsbury, pastor.!
1
I). Lotlirop Francisco Nov 12 for Havre; spoken Nov 21, breac
5
cents a number.
in
inside!"
year,
Wit!
my
/
hing service al 10.45 a. m.; Sm day ;
!' v.-ill cum entirely the worst form of }'-\
lat 9 N, Ion 118 80 YV.
Sclie •• -1 at 12.
Company. Publishers, Boston.
lifts, ail ovarian tr“u!'V>. 11:11: n: 1 ■: >: •:
n >;■ 1. “How now, my man!
TinJacob E Ridgeway, F G Watson, arrived
•< oration, Falling
lower ('< mi Strc-c-t. Rev. father
!:•
i
Catholic,
tia-nts.
The February Peterson opens with a at Shanghae Dee 8 from New York.
|
NYiiV makes you look so queer?
Vo iikness, and /•,
of
Serv
ice
s
r,,-a
...It.
at
Garrity,
Winterport, paster.
of Lif
fashion plate and fine full page cn- !
1
11 will il’ss. *i
<t
1
Josephus, Thomas Rogers, cleared from 10.5.0 a. m.
-1 i.
W1, a
er\
Says Jack, “I’ll die! showy
''n the ut'-rus in aneai A ...
for
\«
18
New
York
liongKong:
of
which
The
Belated
Valspoken
Aug
j gravings, one
STACKS W!' H U. S. MAIL.
ri.-.it, t<
i-.: *•*
1»ut
i’ne t«• 11 I u <* y to cane.
s
h> a
entine" illustrates a very beautiful poem Get 10 lat 17 S, loll 82 YV.
a ;ii*i 1 Very
Spr-ahi'. b\ its .: —.
Camden, via. Linn invilh- Beach. Ninth-*
\.
.it's lie man we’re looking for—
Llewellyn J. Morse, Savory, sailed from
'■
freelvnnsv. ere>'. .UMi
by Minna Irving. “Cp and Down East Baltimore
Nov 15 for San Francisco ; passed port and East Nmthp'-i t; E. C. 1* rc man.
rl \K HAM A! !•'! >. < '<
:
>!.•
host- murd'r*uis Turks :
K.
Brooke
is
an
interAnglia" by Roslyn
18th.
]>rojiric tor. Arriv cs daily at 12 noon : lc av cs
i.l'iiikhaui's 1.1 Vi ;..
Henry
Cape
lit !
oi
aloh. while from he low
esting account of English Norfolk and
I ..ii 'ii. liiiinunue-s. a n 1 l. rn a'
ft !
v
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, cleared at 2 p. in.
Cent rc-Liiic-olm lie. via. Grange ai.d East
•o eld. per box.
Suffolk with a series of excellent illustra- j from New Y ork Sept. 8 for Shanghae.
>ol<i l«y uii hra^ists.
\Y« Vi raz» his upper works."
Ar“An Involuntary Elopment” by
A L Carver, sailed from Hong Belmont : A. 1’. Knight, proprietor.
tions.
Luzon,
rite ligl : was sharp and short and sure,
Carrie B. Morgan is a dramatic story of Kong Nov 17 for New York ; passed Anjier rives daily at 12 noon ; leaves at 3 p. in.
a
.it
he\ d won the day
\i:
Liberty, via So. Montville, Sc-arsmc id and
An- ; 1)ec b.
western life effectively illustrated.
v ered Jack from off the To])
Manuel Liaguno, Few Smalley : arrived at Belmont: J. C. fuller, propnefer. Ainvo j
TV
other capitally illustrated paper is “The
daily at 11 a. m.: leaves at 1.45 p. in.
San Franeiseo Dec 1 from New \ ork.
\Y it 1; 'lie leg shot away.
Children’s Fancy Dress Party” which
Freedom, via Knox, East Kiu>x, Morrill j
L St<>ne, C C Park, Manila for New
Mary
directions
for
the
cosand Poor's Milis: Rohie Mc-ars, prc-piac tor. |
making
N"W when they reached old Albion's shore gives clear
York,"passed Anjier Dec 24 for l S.
Arrivc-s
i
tiiines at a small cost.
N Pendleton, sailed
daily at 11 a. m.: leaves at 1 ] m.
Nancy Pendleton,
And all !:<■ hands were paid,
North Searsport, via Svvanville. Geo. W.
from Hong Kong Nov 5 for New York ; passlie looked about, for Nancy Lee
Nic kerson, proprietor. Arrives clany at; 12
The second volume of the “Modern ed Anjier Dee <S.
j
But ro; ain’t tinil the maid.
R D Rice, A B Colson, sailed from Liver- noon : leave s at 2 p. m.
Science Series," published by I). AppleStockton
via.
W.
F.
Nov
San
for
Searsport:
Oct
20
S]>rings,
j
Francisco; spoken
ton A Co., is entitled The Horse : A Study pool
I wi nder where she’s gone," said Jack.
Brown, }»ropriet.or. Arrive s daily at 0.2.0 a.
in Natural History, and is intended to 22, lat 8 S, Ion 80 NY.
3.20
9
and
a.
at
•That iair one whom 1 trusted—
p. in., leaves post-oitiee
R K Thomas, P B Nichols, arrived at Hong ill.,
especially illustrate some important prin- Kong Dee
m. and Railroad station at 9.20 p. m.
(Time*
0 from New York.
She wlio onee gave her plcilge To me,
in biology,
it outlines the princito changes of railroad time table.
ciples
York
New
sailed
from
subject
Harkness,
Raphael,
But perhaps her ancle's busted!
characteristics
of
the
pal
comparative Nov 80 for Melbourne.
inks.
EXPRESS
He >1 rode up t<» the maid’s abode
Robert L Belknap, Staples, sailed from
anatomy of the horse and his near relations
the
and
the
he
at
the
door
tapir,
rhinoceros, and Havre Jan 5 for New York; passed Isle of
Vml
knocked,
Liberty Express from Liberty, "West Searsshows incidentally how a “missing link."
NYight Jan 7.
moiit, North Searsm lit ami Belmont. ,7. C.
And when ‘twas opened—what he saw,
S P Hitchcock, Gates, sailed from San
Fuller, proprietor. Arrives daily at 71 a. m.;
described by Prof. Huxley in 1877, has
His nerves completely shocked.
Nov 20 for Liverpool.
Francisco
leaves at 2.50 p. m.
since been found in the Low er Eocene deSan Joaquin, Drinkwater, sailed from San
Staples's Express from Stockton Springs,
Tom
Lor she had married Bowling
posits, thus identifying a connection be- Francisco Nov 18 for New York; spoken via.
Searsport, Jessie Staples, proprietor.
lieved to have existed in the ancient an- Dee
A far more handsome, tar;
Arrives daily at 10.50 a. m.; leaves at 2 p. m.
12, lat 12 80 S, Ion 128 NY.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San
cestry of the animals. The author is
Besides, she’d heard her own Jack Storms
SECRET SOCIETIES.
William IT. Flower, C. 15.. Director of the Francisco Jan 5 for New York.
Had perished in the war.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, arrived at
British Natural History Museum.
Masonic. The bodies meet, at Masonic
|
tickle Nane\ Lee
Port Townsend Oct 27 from Shanghai.
said .lack:
Temple, at the corner of .Main and High
The numbers of The Living Age for
Thomas Dana, C N
Meyers, arrived at streets.
|
Y u'\e math- me your vile sport!”
Utli and 10th contain English Seattle Jan lb from Philadelphia,
Palestine (Vmmandcry, K. '1.
No. 14.
"I heard the Turks had well—
Said sh*
I Realism and Romance, Quarterly: unpub- I
Til lit* E Starbiiek, Ebcu Curtis, sailed
need not leave town t<> procure this ( onset lor
meetings 2d Wolni sday v eiling in
i lished Pages of Pepys' Diary. Nineteenth | from New York Sept 10 for Portland, O; Regular
The news came from Tin- Porte!’
at
oi' h month.
hum
call.
tings
Special
NY.
Ion
b(i
lat
42
I
Nov
S,
Excursion
to
20,
Paris, by Thomas! spoken
Century;
King Solomon Council, R. *S: S. M., No. 1.
'Tin new s came from the Porte!" said Jack,
NYandering Jew, I) C Nichols, sailed from Regular met ting 1st 'l in-sday ev< ning in each
Carlyle. New Review: A Somersetshire' New
■a > ci<me
Yolk Dee 1 for Hong Kong.
my Nancy Lee
month.
National:
The
and
the
Special me. Lugs at call.
Valley,
Egyptians
r.
Win 11 Maey. Amesbury, sailed from San
has a <• jrpU-te line at 1* west Ni w V-K
>
Corinthian Royal Ar> h Claij ter, No. 7.
That's stale, ait hough they've nearly made
Occupation, Blackwood: The Journal of Francisco Oct 2b for (Jucciistou n.
meet
Regular
mgs ist Monthly evening folRichard Ben, and The English Sparrow,
hole out of me."
Y /,
.1
sailed
Peiidh
.on.
Hit..
Frank
$1.00
Wm 11 Conner.
full moon. sp« eiais at call.
Ocntlemeirs; Turenne. Temple Bar: Lord from New York Sept b lor Shanghae: spoken lowing
l AtO
$ III’*illy,
Phonix Lodge, N.-. 24.
AY. 11. ‘t is no matter now," said Nance,
Regular meetings
Edward Fitzgerald, and A Poor Oentle- Nov 8, lat 24 S. loll 20 NY.
lore full mooli.
Monday evening mi or
I e..uld not wed a tar
1.2A
f,.,
at
call.
| woman of the East Century, Belgravia:
Specials
BARKS.
Whose leg w as hewn from out a mast
i
i.r>o
Thackeray's Portraits of Himself. Mur- ;
T.mothy Chase Ledge, No. 12b. Regular
\ ml fashioned like a sjta.r.
Adam \V Spies, A I) Field, at Il-ng Kong meetings, 1st Thursday evening in each
l AO
I ray's: Colors of the Stars. Chambers: Tall
Abtloinimil,
in.>nt h.
Specials at ai:.
Oirls. and the Food of Vanity. Spectator; Dec 2. line.
T.s well, for now you cannot sail
Peat nee Havener, Hiehborn, chared trom i Independent ()ri*i r ( )dd Fellows. Bodies
'with “Danoviteh: a Russian Romance."
meet at Odd Fellows Block, Main Street.
The
t-an any nun e :
>
St Thomas.
“Capt. Ludwig's Jump," “The Ein- PhiladelphiaH*.Jan P for
Canton Pallas. P. M., No. 4. 1. O.O. F.,
Ihlinont.
1
You cannot carry arms again,
agan. arrived at Poston Get P j
guist." and poetry.
BELFAST. M A IXE.
meets .Mi the 2d Thursday evening of each
i'i•
un Turks Island.
Si. la\ yi'iir innh-s ashi>re.''
! April 2.*{, ISiM —IvvlT
Carrie K Long, .J P Stowers, sailed from m< -nth.
Harper's Magazine for February conPenobscot Encampment, No. 25.
tains an article on the “Old Shipping New York .Jan s for Hav ana.
fried ,Ja< k. w it'n rage. ‘A'-ai foolish girl,
Regular
mi the l>t and 5.1 Tuesday ev. mug.;
inertings
arrived
New
at
Came
Merchants
of
Coleord,
New
sec
Jleekie,
York." written by
Y ur topligiits fail to
in each month.
Ocorge W. Sheldon, and illustrated by C. York ]>ee 7 trom Key West.
That tho’ I'll lay my limits aslt<>rt
Waldo Lodge, No. 12. Regular meet-ng
Carrie L Tyler, Patteiigal!, cleared from |
I), (ribson and F. II. Schell.
It
will
be
a
I've got a Inf/.a-sca.!''
every Friday evening.
«irii Sept U) for Cape Town.
New
A urora Rehekah Lodge. Regular me. rings
surprise t.» some to learn that these merClara K MtGilvery, Phillip (i ilk< y, saile«I
.!ark tuniei! upon his timher t.
on the 2d ami 4 t
Tin sday evenings of each
chants. w ho exercised so important an in- from Santa Cm/. -Ian 4 for New York.
month.
\nd for he tavern made,
tluence on t radc during the ii rst half of t lie
C P Dixon. N F <lilkev cleared from New
Knh.iits
Pv'iiiA,.
AH hod is "!' this
of
Ami bought the landlord's int'rest out—
century, left no successors.
They were York I tee is f«.r Valparaiso.
Edward Cushing, C A Whittier, sailed ordt r meet j 11 Cast !e Mad. Li igh st re. t, over
men
who owned, wholly or in part, the
ILs house, his sto.-k and trade.
t 'ha>. N. Black's store.
packet and clipper ships of the transatlan- from Guantanamo dan 1 hr Delaware! Silver Cre.ss Lodg- No. 5s. meets every
Then l'iatiiwitli .lark eommenee«l a spree,
tic service, and they did a large business Preak water.
ev ening.
Tuesday
Edward Kidder. Melvin Park, sailed from ;
He r:ed to drink the nat ion :
in exporting.
But where is the American Ni w York Nov 8 ! >r \
Filiform, d Rank m< is every Monthly
THE
aiparaisu and Autofo- !
'1 lie quarts lie ilraiik. the pipes ami tuns
house that exports to-day? The business
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Primrose
Coitneit
No.
b.
tliian
Sist.-ris in the hands of foreigners, and it is
Ulltc imputes e- .1111*111 at ion.
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A
Emma ri' Crowell,
Pendleton, sailed
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ie !i *• i< •!! t !,.
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each
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reliable Blood Purilier, “ L.
Tuesdays
Evaneh. W 11 Planchard,
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m> aith.
Little Men and Women for Febrnarv Pangor Nov 24 for New York.
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
January, A. 1). 18i»2.

Strength!

by N< urn >N and AMBR<>SE H. N< >RT< IN,
brothers of JACOB NORTON, late of Liberty, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a petition praying that administration
on said deceased’s estate mav be granted to

HEN

SAMI ML

NORTON, of Palermo.
Ordered, That the said Henry and Ambrose give
notice to all persons interested' by causing a copy
of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast.that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of February next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petition should not
be granted.
OEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest: —Bohan P. Field, Register.

KNOW THYSELF.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Count\ of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
January, A. D. 1892.

UFKKVEY, Guardian of MARY A.
HATCH, minor heir of THOMAS HATCH,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
haxing presented a petition for license t<> sell certain real estate of said minor, situated in said Belfast. at public or private salt*.
Ordered, That the said Calvin give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order
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ma> appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the -erond
Tuesday of I'ebruary next, at ten of the o’clock
before noon, and show cause, if any thex have,
win the same should not be proved, apj roved and
allowed.
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I
I"Mia x P. !• ti
i- II,
r-iei
Airm-eopx. Ait.-,

\\
>'

"•'-

j

A I.Di > SS.
In
..ii,
.,i
Probate, held at Bel
Mini
1 uesday <>i .lanuary
last, mu the
IS'.ej
WAI.rid; B. It \ X K I X \diuinisi tai<>i un
the estate.d A \ M >1 \PIJ.s. late m| lh.-il.ist. in
said County, deceased, ha\ iug |ireseiiteil Ins first
and final account ol administraiion >1 said estate
bn allowance, togetlu
w ith his
|u i\ate claim.
Ordered, Thai notice thereol be given, three
weeks sin .-<si\ely, in the Bepubli.an .lournal,
( rinted in Belfast, in said <»unty. that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate < ..iti;. to bo
held .it Belfast, on the second Tuesday ol February next, and show cause, il any they have, why
tlie said account should not be allowed.
(. f:< ». F. J< ill NS( »X Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Boil AN P. It u», Begister
>ri
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GEO. W. BURKETT,

sick man

I *1 i M r. I.
MIN N M*

)I11

M. CII.N LR\
widow «d SKI.
I I ,\ 1.1; \ late of Searsport, ill
aldo, itcecu.-cd. having presented
a
petition that JOHN M .Mil. 1 L\ LK Y. of -ail
I Searsport, max be appointed administrator on
-aid
deceased'- e.-tate.
j
| tillordered. That the said Prudence give notice to
interested |>\ causing a copy «>t this
persons
i
I order to be published three week- successivelx in
Hie Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a I'robaie Court, to be held at
Belfast, xxirhin and for said < ountx. -*n the
..nd
Tuesday of l'ebruarx next, at ten of the .-lock before noon, and show oar.-e. if any tln-x have. \vh\
the prayer of said petit ion should'not be granted
<. L» >. L. .loll Ns< >\. ,1 udge.
A true ci >] y. Attest: Bon \\ P. Fn t i>. Reai-ter.

1

LADIES of BELFAST and VICINITY

|

Belfast, within and fm
tile -ci on I Tile —la *. "I

I

i: subscriber hereby gives public
rj^ll
1 concerned, that lie has been

STRAW WANTED

notice

to

all

duly appointed

and taken upon himsell the trust <>! Administrator of the estate of
PHF:B»F: K. HOIMxINS. late ol \\ interport,
■

Squire & Co.,

in tlie County ol Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
the law directs; he theretore|re<|uestsall persons
who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any de
mauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
THOMAS (i. STICK N KY

as

I

rFHP. subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1
concerned, that he iias been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administra; tor of the estate of
AIHXF:m: I.. McCUNToCK, late ol Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
the law directs; he therefore requests all per] as
sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
NATHAN F. HOCSTON.

VKM, GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

I

cold milk, and after the pudding has been
! removed from the range, stir it into the
mixture.
An ordinary eartliern pudding-

1

dish, holding two quarts
more, is the
best article in which to bake this pudding.
or

When
ter

ready

to

the size of

bake,
a

break

a

piece of but-

walnut into hits over the

top of the puddling. More than half of the
of

Off Cape Elizabeth.
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ENGLAND

it lias continued to advance until it is now
second to none, and counts its subscribers in
every State in the Union, and nearly every
country in the world. The Times extends
congratulations and hopes to greet and note
its continued success for many years to
come.
[Brunswick, Ga., Daily Times.

AS A MOD-

PAPER.

EL

sail from the Shoals

or

New

Castle to

the coast as far as Bichmoud Island with
a
moderate southwester, but, as sunset
drew near the wind hauled around more
One cup of sw eet milk, one cup of sour [ and more to the north until avc had to
The sun
Written for tin* lb-publican Journal.]
milk. two cups of corn meal, one cup of trim in sheets tlat. oil the Cape.
llour. one-half cup of sugar, one-half cup set in a wicked sky and the wind increasam a Thoroughbred, 1 Jarred, Plymouth
of mola>ses. one teaspoonful of soda dis- ed rapidly and. abreast of the lights, we
k Booster. and my name is Brigham, solved in hot water, one teaspoonful melt- struck an ugly sea caused by the tide
wish to say. that it is evident since en- ed butter and a little salt. Bake in a deep against the wind and Avent bowsprit under
It wasan awful strain upat every jump.
gaging with my present owner. business pan.
MOIST OlNOKUliKHAI).
on the gear and. with only jib and mainit
can't
be
As
for
my part,
booming.
Two cups of hour, one cup of molasses, j sail set, I expected to carry away somevpected of me to lay eggs. but 1 assist in one tablespoonful of lard, one teaspoonful thing soon. With every plunge there was
tiie sea swept along
..roping the nest in order, ami should you of salt, one of soda and two of ginger. a roll to leeward and
My poor boys
1
Mix the hour, salt and ginger, and stir in the lee rail a foot deep.
appen around, you might perchance very
One lay
and
wretched.
the molasses. Put the lard in the cup and were all sick
dten tind me on the nest, scratching the
one aft on the
the
weather
side,
till with boiling water.
When the lard is along
1 don't dissolved
all heads down and
craw and calling to the females.
put it into the mixture, and add cockpit, one below,
Jack asked if
stomachs in their throats.
know why it is so. but you might tind me the soda dissolved in a little id' the water.
we would live through it: Bert lifted his
WHITE CAKE.
'.here just the same. Perk5ns knows what
eyes aloft occasionally and shuddered, my
One cup of white sugar, the whites of nian toward clung to the mast and jumphas cost to support us for the year 1891,
ed over the seas, and 1 closed my teeth
Corn and two eggs, one-half cup of sweet milk,
and pats the figures at 891.'1').
one-third cup of butter, one teaspoonful and worked the tiller painfully.
It blew
■tlier grains have hern held high in price
of baking powder, one and one-half cups harder and harder, a reef ought to have
We think he has been ex- of hour. Be sure to add no more hour.
all the year.
able
Avere
not
been put in, but tAvo of us
cel imenting, and lias come to the concluto do it, and it Avas imperative to carry
PEACH BLOSSOM CAKE.
and to get in
sion that we should not have quite all the
One cup of powdered sugar, one-half a the sail to get to Avindward
out of the gale, or be driven off to sea and
orn and meal we might eat. At any rate,
cup of butter mixed well together ; beat
So we plunged on until Ave
the whites of three eggs quite stiff, and perhaps lost.
e
has caused us to consume a large
into easier
add to the butter anil sugar one-half a ran under Cushing's Island,
about
then beat up the channel past Portmount of curd, and as for his id
cup of sweet milk, two teaspoonfuls of Avater,
risk of getting
hen chewing her cud, I do not know. baking powder, and hour enough to make land Head, running great
ashore iii the darkness, and anchored at 9
But such a quantity of clover hay he fixes an ordinary cake batter; flavor with ex1\ 31.
tract of peach ; bake in thin cakes in two
t.>i us. would surprise some of the amaA hard gale blew all night, and over the
shallow pans ; put between the cakes linewe cooked, we congratulated each
When 1 first engaged
;r hen fair-iris.
supper
eocoanut
and
frost
;
ly grated
pink sugar
Onand tilled our empty stomachs.
nil Perkins A seemed odd to see him with deal icing and sprinkle it with pink other
ly
my mail and 1 knew the great risk we
sugar.
;
'Bing a lantern for some of the hens
had run and the narrow escape we bad
sTi wi:i> LIMA BEAN*.
let* they might tind their way t<> the
made from going to Davy Jones's locker.
Soak dried limas over night in plenty of
Another time in company with some
■■As
mil how strange it would seem water,
in the morning drain and parboil
!
smart yachts we sailed out of Portland and
! 1 wciv obliged to go without my
in watei to which a bit of soda has been
away for Portsmouth. The sea was heavy
■. -:
bivaklast.
!le must ha ve improved add'd ; drain auain and putin fresh water.
from a dying gale, the wind was light and
f" *k gently till soft but not broken, reW e all
tide running into the harbor.
s.-iiM- .if the dry weather last fall, for our
move the co\er,
let the water nearly all worked out under the land
pubs and got
-’ -! •< i\
is w t•. 1 supplied. and we think
Season with butter or milk, j
evaporate.
of
and
abreast
outride oi Trundy's lleef
it
is sulphui a> Well as insert puwdi 1 -dt and peppe;.
the lights, when it fell calm, the main
M'T <' A 1\ !•:.
I might tell \ou
II
hoom t>’"k charge, the vessels became un.1 with the 'Ills;
T\\<* <■ i,]»fuls powdered sugar, one cup- manageable and current and swell set us
•.si, 1,■ ia 1 • i<• rnoie. hut Perkins is going
Kites wen1 set and boats
ful lmtter. one cupful old water, four all shoreward.
v.
i■ c a !i rsi-1 ias> honk on lie care and
little effect, tin re seemeggs and t!ie yolk of another, three cup- taken ahead with
A
iii,egi iin-1it of liens ami chickens
mis hour, quarter of a grated nutmeg, the ed a magnetic attraction between the shore
1
]M*1. isasfol- grated rinds of half a lemon and half an and the yacht, and we rolh d and drifted
AI At account with us fm
steadily toward the breakers. Fortunate"range, juice of the orange, one-quarter
teaspoonful salt, two teaspoonfuls baking ly we had stood off pretty well and were
-7 i A ■: e Kggs a *Jl c.-UTS.-W.'.SU
outside all the other craft and got t he lirst
one pint hickory nut meats, and
7-*vl."> powder,
i'\
>«.hl .air. e ami «irc*tsf*«l
!’
“lie cup of raisins.
Heat
the
and
zephyrs of a southeast breeze which helpsugar
o-,
11.00
,i
inr
ill
lSpo
i ri.
as.1M•
butter t » a •ream : add the weli-heaten ed us otf and finally down the coast to
i. w .-si 11;iaTi- I :• manure.
So great wa> the
Wood Island at dark.
egg \olks, and the water gradually, with
that several
-8204.95
large and elegant
ai
lie lloiu in whit h the baking powder and peril,
schooner yachts were obliged to anchor
1'1.2.~> salt have beer: sifted : and the flavorings
Km in- cost I'm- sapp. u-t.
and heat thoroughly: put in the raisins and pay out most of their cables to bold
l ot ,! pro:.!.>17->.7U and nut meats,
through w hich a very little ! themselves from shipwreck.
< >n another occasion we ran past the
K. 1*.
flour lias been mixed : add. the last thing,
•
fa> 1. -Tali. 1. Is
the wadi-beaten whites.
Beat hard for a
ape, hound in, the breeze was moderate
from the southwest and a heavy sea runmoment and bake in a steady, moderate
After passing Trundy's lleef, we
oven foi about forty minutes. This makes ! ning.
Wi it teii I'm* the 1 tcpubiiea n Journal.'
two cakes.
When they are cold make an j had to jibe, but, considering that too
I'hree Old-Fashioned I>ishe>.
ii ing with the w hite of the extra egg used :
dangerous, 1 brought the vaelit to t he w ind,
The plungilavoi with orange juice and spread on ! tacked and payed off sheets.
r.AKKI) r»KAN>.
the cakes ; they should be as close and ing was seven* and when the mainsail was
*i>o
''aid ;\ lady To me mu long since :
•
line as pound-rake, if properly made.
nearly out a terrilic plunge and rise threw
! the mast forward so heavily that one backaliow \«• ur gii*l to throw the water in
SAl sAOi: HULLS.
! stay pulled a long bolt out of the rail and
M’a h i K-a li" iia ve heeli }i;i 1 hoi led. illto 1 he
'ook the sausages until about half done,
both mast and runners broke their lan! informed hei that we either in
kiteheii sink V“
or
and
then
aloven,
frying pan
yards likt* ropeyarns. A tribe more strain
low
to
them
stand
until
cold.
Then
used
it
throw
the
water
bur
d not
quite
and the mast would have gone over the
away
roll up. separately, in a moderately thin bow.
bake w it b tin- beans. This will surprise
of good paste, and bake in the oven
piece
a
Again we started south in September
any housekeepers, but the fact is.
or drop into
boiling lard and fry like and
found a snuthwester outside when it
’•:ieh : »nmekee}tei would just as soon »neigh nuts. >er\e very hot, on a folded nap- ;
The sea was
was northeast in the harbor.
kin. and, if you wish f lu m to be extra nice, ,
ik of throwing away the water in which
rather heavy but we pluntred on until past
garnish with slices of fried apples, pre- j
s.
;
uad been initially hoiled.
! Kieinnond Island and well into the
of
uji me;
pared in this way : With a tin eorer ex- old Orchard, when the wind and light
sea inw..-thirds of the thrifty New tract tile cores oi a
eor.jfle of line, large, ; creased and it became such a hard strain
gland housekeepers w ill b«ul beans for tart appics, and then ]>eel tln*m. Cut each
upon the yacht to git t*> windward that
apple into horizontal slices, of moderate ! we
••
hour*, frequently
banging the wa | 1!
!
up helm and ran back before dark.
be a lies,'. fi\ to a golden color.
As you I
The next morning we had the same
then, when the goodness is all cx- tak« tin-in out of tindust
a
little
}...n.
mad over the constant
-■led. an extra amount of fat pork will w hite sugar ovei each, and lay around the kind of work, got
to our cruise south, and kept
lake one sausage rolls, eacii slice overlapping the opposition
added to ••rciish" them,
The
I at it until we reached Wood Island.
"tiler.
,art of jM-a beans, pi«-k them over carel >ca waslong, deep and heavy, indicating
j
• a hard blow to
tin- southeast., or else tin1
i\. and thoroughly wash until perfect- j
I approach of one. and we wished to get as
Kansas i bilosophy.
ieai...
\ good way is to use the baud, I
i far in as possible.
We beat through quite
1
a n them a thorough rubbing and rinThe more worthless a man is the more a fleet of fishermen and coasters lying just
of
a
hep*
lie
is
in
to
his
deservand anchored between
inside
Island
proportion
11 is a good plan to parboil them in
!
Negro
ing.
The jib was
I the monument and spindle.
same dish
in which they are to be
The faith of one woman should he worth down and we were about
the
lowering
’liked, it possible ; this prevents break- more to a man then tiie admiration of fifmainsail, when a breaker arose four feet
Just as they commence boiling, re- ty.
in
high and a few feet from us and went
A man’s goodness to his wife depends thundering in
As the
uove any scum which
upon the beach.
Boil
may arise.
entirely on her ability to make him enjoy yacht settled down the lieel just touched
hem gently until they slightly crack, and
to
her.
being good
bottom, and there was yet another hour’s
ue soft throughout.
Not one unmarried woman in a hundred ebb.
Keep them in water
The chart showed 10 ft, we drew
tells
the
truth
when
asked
she
was
why
T-l-2ft., and it made us shiver to feel the
nough to cover, and when sufficiently
never married.
Three of us, experienced sailors,
jar.
ooked, add a tablespoonful of brown
The only temptation that some men re- looked
pale and frightened.
Have l-_; pound sist is the momentary one to give a dollar
ugar. and salt to taste.
“We can never float here, and shall be
*f good sweet salt pork, fat and lean to- to a man in trouble.
swamped,” I shouted.
One of the lirst
things necessary in
“No, let us get out while we can,” reil
her, cut in four equal parts, add this
friendship is to lind out what .1 man's red plied A rey.
nd » ook both together gently for about
flag is. ami avoid waving it. [Atchison
“Heavens! look at that breaker starting
> minutes,
almost under our bilge,” said Johnson.
taking care that the beans do Globe.
“Stand by the jib halliards; run up the
:
become “mushy.”
They should be
There arc sour* thousands of men living anchor!
Quick out with it, men!” The
‘it. yet
retain tbrir shape perfectly.
here in New England win* are interested anchor was
up in a minute, the jib hoisike in a moderate oven at least seven as builders or owners or seamen in our
ted, sheets to windward. “Heavens! 81ie
stanch and swift Ameri'-an ships.
What : is on bottom now! No, she
■ms.- and they will be rich and luscious,
swings; she
will these men think of tin* suggestion of
1'i i ure warranted not to .listless the eater.
moves, she is pointed outward, and is
a
Boston Democratic paper that if they ; safe!"
iiiiowN i;i;i:a*d.
oppose the passage of a “free ship” bill
We ran through the fleet, watched the
11 is easy to make a palatable loaf of by Congress the Government should bury
breakers along shore, saw the sea
theii property ami “burn it up"
for. de- heavy
break
"wn bread for supper Saturday
upon Negro Island ledge, fathoms
night. clares this denationalized journal, “outbelow
low
tide, scanned the threatening
ii if the busy housewife cannot
spare side of a few stcaimrs and some .M .iHe- southeast
and started back for Portsky
lmut
ot
the
extinction
time until after dinner.
ships
large tonnage
l*ut into a
land with, free sheets. We passed through
this interest would not n.umint to any0/
in two heaping cupfuls of bolted corn
tlu n imerous reefs off the Cape, having
thing.“ We fancy that those citizens of
a], one < i.j• of molasses, one teaspoon- New England whose industry is thus out- made the hell bony, were almost upon Bulwark Shoal, which broke in a mountain of
1
of salt and one-half teaspoonful of rageously belittled and affronted will have
foam under the faint light of the stars,
to say upon
something
■
pretty
emphatic
On
this
mixture
king powder.
and ran into Portland about 10 P. M.
pour
this subject before the thing is through.
The next morning the wind was light
ugh boiling water to make a thin batBoston Journal.
northeast, and we ran past the Cape easistirring constantly until thoroughly
ly. The wind gradually hauled to the
\ed.
Add while hot, one cupful of orFor Over Filly Years.
southward, and a dense fog came down
An Old and Wkll-Tkikd Remedy.
Mrs.
aary tlour. and one teaspoonful of bakupon us, and we could not see a hundred
Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been used for
feet.
We turned back, ran by compass,
: jiowder.
Steam three hours or more,
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
sounding the horn often, kept accurate
e
preparation being so hot when it goes their children while teething, with perfect record of the time,
sm*cess.
It soothes the child, softens the
speed and courses,
the steaming pan, renders the bread
saw buoys in proper places, and arrived
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrlnea.
It is pleas- inside the breakwater of the inner harbor
lieiously light and sweet.
ant to the taste.
Sold by druggists in every without mishap, though it was thick and
IIA K I-: I) INDIAN I'l DD1NO.
part "f the world. Twenty-five cents a bot- almost dark.
It was an anxious run, but
What is more abused than the old-fash- tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
gave us considerable confidence in our
ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
d Indian pudding? 1 called for some take no other kind.
compass and judgments. We rested a day
Iyr40
and sailed out at 9 A. M., having a pleaschurch dinner the other day. and was
Jessie. "We missed you in our box at the ant day and light northeast wind which
a
a
saucer
Jack.
“I
should
containing
have
tight
pale yellow opera Friday night.”
drew to the east-southeast and died out at
felt out of place there. I had such a cold I
sunset, leaving us broad off shore about
'stance, having the appearance of cust- couldn't
speak above a whisper."
six miles east of Boon Island.
We could
"i "ii the top and hard boiled corn meal
I
lilies* Nerve & Liver Pills.
not get anywhere, and concluded to stay
'•'he bottom.
It passed for baked InThere was a smooth sea,
Act oil a new principle—regulating the out all night.
ii pudding, but was
totally unlike the liver, stomach and bowels through the tiori'px. bright, starry sky, warm atmosphere, and
A
new
I>r.
Miles'
Rills
discovery.
there
were
the
fashioned kind.
speedily
lights upon Cape Neddick,
cure
biliousness, bad taste, torpid liver, Whaleback, Boon Island snd White Island
i'lace on the range one pint of new
piles, constipation. Unequaled for men, in sight for hours. Early morning breezes
k. add nearly a cupful of water and let women, ehildn n. Smallest, mildest, sur- found us in
sight of Thatcher’s, a good
est! 50 doses, 25 ets. Samples Free, at R.
i breeze from the east came with the sun.
•me to a boil.
While this is heating, II.
Moody’s Drug Store.
! and before breakfast at 7 o'clock we had
•>
live heaping tablespoonful. of bolted
Shocked Lady. “Do you know what be- sailed
i
gaily between the Londoner and
"'■'i meal, one full
cup of molasses, one comes of little boys who swear'.’" Litfe 'Thatcher’s, and were howling
merrily
“Yes’ni. Wen they gits big 'nough
Boy.
of
and
one
of ginger.
spoonful
toward the west.
salt,
At 10 A. M. the
they kin earn two an’ a half a day drivin’ a along
anchor was let go off our Corinthian Y. C.
-'‘ii the milk has boiled add the mixture
team.”
stage, and we dressed ship with forty love>t, and be sure that it all boils, after
Lane's Family Medicine Moves the Bowels
[
ly crafts around us.
!"'ing mixed. Have ready one quart of Each day. Most people need to use it.
PlTTSBl'KG, Pa.
(OWN

NEW

Stream.]
The Republican Journal of Belfast, apI kuoAv of no more trying place for a
peared last week enlarged and improved. It
small yacht to get in by a run up or down lias been changed to quarto form, and is now
one of the handsomest eight-page papers in
The largthe coast than Cape Elizabeth.
the State. Its typographical appearance,
er craft generally give it the go by and
however, could not he improved. In this re-

Indian

Seven

Contemporaries.

of

ALL OVER

Forest and

pudding depends on Booth Bay, or in the reverse order, in a
the baking.
The oven must be slow, and day’s run: but little fellows like to keep
if it bakes fast on the bottom set the dish near the shore, it is too long a run for one
and Portland is made for a night's
on a soap stone.
If the temperature is day.
rest and a good harbor, and it is often
too high the mixture will boil before the
I
made then with difficulty and danger.
aeid in the molasses wheys the milk.
In have myself sailed past it in a small yacht
kindest and most
that case it will conic out a sticky, run- seven times, picking the
favorable weather in the morning and getning mess, not tit to place on the table,
ting into a peck of trouble before night.
but if care is exercised the first two hours
1 charged members of the creAv so often
it„will surely “whey" beautifully, and the that, being myself the only one not chargI concluded 1 must be the Jonah, but
reddish yellow, jelly-like substance, will ed,
I risked being SAvalloAved by a whale indelight both tile eye and the palate.
stead of going ashore, and therefore,
Hei.en N. Packard.
have something to write about.
We Avere bound east and ran up along
success

KNOWN

THE NEW REPUBLICAN

enterprising publishers and
are doing good work in the
newspaper field. [Richmond Bee.
its

ABUNDANTLY

HOLD ITS OWN.

ABLE TO

From the time «>f Win. H. Simpson f«» the
present the Republican Journal of Belfast
lias been counted among our most valued
exchanges. Last week it dropped its folio
(four page) form and reached us as an eight
With a
page paper considerably enlarged.
new power press and new dress of
type the
.Journal will be abundantly able to bold its
own in the
struggle for public favor. We
wish our friends renewed success.
[Lincoln

County

ONE OF

how improvements could la* wrought in it :
but in tins new form Mr. Pilsbury undoubtedly has made improvements, and the impress of his masterful abilities as a journalist are forcibly stamped upon every column.

In conclusion the Journal says: “The
paper has had a long and honorable career,
and those who now have it in charge will
earnestly strive t<> maintain its high reputation.” Of course they will, and they'll make
a success at it. Too.
[Rockland Tribune.

News.

....

HANDSOMEST

THE

PERS

AND

NEATEST

PA-

THE COUNTRY.

IN

Belfast .Journal appeared last week ill
quarto form, in new dress, considerably enlarged. and in other respects greatly improved. The .Journal has always been known
as one of the neatest and handsomest papers
in the country, and in its new form and dress
this reputation will be well maintained. The
only exception we take to it, is the style of
its beading, which does not seem to us in so
good taste as the plain one formerly used:
and perhaps we shall like that bi tter when
we have become accustomed to it.
All the
features of the editorial and news departments, which have made the Journal one of
the ablest and most popular of weekly papers, are well maintained. We congratulate
Messrs. PiNhury and Dyer on the success
they have
hieved, and on the tine prospects of their paper for the future. [Rockland Opinion.
The

NEATEST

THE

AND

PRINTED

BEST

PAPER

“It leads them all." is the general reply of
when asked about the merit or
sales of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

druggists

ITS

THE

HIGH

POSITION

The Belfast. Republican Journal came out
new form, eight, pages, and
very handsome in its new dress of
type. The Journal has added a new press
ami folder and other material to its outfit
and intends to maintain its high position
It is one
among the weeklies of our State.
of our best and most valued exchanges and
we wish it t lie greatest measure of success.

semi-weekly, 2; weekly, lib: semi-monthly,
monthly. 4'>: quarterly, 14. In polit «-s,
2-> are Repuh'iean and 12 are I Vim <rat e.
J Biddeford Journal.
Tlie 1m st local paper in Maine has long
been known as the Republican Journal of
Belfast, and it seemed hard to think that
even an improvement could he made in its
pages. With the new year the Journal has
commenced its sixty-fourth volume, and has
changed its size from the four page blanket
sheet, to the modern eight page or quarto
>iz.e, which is one great improvement, and
i-wines out ill a neat and attractive dress of
new
type. There is not a more carefully
edited paper in the State, nor one in wlreh
more pains is taken in the make up and general appearance of each edition. [Oldt >\vn

Enterprise.
PR

OF THE

MAINE

OF THE

CONGRATULATIONS

FRATERNITY.

prosperity deserving
tions of the fraternity.

IN

j

OF

THE

NEWSIEST AND

MAINE.

NEW

■

1

1

The Belfast

BRIM WITH

BRIGHT,

NEWS.

Republican Journal,

one

of

the very best weekly papers in New England,
celebrated the New Year with introduction
of new press, new dress, and new make-up,
a handsome eight-page form.
Always tilled
to the brim with bright, clean news, the
Journal is evidently bent on giving ;ts large
constituency measure full and running over.
The outlook is excellent for the readers and
publishers of this mode! paper. [Hallowed

Register.

SECOND

TO

BARBOUR, Manager.

Maine Central R. R.

also in the Great

On and after Nov. *29, 1891, trains connecting at
Burnham with through trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run aa
follows
FROM BELFAST.

Chicago Fire

great fires since. Send for circulars.

A.M.

P.M.

Belfast, depart. .7 20
City Point.f 7.25

f 12 35

8

arrive..
Waterville.

8
9

4.15

*4.22

M2 40
12.59
+1 13
1 22
1 32
1 55
2 25
0 3o

12

Unity.8.22

Buriiham,

P.M.

12 30

Waldo.*7.30
Brooks. 7.40

!

45
18

Bangor.11.45
P.M.

+4.3»
4.55

f5.15
5.33
5.50
0.15
7.05

P.M-

Portland.12 3d
s E l»
4.45
Looton,, w. i). 4.30

AM

5.35

1.40
0.20

*30

--

P.M.

large number of trial
bottles of Dr. Miles’celebrated. Ib storative
Nervine.
He guarantees it to cure headache, dizzim ss, nervous prostration, sleeplessness. tile ill elicits of Spirits, tobacco,
coffee, ete. Drugg'sts sa\ it is the greatest
seller they e\er knew, and is universally
satisfactory. They also guarantei Dr. Miles'
New Heart Cure in ali eases of nervous or
pain in
organic heart disease, palpitation
side, smothering, ete. Fine hook on “Nervous and Heart Diseases” free.
;s

gi\ ing

A western medium lias just had a long
interview wnth ti e spir t of .\dani. lie reports that Adam still hum.* the whole business on K\ e.

Safe Investment.
Is one which is guaranteed to bring you
results,
or in ease of failure a
satisfactory
A

purchase price.

On this safe

NONE.

The lb publican Journal of Belfast, Ma're*.
enteis upon its sixty-fourth year in entirely
new form and dress.
While we do not
agree with our Maine brother upon the polit cal questions of the day, we admire the
handsome appearance <•! his paper, its neat

arrangement, bright articles and the business
snap which crops tail upon every page. From
its formation in l.Siib to the present day it
has counted among .ts writers the ablest
men and women of New England, and always has been one* of the brightest weeklies
in the East. For many years the Republican
Journal was the leading Democratic
paper of the State, and it was during that
time that it made its reputation, taking a
position in the newspaper world from which

refund the purchase price, if satisresults do not follow their use.
These remedies have won their great popularity purely mi their merits. B. il. Moody
I druggists.

“Let’s go into this resturant- and get some“But I’m not hungry.”
thing to eat."
“That's no matter: you will be before you
get anything."
Rucklen's

!

Arnica

Salve.

The Best Salve in the word for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Bheum, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positiveIt is
ly cures Piles, or no pay required
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
money refunded.
For sale by II. H.

Desired Efrecf; II.
n«d
Manvilt.f., R. I., March 8. 1891.
I, the undersigned, suffered from epilepsy foi
©years, had no appetite and could do no work
w hatever; consulted a number of doctors, but
al! said there was no remedy for my disease.
I then took Pastor Koenig's Nerve Tonic, and
am now in perfect health, and work all the time.
Thousand thanks to your remedy.
PHILIP MON GEO N.
95 Prospect St., Newark, N. J., March2,1891.
I got some of Faatoi Koenig s Nerve Tonic
and sleeplessness and it
for nervousness
helped me; the first time I took it 1 had the
best sleep I had had for several months. I
also know friends of mine who used it and say
it is the best nerve tonic they ever used. 1
write this that some sufferer may use your
medicine and be helped by it.
MRS. J. MURPHY.

*•
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Druggists

SC

E. MORGAN

DANA SARSAPARILLA BUILDING,
They

!

u

Price 25c. and

the

now

IS>i.

1

lM’ll_

do all kinds of

FOUNDRY and MACHINE WORK.
Also manufacturers of the

Heye Circular

Sair Mills.

Holmes’ Stave Machine,
Hall's Stave Jointer,
Mill

Gearing. Quarry Derricks,
Hoisting Winches, &c.

<WG IVEUSA

CALL.A

Belfast

Machine <C Foundry
Belfast, Me., Aug. 19, 1891.—34

Co,

-HAS_

100

Sleighs, Pungs

Price 25 cents per box.

Moody.

to him.”

Coughing Leads to Consumption.
Balsam will stop the cough at

Kemp's
once.

Her Mother. “1 saw him kiss you. 1 am
terribly shocked. 1 did not suppose he would
dare to do such a thing."
Herself. “Nor I.
In fact, I bet him he didn’t dare.”

was

"’ck,

we

—

now

ready for

sale tit wholesale or

BROOKS,
N

>y

MAINE.

5, 1891.—3tr.45

for

Farm

SAMPLES BV MAIL.

Sale.

Said farm consists of 50 acres
of land, situated l3*' miles from
Belfast. It contains an orchard
of 20o apple trees :n good bearing
condition, and 25 plum and pear
urcs, bin)

a

litigt-

1'in

c

ui

niiirMU'.n

nu<i

berry bushes and strawberry vines. Here is an
excellent chance to raise earlv vegetables. 1 shall
also sell my egg business, with a capacity of holding 50 thousand dozens of eggs. The buildiugs
are in good condition, with a cistern in house and
barn, and a good well of water that never goes
dry. Also ;i pair of tiue horses, six years old, of
grey color, handsomely matched, and two Jersey
cows. Owing to a change of business 1 shall sell
W. E MARSH.
cheap.
Belfast, Aug. 4, 1891.—32tf

CANNED

Dry

&

Fancy

tssrStrictly

of

One Price. ^

Write

to us, stating the articles you wish to buy,
will send you samj les by mall, free, with
width of goods and price per an! marked on each.

and

we

Printed Circular of information sent with Sam-

ples.

GOODS,

Goods.

Iyl2

Eastman Bros & Bancroft,
PORTLAND, ME.

Confectionery,
Ever offered in this

-A.

A.

city and

we

sell them low.

HOWES &

Williamson,
Notary Public.

Joseph

Offices

[

CO

Jos. Williamson, jk..
Collections a specialty.

Over American Express ffflce, Belfast.
1818.

lyil

GIRLS WANTED.

gave her Castoria.

Miss, she clung to Castcria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

*'ni43

retail, at

v/hild, she cried for Castoria,

When she became

Cocoa

.!itv
Pure—Soluble Delicious. Cnno:
price with any other. For sale by a '..avers.
Samples free bv lumia-r tV- paper. A ::<
STEPHEN L. DA AT LET 7, Importer, Poston

ESTABLISHED

was a

Royal Dutch

and

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON & SON,
Attorneys & Counsellors at Law,
Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

BENSDORP’S

-AND-

Fruits, Nuts, Raisins, Citron amt

regard

Baby

1 S3

oi» in- ; \m:i y tiox.

1

during the eree
building, they may be b und

the old stand,

marks in

When

1

ahy. 11 is sal. .I...!
For Ifvr-if, /*.».: »»(»/••;
>r Il>
t.
of the
»•'.
fijfll, J>ti-n
6’orr* Throat, r’r ,>.?> »•••

Os.

We Have the .Best Lne

When she

PERFECTm iSSffiEDISTE RELIEF

the nubile that
new

at

co

One of the Best Medicines Ever
Invented for

■..1 ur su

tion of their

"

fin p.i
30 25

Balsam
s

1

.*53
*

ARABIAN

THE BELFAST

|

9.2o

if}* Hm

i by Druggists at SI per Bottle. 6 for 3.
L;ii-go Size. SB 1.15. G Bottles for *Bi).

Psaadry

9.ini

tFlag station. Tin* 12 3c p M tn in with Flying
Yankee lor Portland an ! Bo>t. n.
Limited tickets for Boston are now '>*1*! at S5.n«
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West an 1 Northwest
via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley, \gent.
Belfast.
PAYsoN TUCKER,
Vice Pres and Gen’l Manager.
F.E. BOoTHBV, Gen’l Pass, ami Ticket Agent.
Portia'.!*!, Nov. 2o, 1891.

K OEN1C MED. CO.. Chicago, lii.

Mins l

4.32
12.45
5.o5
5.27
5.38
t5.44
5.58
*(5.i l
rti.24
0.30

9.3c
*9 37

..

I

P.M.

7 15
72

7.P.
7 5o
Thorndike. >.12
Knox. s.25
Brooks. 8 5o
Waldo. .to.('2
*9 i5
City Point.
9.25
Belfast, arrive.

—A Valuable Book on Nervous
Diseases seat free ?o any address,
and poor patients can also obtain
this mediciue free of charge,
“his remedy has been prepared by the Reverend
-t tor Koenig, of Fort Wnvut*. lud.. siuce 1616. and
„,nv prepared under his uiieoti. a b> tue

Deacon Jones. “But surely you believe
in the existence of a personal devil?" Mrs.
Nifty. “I believe there’s a devil, but I don’t
see any need of being personal in one’s re-

Children

AM.

store.

ready to
factory

1

1.15

:.c
AM.
o.u5

Banger.
Burnham, depart..
Unity.

plan

It is guaranteed to bring relief
in every ease, when used for any affection
of Throat, Lungs or Chest, such as Consumption, InMammation of Lungs, Bron-

P.M.

Waterville.

a

away

ZZ

Port-laud.11

Will Be Biven Away.
Our enterprising druggist, It. II. Moody,
carries the tinest stock of drugs, perfumeries, toilet articles, brushes, sponges,
etc.,

A.M.

-;LZ

Boston.;

We

ENGLAND.

subscribers. The pros(5, l«S2h, and bad
pectus stated that tiie paper would he devoted to “political, local, moral, religious, literary and agricultural information,“ and under these different headings has creditably
furnished its patrons with weekly instaimeats of fresh news. The American Shipbuilder extends hearty congratulation to the
Republican Journal, with many wishes that
its days will he long and that it will reap a
still greater reward for the enterprising
spirit it fosters. [American Shipbuilder,
New York.
THE

subjected to intense

Agents Wanted.

who

Merit Wins.
desire to say to our citizens that for
years we have been selling Dr. King’s New
Discovery for Consumption, Dr. King's New
Life Pills, Bueklen’s Arnica Saha and Electric Bitters, and have never handled remedies that sell as well, or that have given such
We do not hesitate
universal satisfaction.
to guarantee them every time, and we stand

LARGEST CIRCU-

is undoubtedly one of tile newsiest and largest circulated weekly journals in New England. It is, with one exception, the only
survivor of the twenty papers that had their
birth in Belfast. The Journal was horn Feb.

TO

were

Knox.8.03

Strike.

Mother, reprovingly, t<* little girl just
ready to go for a walk—“Dolly, that hole
was not in your glove this morning.”
Dolly
promptly—“Where was it, then.”

The Republican Journal of Belfast, Me.,
made its appearance on Jan. 7th in an entire new dress and new form, being now an
eight page instead of four. Under its able
editor and manager, Clias. A. Pilsbury, it
has had a remarkably prosperous career, and

CLEAN

p. m.

Thorndike..

live for.*'

Moody’s drug

■

ALWAYS FILLED

Breatest

chitis, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup,
etc., etc. It is pleasant and agreeable to
taste, perfectly safe, and can always be depended upon. Trial bottles free at IL H.

The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, Me., comes to us in a new, eight page
form ami with a handsome dress of type.
The editor and business manager of the
Journal is Mr. Charles A. Pilsbury, formerly a well-known newspaper correspondent
of Washington, 1). C.
[Baltimore, Md., Daily Sun.
LATED JOURNALS IN

safes

1871; in the Great Boston Fire in 1872, and

hearty congratula- sumption.

A FORMER WASHINGTONIAN

about 1.30

preserving their contents.

in all the

Sla—“Why is it S' many people kill themselves at Niagara !” II*—“After they have
had a hack at it they have nothing left to

return of

The Local Press
wishes the Journal continued prosperity,
The paper is an honor to Waldo county.
[Livermore Falls Loca Press.

ONE

in

different lanas a starter?”
give us a little

you ran buy from our advertised Druggist a
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery for Con-

Belfast Journal made its appearance
last week in a new dress and form, a sign of
The

the

For Blake’s Point. Buck’s Harbor. No. Deer Isle.

TIME-TABLE.

habit, etc.

i. -.•.

<■

HEARTY

our

Sat if rda y

Sedgwick. Brooklin, Oeeanville and Green's LaudRETl TN'IN'G.
ing.
From Green's Landing Mondays and Tn iwt.vvs
at S a. m., for above landings, arriving ii
Belfast

Lynn. Mass., since that great fire,

Champion Record

me to add my t ribute to the efficacy
Cream Balm.
I was suffering from
a severe attack of influenza and catarrh and
was induced to try your remedy.
The result was marvlous. 1 <uiild hardly articulate, and in loss than twenty-four hours the
catarrhal symptoms and my hoarseness disappeared amt 1 was able to sing a heavy role
I
in (Irand Opera with voi--,. unimpaired.
strongly recommend it to all singers.—Wm.
11. Hamilton. Leading Basso of the C. I).
1 less (irand Opera Co.

The

[Pres-

THE

heat

Among tin* great, strikes that of Dr. Miles
in discovering liis New llcait Cure lias proven itself to lie one of the most important.
The demand for it has become astonishing.
Already the treatment of heart disease is
being revolutionized, and many unexpected
itres effected, it soon relieves short breath,
Muttering, pains in side, arm. shoulder, weak
and hungry spells, oppression, swelling of
tinkles, smothering and heart dropsy. Dr.
Miles’ hook on Heart and Nervous Diseases,
free. The unequaled New Heart Cure is
j sold and guaranteed by It. H.M"<>dy: also
his Restorative Nervine for headache, fits,
hot Mashes, nervous chilis, opium
j sprees,

The Belfast .Journal, which some time I
since made announcement of certain improvements its proprietors had in contemplation, appeared jn its new form with the
tirst issue of this year, and n its improvements of increased size, make-up, and typographical cleanness and brightness much
more than continued what the public* hud ■'
aunoiiiieemeiit
right- to expect from t
made by its aide and enterpris ug management.
Tile Journal has b»ng had the enviable distite tarn of being ike acknowledged
leader of the Maine weeki\ p-ess, a leadership which it iias consistentiy maintained
by the ability ami enterprise witii which it
has been edited, ami the careful attention
that has lu-en paid to a i the mechanical details that tend to an alt ra. tive app. :r;iioe
and goo<l impression upon the eye. This
precedence >t will easily maintain in its n»*w
form—that I a home-printed, eight page paper, potent and influential in its editorial
columns, and amply tilling every requirement in the tie Id of local news. The .Journal
is a great credit to its management, and its j
locality, and in its new form an excellent |
I
example of the ideal Maine weekly.
ijue Isle Star-Herald.
DESERVING

and

o'clock A.

at 10

Ely’s

“I speak seven
guages: wiiat will you have
Bounder.
Well. you might
h« t Scotch.”

THE BEST I.oCAL PAPER IN MAINE.

WEEKLY

K

Wedneada y

S. H.
where 50 of

HE) V \ST KVKK1

LEAVES

Allow

of

Bartender.

a:

LEADER

150 sold in

GASTIME

.Steamer

TO BELFAST.

MAINE.

uly must have been a
prosperous one w it!* Maine newspapers, as a
very large proportion of them have been < nlarged and otherw >«• improved, two notable
instanci s being the change from four to
light pagts, with handsome new dresses of j
type, by those sterling Republican newspa- !
juts, the Port land Press and Republiean'
Journal of Belfast.
All told there are on>hundred and ninety-three papers published
in this State, el ass hied as follows .-daily, l’> :
reri

THE ACKNOWLEDGED

Belfast & Deer Isle.

j

eyes.”

Domestic Harmony. Mrs. A. “Do you not
have a row with your husband when he
comes home too late?” Mrs. B.
“Oh, no!
He can't come home too late to suit me.”

[IVmaqum Messenger.

from Boston.

FRET) W. 1’nTF. Atrenr.Belfast.
CALVIN ACSITN. \ ire nr. Boston.
WILLIAM li HILL. <ien ’. Manager.Boston.

Beware of Swindlers.
We have exposed, during the last year,
many swindlers who advertise, under the
name of medicine, vile compounds which only increase human suffering. To all who
need a pure medicine and blood purifier, we
can honestly recommend Sulphur Bitters.—
Foil tor Son.

last week in its

4. 1892,

RKTCRN'INC

His Honor—“How old are you, madam?”
Witness—“I have seen twenty-nine summers.”
His Honor—“Humph!
How long
have you been blind?”

AMONG

Jan

From Boston, Tuesdavs and Fridays at 4.no p.m.
From Rockland. Wednesdays ami Saturdays at
about fboo a. m., tom-hina at ail landings.
From Bueksport, tom-hint: at Sear>port, Monm.
days and Thursdays at 11 .no

j

I

a greddeal hettlier fur yez,
Mr. Dolan, “if yez ml pay
attention to gettin’ yer shoes blacked

yer

steamer

ing.

WEEKLIES.

PRESS OF

of

Mothers should watch careful v those
signs of ill health in their daughters, and at
once use
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. It will prove a lasting bless-

looking

The past year

|

Always preserve their contents.

av

Boston.

Belfast, weather and ire per
nutting, a- follows:
For Camden, Roekland and Boston, Mondays
and Thursdays at about l .no p. a., or upon arrival of steamer from Bueksport.
For Searsport and Bueksport, Wednesday and
Saturdays at about 0.00 \. m or upon arrival

“It would he
instid

Week to

a

Commencing Monday,

week.

more

Trips

Steamers will leave

Mickey,” said

IN

Arraiigeiueut.

Fire and Bnrslar-Proof Safes

1

a

The Belfast (Maine) Republican Journal,
which has been issued as a four-page paper
since February (5, 1821), starts the new year
as an eight-pager, and is much improved:
that is if the neatest and best printed journal in America can be improved. The history
and illustrations of its existence in the issue
of the 7th inst. are exceedingly interesting to
Maine people in general and newspaper men
in particular.
[The Metropolis, Jacksonville, Fla.
MAINTAIN

Twd

Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.

64

The Sceptical Aunt. “What, does he do,
Bank Safes, Bank Vaults, Bank Vault
Dolly, for a living .’" Dolly (greatly surpris- |
ed.) “Why, auntie, lie does not have time
to earn a living while we are engaged.”
Doors, and Deposit Work of all kinds
Friday is a luckier day than Saturday.
Especially to get over a cough on. Because
The Best Safe in the World, 150,000 in use
it is a day sooner.
Use Adamson's Botanic
Cough Balsam and stop that harking within

AMERICA.

WILL

Winter

JOURNAL.

When a friend whom you have known for
many years under the guise of, let us say, a
full set of becoming whiskers, of beautiful,
flowing, silky whiskers that are a source of
pleasure to his friends every time they look
at him; when that friend one day beams in
upon you with a face smooth shaven, it gives
you a momentary shock. You are forced To
confess that he is fully as handsome in his
new garb, and you even feel that you will
grow to like him better that way ; but. still it
will take you some time to forget those old
familiar whiskers through which the wind
used to blow so caressingly. Something of
these emotions arose within us when we
Took up the Belfast Journal in its new eightIt was such a model paper bepage form.
fore that it would be difficult to conceive

spect it was always so near perfection as to
render farther advancement impossible. The
.Journal is known :ill over New England as
a model paper, and in its present convenient
form it will he heartily welcomed h\ its oldtime friends and supporters. The Bee admires the Journal, and wishes long life and

prosperity t<>
editors, who

E.CJHM Mon & Saagjr 11 Co.

A

FEW

MORE GIRLS

WANTED AT ONCE.
good wages. Applv to

Steady employment,
W F. KELLER & CO.,
fehlrt Manufacturer*, Camden

ELY’S

Catarrh

CREAM BALM
Cleanses the
Nasal Passages,

Allays Pain

at d
Inflammation,

Heals the Sores,
Restores the
cen*es of Taste
and $m* 11,

TRY THE CURE.

hay-fever

A particle i~ atM»lie«t into each n*»-»trU atvi is
agreeable. Price 5u cento at Druggists; by mail,
registeredi, *40 cents
lyr38
ELY BROTHERS, 5*4 W irren St., Sew Yijrk.
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Augusta spent Sunday
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Locals.

Searsport

Nickels is in New York

A. V.

oil

a

burned.

business trip.
Tlie lady who lost a black muff recently
get it at the National Bank.

|

Warren.
Farm buildings belonging to
Benjamin Carroll in East Warren were tiestroyed by tire about noon Saturday. The
tire originated in the barn and two cows,
farming tools and part of the furniture were

The sickness is abating in town and nearly
all are convalescing.

Capt.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The

Ernes: Steger, first officer of ship Belle of
Bath, is visiting Capt. E. L. Griffin.

few days at home
with a severe cold... E. W. Freeman arrived home Thursday on the steamer Penol>scot after passing a number of months on a
out

Misses Maggie, Ellen and Julia Sullivan
arrived from Waltham Tuesday.

Capt. James G Pendleton and Charles E.
Adams have purchased the Leach building
ami lot on Main street

again Thursday

steamer

running

from

a

South American ports.

to

Waldo. Misses Cora and Veva Patterson,
Georgia Whitcomb and Rose Simmons have
Mrs. J. t
gone to Westboro, Mass., to work in the
David W. Nickels rut his foot badly one straw shop....Wm. Littlefield, who cut bis
day last week while chopping in the woods. foot quite badly a few weeks ago, has erysipelas and is quite sick....Mrs. Lovica Lane
The .Mission collection announced last
and Mrs. Lois Littlefield, of Medford, Mass.’
Sumlax will b< taken next Sundax morning.
are visiting Mrs. Mary
Cilley.... Farmers
L Ship Tin anas Dana, Capt. C. N M eyers, lias
begin to Think they will be obliged to get

Livermore was the guest of
Nickels while in town.
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church Course

Tuesday evening. Subject,
The large audience,
considering the inclemency of the weather,
was astonished when told they had been listening for two hours and three quarters, as

K.
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Baugor

to

last

Thursday.
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the grip.

with

Card,

of

Brooks,

hit mg friends.
James W.

FTarriman

the

employ

of

and wife have been very ill
past Week, 1 Hit arc now better.

\Y. E. Cartel

anil Mrs. Fred W. Smart

Mr.

’atch's,

Ezra 1
If

we

in South

could have

writing for it.

wv

The winter

Mrs.

Etta

Brooks,

visited at

last week.

wife moved to Belfast last week.

R.

Mr.

R. is

granger and

a

a

hard-workinexora-

Henry Aldeu and E. C. Fletcher for .'•d.i’vjo.
they being the only bidders. The town re-

little more snow by
would write quite a letter.

term

Ephraim,

Mr.

returned

Herman Grant is at home from Camden..
Mrs. Edna Couseus was called to Thomaston last week by the serious illness of her
sister, Mrs. Wardwell,and ln-r husband. We
have since learned of the death of Mr. Wardwell. ..The storehouse on steamboat wharf
lias had an addition built, and Mr. Perkins
lias erected a large sln-d on his mill grounds.
Business at the mills is dull, as tln-re is
not snow enough to haul their stock from
the woods.... Fred Shiite is in Sea-sport.
..

....

Prospect. The old folks party ;it Frank
Warren's was much enjoyed. Supper was
served by Mrs. Warren ami the evening was
passed with plays and a general good time.

Something

new

for

a

was

supper

served

;it

the residence of Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Clark
last Thursday afternoon and evening. It
w as wholly a boiled supper and was excellent. All did justice on the occasion and

Frank Warren and wife gave the new mazurka step in very line style. The party
elided with music from Melvin and Homer

e

sin

Arthur Boyd, lumbering.
tortile

Hatch

Sandy Point. Deacon Doe and wife have
been very sick the past week. Mrs. Doe is
improving, but Mr. Doe is still very siek.
Their son Weston, who is in the employ
of Estes & Lauriat, Boston, lias been called
lioine to help care for them-Capt. Samuel
French arrived home from South Weymouth
last week. His son, Samuel S., has recov ered from the measles and resumed work....
Ed. G. Clifford is out again.. Miss Fannie

Mrs. James Harris is more comfortaMr, Elisha Parsons is better but bis
Clark-Saturday evening the party at Mr.
daughter, Mrs. Young, is quite sick. Messrs. and Mrs. Clarendon Gross’ were treated to
G. Merrill and C. R. Nickerson were sick hulled corn and milk
and were entertained
last week but both are better by the assist- with music from Melvin Clark....
Capt. Alance of I)r. Brown,
Mr. James Pomeroy lard Crockett's wife
passed away last week.
lias also had a turn of the grip....A letter The funeral service was held
Saturday_
from Colorado Springs, Col., informs us The siek in town are
improving_Cold
is
so deep as t" block the .weather is
that the snow
expected to come soon to stay,
trains ami that it has not been so cold for with snow
enough to work on.
many years. A letter here from Unity, this
Prospect Ferry. Mrs. G. W. Dow recounty, says they are having line sleighing,
ceived letters lrom Boston last week anwhile we are still dependent upon the axle
nouncing the marriage of her son,Capt. S. S.
Mrs. ]{. F. M. Philipps went to Rockland
1 lea gen, to Miss Celia Kelly. Capt. Heagen's
last week.Remember the entertainment
many friends here extend Th.-Jr congratulaof Swan Lake Lodge at Cunningham’s ball
tions.
Capt. Heagen's v essel, the Jos. W.
A grand time is expectnext Saturday eve.
Foster,sailed from Boston J'an. ID forMatan'. The program will consist of dialogues,
zas.
Mrs. Heagen accompanies him on the
recitation, music, etc. All are in\ited....
voyage.... Miss Lizzie Wilson is at home
K, H. Niekers.iti is in town... Miss Katie from
Bangor spending her vacation While
Libbey was in town this week.
in town she is the giies, of Mrs. Eugene
Camdkn. Tin: farm owned by tin* towns
Barns.... Mrs. M. A. Deverenx has returned ;
ol Roekport and Camden, formerly used as from Bucksport. where she has been
stop-'
a town farm, was sold at miction re< cntly, to
ping l'i*r the past two months.... M r. John j

SKAKSIMiRT 1TKMS.

Nickerson returned

Bertie

Mrs.

ble.
ble.

phase of her subject t<> another so easily that They failed t" note the passage of
Tim.-.
It is hoped Mrs. Livermore will visit
her. again another season.
\Y.

consumption.
much improved.

ing, prudent man-Tin-grip is still

one

NORTH

Miss

knee.

•‘Women of the War."

on

ver\

Morrill.

of eleven

ith

nicely.

Hogue was down with the grip
last week, but Sunday found him at his post
our reporter thinks that Clark and Warren
m the pulpit.
The audience was small, as
did more than justice judging from the time
many of our people are yet routined to their
they took after all had an abundance.
houses.
Among those present were Capt. Jeremiah
Swanville.
Edgar Robertson in going Greenlaw and wife, of Deer Isle, Mr. Gardfrom bis bouse last Friday made a misstep
ner Clark and wife, Mr. Frank Warren and
and fell and broke one of bis legs below the
wife, Mrs. Clarendon Gross and others. Mr.

attend.

Livermore had carried them

w

J>r. Billings is

Lev. O.

Mrs. Mary A. Livermore again delivered
one ol her superb lectures before the Congl.

Mrs.

low

ver\

Pearson and

meeting at the conference room in
the v< ning. Kehearsal for same on Friday
evening at 7 o'clock. Associate members
invited to

ladies’ club

and Mrs. Pearson, from Camden, were in
a
couple ol' days last week....Miss
Winnie Simmons completed her term of
school at Libery last Friday and began another term in Belfast Monday... Mr. G. W.

deavor

are

poorly,
grippe.
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and ..ill be observed by appropriate exer•is.-s at tli<- Young People's Christian EnSitndav
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lmme last week from Providence IL I.

Sunday.

East village, and has lie. n taking iT down
and landing tin- lumber to build a Stable near
his residence

wagon.

-There is a new arrival at the Station—it
a girl, and Fred bears the honors very

is

May Shute is very poorly.... Nearly every
family has some one on the sick list, hut tinmost ol' them are beginning to improve_
Rev. S. W. Chapin was able to preach SunBel- day. Services arc now ln-ld in the hall....

dined with
Mrs. O. il. Keen on Wednesday last. The
next one will meet with M rs. A Men .1. Whitney.Yuson Knowlton has bought the
si age route to Thorndike.... Fred Cunning....The

loaded
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on a

Freedom. Mr. and Mrs. Gustavus
lows haw gem- to Skowhegan for a

('apt. .1 allies "Waterhouse,
Iroin S i:;_aj'orr t.. Shanglia.
put int<» ManilKs.
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of school
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Monday for Cannb
and friends.

left

Friday.
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ceived >2, <>2'.>..")(i some time ago, as insurance
outlie buildings burned, makinginalls.'!.-

Hist. No. s,

will close to-morrow.

Chapin

visit

received for what

Mattie

nearly •graduate ol

town

relatives

a
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cost the

J lerbert

T. Clough,
the Roekport High school class
l.doo...

1
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for

grip.. .Archie
A. Harriman ,v

Harding
Co

is

Sell

eierking
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meet

present

Moulton’s live months old baby, who died
there. The remains were interred in the
Carter family burial lot. The many friends
•

I Mrs Moulton

The
Tlu*
Echo
time

thaniel Simmons
and in
lias

extend their sympathy.

Journal’s

Karly History.

in

last week in an eight page form, seven
columns to tin- page, which makes it greatly
enlarged. If we mistake not it has readopted its old heading of years ago.
No. 1 of
volume (>4, shows that the Journal is really
hut
from
its
old,
getting
make-up it is a
sprightly youth yet. In this issue it gives a
brief history of the Journal.
We are not
to us

giving “points’’ to so good and popular journal, but really in making up this history
some things of interest and
importance are
“said and left unsaid." The writer says the
first power press used on the paper was a
Guernsey. Previous to the purchase by Mr.
Simpson of the Guernsey in lK(i2, the paper

printed

on

an

Adams

platen

press,
in the

which had the platen broken earl\
of 1S<>2. This was a singular press,
and would lie a great curiosity in this day of
fast presses, such as the Journal now has.
Its frame, was of heavy oak plank, bolted in
a most thorough manner, some of the bolts
being nearly or quite two feet long. Many
of these holts were screwed into nuts inserted in a deep slot in the plank. The sides of
this press were far stronger, with less jar,
than many of the iron presses of to-day.
The Guernsey was used over three years
previous to the suspension of the paper, and
was formerly used on the Bangor
Whig, be-

spring

ing succeeded by their present press.
Mr. E. G. Crabtree, editor of the Brewer
Echo, was employed for four years in the
Journal office, and as he kept a diary during
that time, ought to know whereof he writes.
In a private note he says: “The first power
ever used in the Journal office, aside from
hand power, was a caloric or hot-air engine,
bought second-hand in Bangor, ami it. was
used to run the Guernsey (by me) until—and

as

spoksman

very

beautiful.Oxford Teacher's Bible.
Mr. McD. responded with appropriate remarks, after which the evening
was spent in social
chat, singing and in-

the history of the Journal
as published Jan. 7th. The Echo says:
The Republican Journal of Belfast came

%\ as

selected

effective speech (for which lanatural talent) he presented to Mr.
a

McDougall

billowing article from the Brewer
of Jan. lath, was over-looked at the
it appeared, and is published now to

correct errors

a

was

j

|

a

most

Well, the night of horrors has passed. The
from the several insurance comstrumental music.
About 11 o'clock the adjusters
panies have been here and have adjusted the
company returned to their homes exceedingclaims of every one to their entire satisfacRev. Mr. McDougall came to
ly happy.
tion.
Every one speaks in the highest terms
Poor’s Mills in September last and began a
of the liberal manner in which their claims
series of religious meetings.
The people all
were allowed,
it has been said that, corpotook great interest in the meetings and
about- forty that had never made a profes- rations have no souls; hut those who sustained losses in the lire here hold to a differsion ol religion before heeded his teaching
ent opinion. Though there were a few skulkand looked after their spiritual welfare....
ers on the night of the tire, wnostood around
The sick ones in this section are nearly all
getting better. La grippe seems to he the with their hands in their pockets, the people
most fashionable disease now-a-days.
in general are entitled to a vote of thanks
for the gallant manner in whit h they fought
Monkok.
La grippe, that f«*l 1 disease,
the tire tiend. Many were burned to a blister
seems to l»e “marching on."
The list of
and would not, even then give up, calling upsick ones in this village is still quite
large. on others to
pour water on them to enable
Some are slowly recovering while others are
them to continue their work. Among those
just stricken down, and still others have
we have heard mentioned are Arthur Norbeen and still are very sick. Among these
L. F. Hurd, Lindon Cook and A. ,J.
latter are I>r. Sewall (who lately returned ton,
Skidmore. It is also said that the Rev. Geo.
from N. V.,) Mr. and Mrs. Atwood, Mr. and
did all that it was possible for one
Mrs. 1). A. Nye, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bacli- Berry
elder, A. H. Mayo and his clerk, Bert Nealley, Edwin Lufkin, Horace Webber ami Nelson Curtis, Jr. Some of the above have been
very sick for a long time and are still unable
to get out of the house, although perhaps no
Mrs. Frank Chase is still a great
sufferer. Her many friends sympathize truly
and deeply with her in her afflictions_

worse.

Notwithstanding all this life goes

on about
and now we understand a masquerade ball is to come off Wednesday eve.,
Feb. 3d, which promises to be quite a brilliant affair. Luce Bros., of Newburgh, will
furnish the music. The affair is gotten up
by Melvin Grant, Esq., and others-John
Strattard has gone to Massachusetts on business and a young man named
McLaughlin is

the

same

occupying the shop during his absence_
Mrs. Laura J. Curtis is again able to go into
her shop.
She is just recoving from a very
Odd Fellowship teaches not only charity severe attack of the prevailing disorder, toand benevolence, but commends our atten- gether with her old complaints. Her courtion and thoughts to the suhlimest virtues age and ambition are much in excess of her
that can adorn and elevate human characstrength-Mr. Zimri Piper, who died Jan.
ter ; it
upholds not only industry, integrity,
and uprightness, temperance and virtue, but 22, aged 77 years, belonged in Hampden. He
propagates the theme of toleration, of fideli- came here to visit his grandson. He leaves
ty, of the fatherhood of God and the brother- two daughters and two sons—one of the
hood of man.
sons, Iceland H. Piper, lives in Belfast.
a

short time after—the paper started up after

its

suspension.”

head and my limbs had been made for
some other person and loaned to me
temporarily,and that they had neglected to instruct
me in regard to their use.
I am better now,
and as reason gets back into its old bunk I
begin to have a wholesome dread of tire.
my

do.

But the one entitled to the most
praise is Mrs. Mattie Palmer. Though a poor
woman, having not one penny’s interest in
the matter except to save property for the
general good, she put on rubber hoots and
stepping into the ditch dipped up water
for more that two long hours without stopping for one moment. The people would do
themselves honor by making her a present
as a souvenir of the occasion.
Mrs. S. M.
Lowell also did very efficient work in dipping and passing water. Those who lost
their stores are already looking around them
with a view to rebuilding at the earliest possible moment. A. I>. Mathews ordered a
stock of drugs the morning after the tire, the
list being made out by Dr. Porter while the
old store was burning. He lias also stocked
up with corn, Hour and grain at the grist
mill, lias bought a small building and hauled
it on to the Cargill lot and is fitting it up as
a temporary drug store.
L. L. Prescott has
a crew of men removing the debris from his
lot ami we predict that by the first of next
October at least three of the buildings will
be rebuilt-It has been very sickly in this
vicinity this winter. Metliuel Daniels died
at his home last Friday, aged about 65years.
man

to

Palermo. Charles Bfidgham of this v il
cut off his large toe and the next one almost off on one foot, last week, and is confined to the house. He is a good harness
maker and is much missed in the shopSchool closed a twelve weeks’ term last
week in district No. 3, under the instruction
of Mr. C. Nelson. Mr. Nelson won the. respect and good will uf all his pupils... .Mrs.
Emma Poor, of Oldtown, is visiting friends
in town.

School in Dist. No

4, which lias been under the instruction of
Mr. T. N. Pearsons, closed Friday. The entertainment given in the evening by the
scholars was appreciated by a large audience.
After the literary exercises a social
dance was 'held.... Edwin Baclielder, who
has been dangerously ill, is very much improved-Leonard Cooper and Alonzo F.
Ravnes have been appointed sub-registers of

lage

vital statistics for this town.

Burnham. Will Berry, son of the late
Mr. Berry who was for several years clerk
of Courts in Waldo county, is showing unmistakable ability, and the business tact of
his father. Mr.
Berry is now 17 years of age.
He took a life scholarship in the commercial

The

Camden, Me., Mav

I Have Found It
At La~t After a
Search of 29

California has not been behind in the enjoyment of the blessings of the past year of

ship

Stockton Spmn'os. Tin- I,« ap Year Party
and danee given by our young ladies in Denslow Hall, Tuesday evening, dan. IP, was a

pleasant affair. Notwithstanding the
evening, a goodly company w as present. and the evening was greatiy enjoyed by
all. Tlie hail was vetw prettily d< eorated
w ith flags,
hunting, Ar. Much credit :s due
to tile elfieieiit corps of floor directors, Mrs.
\Y. M. Berry, .Mrs. AV. F. P.rowtie. Miss Lizzie Coleord and Miss Lura Simimms, as also
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place
Belfast,
Littlefield, who

Jan.
1

Most of the

inter pout.

well

doing

are

many

new

so

eases

far

as

reported

happy

Thompson

Portland,

Saturday
Thompson and

parents, T. (_).
Abbott.. Fremont Norton, formerly Of this place, is here from Dakota on a
short visit.... L. C. Atwood of Eastport, accompanied by his irieml Mr. < lardim r.is visiting his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Atwood
The friends of Aunt Mary Douglass, as she
an

aged colored

wom-

years, will

he

to know that the Masons of Steuben
have provided her a home in that place.
Her husband, “Eneledaek" Douglass, who
died many years ago, was one of the earliest

glad

Brooks firm, Isaac S. Staples A Son. is pretty v.iI >o'd out. eensidering tin- season.
They wholesale, but are always ready for t he
retail trade.
They have sent a very nice
to NY.

light

one

AYe noticed

morning

Shaw, of Burnham.

L.

for

It

is

a

single | arson and is a dand\.
Isaac starting out last Monday
a

towards the

board load of

snow

jumpers.

It is

with
a

buck-

a

cold

winter

when Isaac gets left.. Will and Lot .Jones
at home from Massachusetts to see their
mother, who is very sick.... Delbert, son of
Deputy Sheriff Brown, is clerking for ,Jacob

are

AYebster.... Daniel

Dickey has

opened

Jan 22.
Arrived sell
Drink water. New Yolk.

l-'< >11 KM..Y

a

MARITIME

the Daniel Jones store....
(.’apt. James S. Huxford is in very poor
health, but manages to get down to his store
every day.... Mrs. Mary Page has been visiting friends in town... .Luts of pressed hay

Jan. 22,
Spokei
Llewellyn J. Moist*,

Delaware Breakwater Jan. 10, from I)einerara, reports a terrible passage; lost and
split sails and broke gaits; otherwise all
right.... It is reported that barque Escort of
Boston, bound from Singapore to Shangliae
vvitli a cargo of timber, has put. into some
port (name not given) for repairs, which will
• <»st *2500.
Tin* vessel is leaking, her hobstays are broken, bows sprung open, and
stern and planking started.
Sin* is all right
aloft, and voyage can he finished without
..S«
h.
Joint
L.
discarging..
Treat, M'Tlure,
sailed from Philadelphia Dei
21st with a
cargo of .-oal for Manzanilla, Cuba, and has
imt been heard from since.
The o\\ ners fear
she has ft Hindered.
Cool) Sailing.
Sell Estelle (of Bmks1»«»i*t,) Caj»t. 11 utehinson, ol Bangor, sld from
l’"itland Dee. 10 and ar at Fort Spain, Trin-

mild form.... The wife of Alon/.o Boberts is
Her
very low and not expected to recover.
two daughters Carrie and Butli are with her.
AI d. 1 >ow claims that no dealer in NYaldo county will give a better trade than he in
ladies’ nice comfortable jackets or cloaks_
Fred NY. Brown is having a steady call for
handmade 1 arnesses-Michael Chase

is

years of age hut continues to look after the
<>f a
large farm....Air. Daniel

Pierce of Alonroe, who died last week at the
advanced age of over ninety years, was anmail who seemed to belong to Brooks,
former years he did considerable business here.
He was a remarkably strong
man
his
physically and retained all
faculties to a wonderful degree... .Everett
Hall has gone to Pishon’s Ferry to work on
a railroad section that his brother has
charge
of... .Geo. A., son of the late John I).
Jones,
is visiting friends in town-T. A. Elliott
sold two organs and a piano last week_
Miss Abbie Barker, who has been in AVaterville this winter, was in town last week_
Among others Rev. H. Small and wife have

other
as

in

been housed by the prevailing epidemic_
Isaiah Gould, Esq., who has been in poor
health for some years, is better than usual
this winter-James G.

fifty years

Morse,

for

over

familiar figure at this corner, is
about the same as ever and still lives alone
and takes care of himself-The C. AY.
Barrell Comedy Co., which was advertised
to play here last Saturday and Monday
evenings, failed to put in an appearance and
report says they were stranded in Bangor
-Sergeant Win. N. Crosby has collected
the 1890 tax for this town and is now ready
to settle with the town officers. He is one
of the very best collectors that Brooks ever
had.
a
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idad Dee. 22. making tin* passage in 11 days,
the quickest time ever made by a
sailing vessel.
The Estelle was built b\ 1C L. Beazh*\
& Co., of Bm ksport, and this was her first
voyage... Barque Hiram Emery (of Boston. >
Capt. Frank \V. Gorham, arrived at \ alparaiso Jan. 17, after a passage of S7 days from
New \ ork, and tin* harkentim* .John S. Emery. Capt. Charles H. Wooster, arrived at
Tahahuauo Jan. 22, after a passage of so
days from New York.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown
N: Co.. New York, reports for the week ending Jan. 2J: The demand for long voyage
general cargo tonnage is likewise light, although a few fixtures have been made during tin* week on basis of about 17s.« 18s. per
40 cubic feet, ln-in e to Sydney and Melbourne, >7 per ton, dead weight eapaeitv, to
San Francisco and >2.25 to
Puget Sound.
Deal and timber freights for
Europe are unchanged and quiet, whilst naval store freights
remain about 2s. Pd. and 4s. from the
primarv
l»')i*ts to Cork for orders. The quickened enquiry for tonnage in connection with the
Fiver Plate and Brazil ports, noted last week,
continues, and as handy size vessels are not
over plentiful,
freights in those directions
are strong.
A substantial revival of business with the east coast, of South
America,
would, no doubt, confer substantial benefit
upon other branches of the freight, market,
as did the
activity of the Fiver Plate trade
two or three years ago. The
existing conditions of that trade, it is true, are
materially
different from what they were at that time,
hut an exceptionally large wheat
crop and a
gradual improvement in the financial affairs
in Argentine, in connection with a
pronounced conservatism in business there timing the last two years, are calculated to promote something of a revival in
freights during the present season. Brazil, too, is favored
with good crops, the effect of which is already manifest in an increased demand for
tonnage from our ports. West India freights
continue moderately active and generally
firm, although still upon too low a basis to
afford a fair profit to vessel owners. All the
indications, however, appear to be favorable
to an improvement upon last year's business.
The coastwise trades
with rates
on a basis from which it would seem that
any
change must be for the better. Freights in
the Pacific are at, a low ebb. Grain
freights
from San Francisco to (’ork for orders are
down to 20s. a25s., and nitrate
freights to
Hampton Roads for orders to 20s. Charters:
Sell. Kit Carson, New York to
Kingston,
lumber, §4. Sell. Willie L. Newton, New
York to Demarara, §1,575. Sch. Tofa, Pensacola to
lumber, §(». Sell. Horace G. Morse, Darien to Bath and Tliomas-

-Wo have

one

of

ton, lumber. Sch. Joseph W. Foster, Boston
to Matanzas, empty hlids., 55 cents, tierces
27 1-2 cents.

•‘r'

*“’-?%B-t:Zjfn

Regular Prices

the LARGEST STOCKS of_

to be found in flit1 city to select from.
I liis otter is good for one month.
Remember our goods are ail N h\\ no shop worn goods to be found in our store. We
have benefited you in the past and we propose to do even better now.
We continue the same bold, vigorous policy that lias marked our
past successful career in
new
and
lower
own
goods
We
our
introducing
giving
prices.
goods at prices that
warrant us in selling at lower prices than others.
Our name is a guarantee of
good faith and honest dealings.

OUR

DISPLAY

OF MENS and BOYS’ SUITS

Surpasses all former efforts. The workmanship of all goods we handle is the login s;
notch attained hy the great advancements made in manufacturing clothing.
j
IVe can Fit More Men

Perfectly

than any other House in this toon.

We offer the best value in SilTTW that
and sold at prices within the reach of all.

Waldo

an

It.- made

These goods

Reincmhci tin

are

till

at

the

place,

woo

Clothing House,

IV Main Street.

OWEIT

BEOS.

The imnllost Pill in the World!

Proprietors.

MU AT HIE

very small, yet possess all tin- v:rof the larger "inn's Tills which
have been so pop* .ar tor thirt y y»-ars.
.Their size ami sugar-coating coniImendt’-.om for the use of children I
and persons with weak stomachs. For
are

|tues

1

Sick Headache

they

AT HOME?

1

invaluable as they cause the
} food to assimilate, nourish the body I
anti pass oil’naturally wit bout nausea,
.or griping,
Doth sizes of Tutt’s Pills
arc sold by all druggists. Dose small. <
Price, 23c. Cilice, 3i> Park Place, >i. V.
are

Winler Footai
OF ALL

KINDS AT

W. T. HolburnsI

\N

e

are

re-civ

in-

I

some

the handsomest kind

om|diiuents

on

our

518.00 BED ROOM SUITE.
Men's and

Boys’ Kelt Boots and Lubbers.
Boys’ Leggins and Lubbers.

Men’s and

Men’s Wool Lined Boots.
Men’s Beaver Cloth Boots.
Men’s High Cut Three Buckle

[A reties,
Men's and Boys’ Arctics,
Men’s and
Bovs' LumberI

man’s Lubbers of all kinds.

If money savin- is an object ii is a suite that wii
suit you to perfect ion. You have read a {i'ood dea
about furniture, and perhaps you have not quit*
believed all that you have seen in print, hut the
suite tells its own story, and you will he lost ii
wonder when von set* it
How it -an he sold nr
sueh a ti-urt* will he a riddle to you. Come ahum
and eelio what we say about it. and don't e>rpt
t" take advantage of the opportunity which you
visit w ill afford us to show y ou ..ur entire stork
of
MMIS.

SPENCER & JONES.
Belfast. .Ian. 21. 1 si»2.

*•

Ladies* Beaver, Congress and Lace Boots,
Ladies' Beaver Foxed Button and Lace

[ Boots,
Ladies

Felt >ole Lace Boots and

[Slippers.
Ladies’

High

Cut Two Buckle

[i
pered. Ha best made.
l.seiv
tiling try them

[A 1ctics.

FINGKH

Ladies" Fleece Lined Lubbers,
Ladies and Misses High Cut
[Button Arctics.

Ladies,

LOW PRICES & GOOD

QUALITY.

ton

|

\

ItlNOs.

Souvenir
NpooiiN.
unique anil pretty styles -o| nj

variety of

order.

kinds of eiipravin- ..
Did Kn-lish. Mono-ram. Cy

kykrythim; in tin-.

AN

BOTTOM

s

Block, High Street.

50 Boxes of That

30 CENT TEA
KEUEIV EJL)

-JUST

BY-

A. A. HOWES & CO.

24 lbs. SUGAR
Tor
By

A.

$l.oo,

A.

HOWES

For Sale

& CO.

or

Rent,

THUttLOW HOUSE (lirick) upon <’onuress

street.
THE
Bel

fast, .1 an.

5,

Hervey's
riiteitix

ai

tin- 1

pluu ami

t
St

m.011

up.

Jewelry Store.
Kovv, IJelfast, Ale.

I’KK'KS.

ff. T. CIILIH IM
McClintock

a

of the largest lines iii this section
w,
Diamonds ttpals. Moontstones, hmcrahi. I'< .t
Cnmt.ee
Also*oLll», PLAIN unit K N ti K A V KI *
K1M.S of tlu best quality and make.

All

BOOT & SHOE LINE

want

ait warranted

Due

Misses A Child's Arctics.

continue'’dull,

Cienfuegos,

r.ich »»mvhasrr,

A Discount of 10 Per Cent, from our

S, Ion :i:t
ship
Baltimore for San

Francisco.
Capt. Andrew Blake has taken charge of
new sell Addie T Carleton, and is loading lime at Kockport for New York.
Disasters, etc. Schr Olive Becker at

coining in notwithstanding the uncertain
travelling. Some haul on sleds and some on
.('has. E. Lane paid out 81,000 for
wagons.
hay last Monday... .Airs. E. (’. Boodv has
been in Jackson helping to take care of her
father, mother and sister, the family «>f Levi
Bich, all being down with the grip_Mrs.
Josephene Fogg has been in Belfast earing
bn- her mother. Airs. Boodv, who has been
very ill.... Among the men who have been
down with the grip are: Jefferson Hobbs
and son, John Gibbs, Fred NY. Blown Jr..
Boss AVebber, A'. (1. Johnson, NY. H. Page
B. Y. Stinson, Libbeiis .Jones and several
others not before mentioned. Nearly every
woman in tin* place has had a touch of it. but
fortunately it lias been generally in a very

interests

-.

Camden

Special ttaclions k Iliis iiilli.

MISCELLAN V

lat •»
from

the

is

AYe learn
buying piles and piles of hay.
that Jennie, daughter of J. NY. Lang Esq.,
formerly of this town recently died in Millbridge of eonsuui] tion. All of her early life
was
passed in Brooks.Air. Emerson
Davis, who lives just over in Jackson, but
who has always been a familiar figure in our
village, is in poor health at present, and
con lined to tin* house.
He is over eighty

of

l’oltTS

Domingo C:ty, Jan lii. Sailed seh
Lena, Yeazie, New York.
14.
In port- sehs S M
Saga a. Ja
Bird
ami T W Hyde.
Zaza, Jan 15. Cleared hark Henrv Nor
well, Perry. New York.
In port, hark Edward L
Rosario, i»er h.
Mayberry, Knight, for Boston, idg.
Jan
22.
\ re
.i hark J >!m
T:ii'-.dmano,
S Emery. Wooster. New Ymk.
\ n ved sell Clara E
Havana. Jail IP.
Colcord. Kavanaugli, Pensaeoia : 20. arrived,
1 larks Carrie E Long. Stowers. _\,• w York:
Havana. 1 ;iee, do.
Sr Thomas, Jan 12.
Arrived sell Isaali
Hart, Williams. Philadelphia.
Bermuda, Jan Hi. Sailed, sell Addie G
!
Bryant, (May. Sat ilia Liver.
Sierra Leone. Dee 25. Sailed, sell Alfaretta
S Snare, Smith, New York.
Matanzis. Jan Hi.
Vrri ved,. hark Grace
Lynwood, Gilke.v Philadel pliia.
Port an Prince. Jan 7.
Sailed, sell Waldemar, Lelaml. Port de Paix
Sau
h*s^ie

meat market in

his

David Tor-

Rockland, Jan 22. Sailed sell Addie Jordan. Harrinian. Charleston.
an
II*.
Sailed seh Young
Portsmouth,
Brothers, Snow, Balt .more.
Brunswick, G; Jan 21. Arrived sell Ahhie C Stubhs, Pendleton. New York.
Mobile, Jan 2L Arrived seh Hattit Met;
Buck, Sprovvl. I •eiisaeola.
.Jacksonville, Jan 20. Sailed seh Meyer <N'
Muller. New \ ork 23. cleared seh ’Etna.
Jordan. New York.
Key West. F a, Jan 20. Arrived seh F C
Pendleton, Parker, New York.
Darien. Ga, Jan 20. Arrived sell F F
Lamdin. Rave. Belfast, Me; 23. arrived. sen
Mary L. Crosby, Thomas, New York.
Fernandina. Jan 23.
Arrived Susan N
Pickering, Haskell. Boston.
Stamford, ( t. Jan 25. Arrived, sell W II
Sumner. Pendleton. Savannah.

arrived from Nebraska

who has lived here many

citizen

experience._

POUTS.

1 femerari.

rev.

Mrs. II. N.

one

.awrenei

Heckle, Champerieo.
Boston, Jan 23. Arrived seh Daylight,
Nickerson, Philadelphia: 25, arrived, seh.
< )li ve_Peeker, Hal I, Deinerara:
cleared, brig
Eugene Hale, Harding, Surinam.
Philadelphia, Jan 21. Arrived seh Henry
Clausen, Jr, Appleby, Boston; 23, arrived
hark Edward Cushing. Whittier, Guantanamo; 25, arrived, sell Young Brothers, Snow,
Portsmouth, N H.
Delaware Breakwater, Jan 23. Sailed seh
Noromhega, Armstrong, Deinerara for New
York; 25, arrived, seh L F Pettigrew, Morse,

to

familiarly known,

Mary Farrow. Condon, Bos-

Srhs
Petrel, Heath. Roekport:
K. Chester. Banks, Roekport.

cleared hark Carrie Heckle, Champerieo; 23,
cleared sell Willie L Newton, Coombs, Demerara: 24, arrived
ship Charger, Goodell,
Taltal: 25, arrived, hark Clara E. MeGilvery, Gil key, Santa Cruz; sell. Noromhega,
Armstrong, Heine ara; sailed, hark Carrie

this week.... AVe

visit their

I

BELFAST.

Arrived hark Richard
Pisagua: seh Lizzie B
Willey, Livers, Fernandina: 21. arrived sell
Melissa B Willey. Willey, Darien, Cia: 22,

Not

from.

Cases

WHEN ALL OTHERS HAVE FAILED.

spected

New York, .Jan 10.
Parsons. Thorndike,

grip patients

heard

Obstinate

ALLEN'S SARSAPARILLA

m:\ys.

AMKliH'AN

learn that the report of the
death of Mrs. Nellie Lane a short time since
was incorrect..Air. and
Mrs. Tobias
very

Sell.

2li.

lias

...

AV

Most

OF DISEASE YIELD QUICKLY TO

S. hs. 31 ary Farrow. Condon,
.Lait. 21.
\Y i liter'port ; Pet rel. Hi at h. P>» sii n.
Schs. Odell, Wade, Boston; Mng.Ian. 22.
111 *lia, Post< ii.
S< hs. i’eiiobsei-T. Carter. Pliila.Ian.
delpliia W. T. Emerson. Post mi.
.Ian. 21. Sell. Law iciie. p.t lu ster Banks,
Boston.

Jan. 21.

Smith....
been the guest of
Mr. B. P. Goodhue for a few days, has returned to his home in Brewer.
Miss Lena
Treat has gone to Massachusetts, where she.
will spend the remainder of the winter....
Mr. Jas. Treat has bought the hind and farm
buildings situated on the mill road and lateM r. AV.
ly owned l»y Mr. B. F. Brow tie.
1 >. Coleord, who lias been ill for some weeks,
is able to be about again... .Miss Maude Pendleton is at home from Camden on a visit
Subject for the A'. P. C. C. next Sunday
evening—Preparation for Life—Prov. 8:32:>»>. ..There will he preaching in Coleord hall
next Sunday afternoon at 2.30standard time,
by the pastor, Rev. N. La Marsh. Come and
bring your friends.

is

The

W. R. Hardy, an old soldier and
a wall known
and highly re-

ton.

of Mr. Anson

Mr.

an

____

SAII.KD.

Slipper eommittee, whose uame.s we
were unahle to learn.
Mr. AY. F. jirowne
lias rehouglit the stage line between this
and

I

Like

A UK IV El).

:

the

to

mItg W°rks

tells his

stormy

are

RILLA

him.’

fore

t"

Years
Nothing Equals
Allen’s Sarsapa-

at

’91.

10,

For 29 years I have been a suf-1
fererfrom Ever trouble and dis1 nad pains -in mv side all
pepsia.
the time, a.id at times they were so
sharp as to ahmost take my
breath. C\e-yth'ng I ate distressed
me, so that wiui the pain in my r'de
and the dyspepsia I was in coni'nual suffering.
I tried every l.'nd
of medicine I could hear < f. hut nothing helped me until I tc^an taking
Allen’s Sarsaparilla.
I have
taken two bottles of this wonderful
medicine, and it has been worth $25
a bottle to me.
It has made a new
man ot me, and I am in better health
I than I have been since the war. I conj traded my eiisease in the army, and
have been sick ever since. Alien’s
Sarsaparilla is the only medicine that has helped me in all this
time.
W. R. Hardy.

EM.

California Fruit Trade.

plenty. Her orange shipments are reported
30,000,000 pounds, while the total shipdepartment of the M. C. I. at Pittsfield, Me.,
ments of other green fruit aggregate 78,000,and graduated in his third term, with a good
000 pounds.
Dried-fruit shipments readied
report. His penmanship is of a high order.
the enormous figures of 72,000,000 pounds.
The present winter he is an assistant teachRaisins furnished 47,000,000 pounds, against
er in this
department, working a part of his 37.000,000 last year. Of canned goods this
for
time
pay, and is taking short hand and
year’s shipments were 78.000,000 pounds,
type writing during his spare time. Mr. against 43,(XH),000 last year. In everything
Berry is a steady and exemplary young man except wine and salmon there has heen a
and lives at home with his widowed mother,
great inerease in shipments, showing that
who derives great comfort from her boy. the
year was one of the most plenteous ever
Mr. Berry no doubt has a brilliant future be- known for farmer and
fruit-grower.

F. Brown has been seriously iii for tin- past ! masons in Steuben, and as the old lady is
now very infirm it isa very kind net in them
two weeks with heart trouble, lie is attended by l>r. Stilson of Bucksport.
Eldeii to look after her w ell'are.
Harriman has been coiuined to the bed for
IJhooks. This is a hanl winter for tinthe past two weeks with a severe-attack of
nil'll who sell sleighs and
lumbers, but our

of '<Sb, was elected House Surgeon at a meet- M elister of Brooksville landed
grain for A.
ing of the Board of Trustees of the Maine Harriman & Co. at their wharf Tuesday : alEye and Ear lnlirmarx. held at Portland on so several tons of feed for Sargent Granite
next Thursday night w ith Mr. and Mrs. E.
the evening of .January lb... Myra I)., only Co. ..Two of the new houses at the Point
K. Moore.
of Capt. Isaac Coombs, died Jan. are
The young child of J. E. Marde.n, who daughter
already occupied. Mr. C. A. Colson has
broke its arm a short time ago, is improving 22. Sin- was one of Camden's most estima- mover! his family into one and Mr. F. T.
ble young ladies and her death, though not
Bartlett his family into another..
Miss Alrapidly.
unexpected, has cast a shadow over the mira Ginn, who was called
here from Dainawhole
H. J\ Towle intends working for Cue Dana
community. Capt. Coombs and fami1\ have the sympathy of all....The Knox riscotta by the sickness and death of her
Sarsaparilla Co., as soon as there is g rhance
Agricultural society has chosen T. C. At- aged mother, Mrs. Isabel Ginn, returned to
for
him.
open
wick, of Camden, permanent president, and
C. K. Miller, of Camden, permanent secre- Damariseotta Friday by the way of Belfast,
Mrs. Mary Smart has returned from the
where she will make her brother Mr. Clias.
tary
village, where she has been visiting her
F. Ginn a short visit-Mrs. Evander HarWkst
Waldo.
daughter, Mrs. M. \V. Ellis.
Monday evening. Jan. riman returned home on the Penobscot
Smelt catching is the order of the day just lSth, the good people of Poor’s Mills and Thursday. Sin* accompanied lu*r husband
to the number of about thirty, made
'Pile Lake is alive with fishermen vicinity,
now.
as far as Rockland on tin* sell Addie Jordan,
a call and spent the evening with Mr. and
bound from Belfast to Charleston-Miss
nearly every day. Herbert. Maddox ol SwanMrs. Daniel Dutton and family. They were
Alice Weseott is sick with tin* grip at Mr.
ville, caught nearly a bushel last Saturday.
kindly received and entertained by Mr. Dut- George Avery’s. Mr. C. A. Colson, foreman
Last Thursday evening about 75 of the
ton ami family and the Rev. Mr. McDougall,
uii tieagau’s Mt. is also suffering from an atfriends of Almond Rivers, met at his home
of Sears port, who was boarding at Mr. Duttack of the grip.
ami enjoyed themselves hugely. The evej ton's at the time. After hand shakings and
Liberty. At the time of the disastrous
ning was passed in playing games, darn ing,
it
in
token
friendly greetings
appeared that
tire of Jail, lbth I was sick in lied with laand so forth.
of respect to Rev. Mr. McDougall some citigrippe and should not have cared if the enMrs. Emma (Carter) Moulton, with her zens of Poor’s Mills
and Waldo had bought
tire village had burned,with me in it.
In(
sister, Miss Jennie arter, arriv ed from Bos- some articles for that
gentleman and took deed. I was not
myself at all. I felt as though
ton last week with the remains of Mrs. this occasion to
them.
Mr. Na-

The M. E. sociable and circle will

|

Massachusetts, where he has been employed
for several seasons_Mrs. Henry Higgins
returned from Lowell, Mass., last Saturday.
Good-

Bucksport.
Express Agent P. A.
ale was again at his post Thursday after a
tedious illness-Capt. E. P. Nichols was

can

farm produce-Many families are down
sick from the effects of la grippe. Joseph
Higgins and family of East Thorndike are
among those afflicted with it_Charles
Ward left town Monday of this week for

Centre Montville.

of the fire is unknown.

cause

Loss, £2000; insurance, .£1000.

1

j

Thorndike. Business is quite good at the*
Station, shipping hay, potatoes and other

Board of Boilslralion.
N1 nB.W ATInN i.-de-in d b\ the Board
: !;•
1 istratiou ..i voter- ot Bellast regarding
Brown. \N iD.itfollowing per-on-: Kdwiu
< o|,h.
I '.a 11 heli ie i. A-a <
Nathaniel l>. .laeks.
William John-on, Harvey Karra hen, Kli B. i.a
idler, Otarles W Page. Oeorge \. Piteln r. .lo-i
Bieker. Daniel A. Bohhins. .hdin B. lingers, lit
W
Smith. Allan ,1. Sherman, Frank .1. Thoinp-'
.1. D. Wentworth, Oscar I..
W oodhun. st'aW'oodhury. tlolin A W ade. iof W ard 2
II am of these persons are legal voters in
eitv at this time thev are
requested to appeal
tore the Board of Begi-t rat ion at its meeting
the Aldermen's room. Monday. Fell, l.troui 2
4 o'< lock i*. m
Am one %\ ho ran give infoi m
as to any of the
person- before named, is rc-j
fully requested to do so at once to one ot the m<
hers of the Board.
All persons who have rceentlv U-rnme 21 v«-.i
of age, and who claim a tight to vote in this
alsoall others who have become residents ot ti
city during the past year and who claim to be h
voters therein, are requested to appear at
meeting of the Board at the time ami place ab«
named and present theit names for action b\ :
Board.
Belfast. Jay. 2d. 1S‘.»2.
JOHN M. FI.K’lV 11 KB,
)
liKOKCK K. WAl.I.At K.
Keulstrall'
KMKIiA Itn.UiDMAN,
I

■

)

300

13ms.

WM. C. MARSH A LI.,
1892.— ltf

Stone & Wooden Ware,
ALL

KINDS. BY

A. A. HOWES A JCO.

Choice Brands Flour
Direct from the mills and

A. A.

selling low by

HOWES A CO.

